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Preface

Within the last years I have overcome two major challenges: I have climbed Mount

Kilimanjaro and I have submitted this PhD dissertation. To achieve these two goals

has required hard work, but I would definitely not have been without these adventures

since they have really spurred my personal growth in so many ways. On the journeys I

have met many inspiring and wonderful people, made new friends along the way, and

I have had numerous helpful guides. Without these guides I would not have been able

to make it to the finish line. They provided me with very useful advice and knowledge

about the new and unknown environment that suddenly surrounded me. One day

I found myself on a straightforward path in a peaceful rainforest or – in relation to

my dissertation – a quiet day at the office, whereas the next day I was on a rocky and

steep trail with the wind right in my face or – in relation to my dissertation – giving a

presentation at an international conference or facing multiple compiling errors in the

program. The guides or supervisors were always ready to guide me back on to the path

when I got lost. When a climb to an altitude of 5895 meters - or the completion of three

papers - seemed to me as an almost impossible task, my friends or PhD fellows were

always able to lighten up the mood. In case you wonder which path to the summit I
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found the most challenging, there is no doubt in my mind: submitting the dissertation

was the hardest one.
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Summary

The present dissertation consists of four chapters each related to the modeling of the

optimization problems that exist within collection of recyclable materials. The prob-

lems of interest are inspired by a real world case from the Danish waste management

company Reno Djurs. Citizens can deposit glass and paper waste in large bins, called

cubes, located at several collection points, called locations. A vehicle fitted with con-

tainers is assigned to co-collect these materials over a multi-period time horizon and

transport them to their respective treatment facilities. The objective is to minimize

costs while avoiding violation of several capacity constraints. We address the prob-

lems of scheduling trips to the locations as well as to the treatment facilities. Since the

cubes at the locations as well as the containers of the vehicle have limited capacity, the

schedule for visiting locations and treatment facilities has to be made such that over-

filling is avoided. The fact that the daily accretion rates of materials at the locations are

uncertain makes the planning process even more complicated.

In the first chapter, we present a mathematical model for the collection problem and

introduce the special capacity constraints representing the variations in the available

capacity of the vehicle containers. We develop a heuristic solution method for solv-

ing the daily planning problem by considering a rolling time horizon of a few days.
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We apply a construction heuristic in the first period and re-optimize the solution ev-

ery subsequent period with a variable neighborhood search algorithm. Deterministic

estimates are substituted for the stochastic quantity of accumulated materials at the

locations. The solution approach is evaluated by a simulation study conducted on real

world data. In the current setup in the real world case, the planning is performed man-

ually with no algorithmic support. The focus in this chapter is therefore to evaluate the

benefits of using an algorithm for planning purposes. Our computational experiments

show promising and robust performance, and compared to the real world case, the

algorithm shows more efficient use of capacities. Furthermore, we investigate if an

inclusion of a future cost function that estimates long term effects of short term deci-

sions, leads to a decrease in operational cost for the collection problem. We conclude

that the solution approach benefits from this inclusion and that the operational costs

are indeed decreased.

In the second chapter, we present a two-stage stochastic programming formulation

with simple recourse, where collection decisions make up the first stage, and penalty

costs for overfilling are applied in the second stage. We propose single- and multi-

period management policies to address the daily scheduling and transportation issues

and embed them into a rolling-horizon procedure. The single-period policy only deter-

mines the collection plan for one period, whereas in the multi-period policy, collection

plans for several periods are established. The multi-period policy uses the algorithm

from the first chapter. The focus is on investigating the impact and value of the avail-

ability of sensor and information systems that can provide information on material

levels at locations, for both management policies. Computational experiments show

the efficiency of the proposed policies to address various problem settings of realistic

dimensions. They also show that the multi-period policy generally outperforms the

single-period policy and that both policies benefit from sensor and information sys-

tems availability.
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In the third chapter, we present generalized models of the two-stage model from

the previous chapter. We include a set of scenarios in the models to approximate the

uncertain future. Each scenario contains a subset of possible value outcomes for each

stochastic parameter, i.e., the daily quantity of deposited materials at the locations. We

develop a heuristic approach to solve the problem inspired by the progressive hedg-

ing strategy. In the heuristic, we decompose the problem by scenarios and solve each

scenario-dependent subproblem with the algorithm from the previous chapter. We

then compare the different solutions for the subproblems to discover similarities and

trends, which we use to guide the overall search approach towards an efficient and im-

plementable collection plan and eventually come up with a solution to the underlying

stochastic problem, one that can be expected to perform rather well for all scenarios.

We outline and compare different strategies to gradually guide the scenario-dependent

subproblems to obtain consensus about the collection plan. The focus in this chapter

is on the discussion of the generation of the scenarios and on the subsequent stability

tests. Furthermore, we compare the proposed heuristic with the solution method from

the second chapter numerically. The computational experiments show that the deter-

ministic solution method of the second chapter works well for the stochastic problem

and successfully avoids overfilled containers. However, the solution method of this

chapter still has a potential for successfully solving the collection problem, since it

results in lower operations cost on instances where both solution methods avoid over-

filled cubes and containers.

The last chapter, consists of an article published in the members’ journal of the

Danish Operations Research Society. The article conveys the key points from the first

and second chapter in a general language and with graphic illustrations. The original

layout of the article is maintained in this chapter.
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Introduction

Since the 70s, intensified research into the long-term impact of the established disposal

systems on groundwater and air has led to improved understanding of the risks of

pollution and hence to surging environmental awareness. In addition, human over-

consumption may lead to a situation where the earth’s resources will become depleted

at some point. To produce any kind of item we use some of the earth’s resources,

be it raw materials or pre-processed materials. We transform these resources into the

wanted item. Once we are finished using this item and decide to discard it, it becomes

waste to us. Defined in this way, waste means items or materials that are without value

in our eyes. Afterwards several things can happen to the waste: it can be reused, recy-

cled, incinerated, or it can end up at a disposal facility or landfill. If the waste ends up

on landfills or if it is incinerated (burned), the resources in question are lost. Moreover,

landfills and incineration are not the best solutions for handling the waste, since land-

fills are causing groundwater pollution and incineration leads to release of greenhouse

gases and local air pollution (Lund, 2001). An obvious alternative is to reuse or recy-

cle such waste instead. When we reuse or recycle, we turn the waste into useful and

valuable items or materials again. We thereby reduce the negative effects of the incin-

eration and landfills and at the same time, we are able to utilize the scarce resources
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again. Compared to the environmental risks associated with landfilling or incineration,

reusing and recycling are the preferred waste management strategies (Lund, 2001). The

final option, disposal, can be necessary for some types of waste that are not suitable

for any other handling or treatment.

There are different classes of waste: residential (from single- and multifamily ho-

mes), commercial (from office buildings, retail companies, and restaurants), institu-

tional (from schools, hospitals, and prisons), industrial (packing and administrative),

and municipal (e.g., litter, street sweepings) (Pichtel, 2014). We distinguish between

the residential waste deposited by individual citizens and commercial waste deposited

by companies. Commercial waste is collected directly from a company or a group of

companies located together. A company or a group of companies may be expected

to exhibit the same behavior and responsibility as citizens, but they can moreover be

governed by special laws and regulations concerning industrial solid waste. For the

remaining part of this dissertation, we limit the focus to the residential waste class.

Prevention

Reusing

Recycling

Incineration

Disposal

Landfill

Figure I.1: Waste pyramid. Source: www.affald.dk

Collected residential waste can be handled and treated in several ways. Figure I.1

shows the so-called waste pyramid and the different waste handling methods. The
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pyramid is organized as follows. The most preferred waste handling method is at

the bottom (level one) and the least preferred method is at the top (level six) of the

pyramid. The more we can prevent waste, the better, as displayed at level one of

the pyramid. In other words, we should minimize the amount of waste we produce

in society, e.g., by buying and consuming fewer products or using the products for a

longer period. The second best thing would be to reuse the waste, i.e., to use an item for

the same purpose again, which is the second level in the pyramid. E.g., when we buy

a new dinner table, then the old still-functional table could be reused. It may be given

to a friend or a second-hand store with or without further processing. Luckily, many

people still see a value in items that other people have discarded. Coordination of

this kind of second hand reuse has been simplified tremendously by the proliferation

of social media. Bottles made of glass or plastic are another example; they can be

cleaned and then refilled and given a new cap. In case direct reuse of an item is not

possible, we prefer to recycle the raw materials of the item, i.e., process the materials

into new products. Thus recycling is level three in the pyramid. Some parts of waste

are particularly suitable for recycling. For instance, yesterday’s newspapers can be

processed into new paper very successfully. Recycled paper is also increasingly used

for items such as cardboard boxes, leaflets, egg trays, packaging etc. instead of paper

made by new wood pulp. Another example is the sportswear company Nike that used

recycled plastic bottles to make new fabric for fitness pants (McCalmont, 2015). In

level four of the pyramid we find incineration. A somehow obvious way to get rid

of waste such as food waste and packaging is to burn it at an incineration plant. In

Denmark, we have great success with so-called waste-to-energy plants that utilize the

energy produced during incineration to generate heat for district heating and power

for electricity supply. Actually, Denmark was the first country in the world to stop the

landfilling of waste suitable for incineration, and the incineration plants are the least

polluting and most efficient in the world (State of Green, 2017). The useful byproduct is
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one of the reasons why incineration is preferred over disposal and landfills. However,

the raw materials are lost when the waste is burned, unlike the handling options at the

lower levels of the pyramid. Some parts of waste are not suitable for reuse, recycling

or even burning and therefore end up at a disposal site, represented in level five in

the pyramid. It can be that the waste is toxic and hazardous, e.g., asbestos from old

houses or hypodermic needles from hospitals. These products end up at a disposal

facility, as they contain environmentally damaging chemicals or disease carrying risks.

Modern disposal facilities ensure correct handling of the waste such that it causes as

little damage to the environment including the groundwater as possible. Thus, the

facility can be equipped with layers of absorbent material and sheets of plastic to keep

pollutants from leaking into the soil and water. At the very top of the pyramid we find

landfills. A landfill is a selected area where waste is dumped. The waste can be buried

under the ground or between layers of dirt. Unlike disposal facilities, landfilling may

not include protective layers, which increases the risks of leaching. In a landfill all

resources within the waste are lost and no benefits are gained. Hence, the landfills are

the least environment friendly option and we would therefore like to avoid this type of

waste handling. As a final remark, notice that the waste pyramid gives a rough picture

of the waste handling methods and that it does not include, e.g., the special option of

treating organic waste at biogas plants.

Before we can take advantage of the different handling and treatment methods for

waste, we need to sort the waste. The sorting of waste, e.g., separation of the reusable

and recyclable materials or toxic materials, can be done by the user, the collection com-

pany, or at the treatment facilities. Waste sorting can be done to varying degrees. It can

be general, e.g., just separating a few recyclable materials from the waste, or it can be

more careful, e.g., when reusable glass is sorted by color. Notice that a product or ma-

terial does not always have a predetermined destination. For instance, an empty beer

bottle can end up in several places: it can be placed in a garbage bag and end at an
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incineration plant or landfill without further sorting. Moreover, it can be collected for

reuse and after a washing process at a treatment facility be used for a new beer of the

same kind, or it can be collected for recycling and melted into new glass at a treatment

facility and thereby be used for new bottles and other glass products. The destination

for an item therefore depends on the sorting of the materials, the collection method,

and the type and quality of the materials of the item.

Because of the obvious benefits of recycling, governments are increasingly willing

to demand and subsidize recycling (Lund, 2001). In Denmark, collected residential

waste alone amounts to more than 3.3 million tons of waste per year (Toft et al., 2016).

In 2014, 44 percent of the waste was reused or recycled whereas the greater part of the

waste, 52 percent, was burned (Toft et al., 2016). If we are to curb the steady increase

in waste generation and protect the earth, we obviously need to recycle more of our

waste. Recently, the Danish government presented a new strategic approach to waste

management through which they want to encourage recycling over incineration. The

aim is that, by the year 2022, 50 percent more of the residential household waste will

be recycled instead of being incinerated (State of Green, 2017).

The main focus of the remainder of the dissertation is on reusing and recycling, i.e.,

the second and third levels of the waste pyramid. We start with a brief overview of the

kinds of materials and items that can be recycled or reused. Some parts of waste can

be recycled such as glass, wine bottles, lemonade bottles, jam jars, paper, newspapers,

office paper, school notes, cardboard, dishpans, packaging from fruit and ice cream,

and plastic bottles, etc. Some part of electronic waste can be used in new products, e.g.,

computers. Iron and metal such as soft drink cans, tinned food cans, nails, bicycles, and

pots can be melted down to new products. Recycling of metal is one of oldest kinds of

recycling activity, mainly because of the large amount of energy that must be expended

to extract a metal from its ores in the first place (Letcher and Vallero, 2011). Some

PVC from e.g., rubber boots and window blinds can be recycled at special treatment
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facilities (ARC, 2017). As mentioned above some items such as clothes, furniture, and

bottles can be reused as they are and form parts of new products. Generally, you

can say that it makes particular sense to recycle expensive materials (e.g., metal) or

products with a short lifespan (e.g., newspapers).

Reclaimed materials can be utilized by individuals or companies. Firms generally

state three reasons for using recycled material. The first is the financial aspect as re-

cycled materials are generally less expensive than new ones. The second reason is to

show concern for the environment for branding and image purposes. For instance,

the printer company Canon has a cartridge recycling program and they proclaim that

“Canon is living and working together for the common good” (Dekker et al., 2013).

And finally, the firms may by forced by law or regulations to use recycled materials.

Europe has seen a steep increase in environmental regulation that sets up recycling

quotas, packaging regulation, or may force manufacturers to accept returned parts or

materials (Dekker et al., 2013). Similarly, individuals may use recycled materials in

order to gain economic benefits, to profile themselves as trendy and environmentally

conscious, or because they are concerned about the environment.

Collection systems

An important activity in the process of reusing and recycling is the actual collection

of the reusable and recyclable materials and a great many collection systems exist.

A collection system is defined by all the activities and actions required to manage the

material from where it is deposited to its destination. This includes transportation from

the geographic locations where the material is deposited and may also include sorting

of the materials or ensuring that any sorting already done is maintained. The system

to be used depends on the type of material and its value and volume. The geography

such as city or rural area also comes into play when deciding on a collection system
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and so does the chosen sorting strategy. In the following, we describe some of the

potential collection systems and we conclude the section with a discussion of the pros

and cons of these systems.

In a curbside collection system, specific types of recyclable material are picked up

directly at the households. They may be recyclable materials such as glass, paper,

metal, garden waste, etc. The citizens need to make the bag(s), bin(s), container(s),

or bundle(s) containing the recyclable material accessible for the collection company.

In some residential areas this is typically done by bringing the bags to the sidewalk

where a vehicle then comes by and picks up the bags. In other areas they are picked

up in backyards. The vehicle normally picks up material from numerous houses in

a single street. The vehicle is staffed with one or more workers depending on the

vehicle type. In the city area it is often staffed with a driver and two men assigned to

pick up. If more than one recyclable material is collected at the households and the

citizens have already made an effort to sort the materials, then the collection is most

easily performed by means of a multi-compartment vehicle to maintain the division of

materials. Another example of curbside collection is scouts who occasionally go from

door to door to collect paper for recycling or items for a flea market. Another collection

system where the recyclable materials are picked up at the households is known as call

service. It works in the following way. If you have an item, e.g., a piece of furniture

or clothes that you no longer use, you can arrange a pick up with a friend or potential

buyer by phone or via the internet, e.g., the webpage of Den Blå Avis (DBA, 2017).

Some local authorities, e.g., Aarhus Kommune, provide a service where they pick up

items for reuse or recycling, as well as bulky waste at your home at pre-arranged times

or by call (AffaldVarme Aarhus, 2017).

A buy-back center is an example of a collection system in which the citizens need to

bring the recyclable materials from their homes to another physical location. In a buy-

back center the citizens are paid for the material or product they bring in. The centers
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are normally staffed and the citizens have to deliver the items within the opening hours

of the store. For instance, the electronics store Humac buys back used iPhones or iPads

for in-store credit. All personal data is then deleted and the iPhone or iPad is sold to

a customer as a second-hand product (Humac, 2017). A reverse vending machine can

function as a mini-buy-back center for used bottles and cans, for instance (Lund, 2001).

In Denmark, we have a so-called bottle-bill, which is a law that states that certain

bottles and cans used for, e.g., beer and soda must be labeled with a deposit sticker

(Dansk Retursystem, 2017). The citizen pays a deposit when the product is purchased

and then gets it back again when the bottle is returned in a reverse vending machine.

The machine prints an in-store voucher that can be used for buying new products or

exchanged for cash.

Another example of a collection system where the citizens need to bring the recy-

clable materials to another place is the collection points, also denoted locations. Citizens

may deposit some type of recyclable materials at locations designed for the purpose in

their neighborhood. Large bins for collection, called cubes, are positioned at each lo-

cation for the materials. Normally, the cubes are designed for the type of material in

question. The citizens need to sort the materials and deposit them in the proper cube.

The locations are available for the citizens at all times, i.e., it is not subject to opening

hours or staff. A collection company is responsible for timely collection of the materials

and the maintenance of the locations. Semi-private locations make up a slightly differ-

ent collection system that fills the gap between the common locations and the curbside

collection. The semi-private locations are often located at the end of a street or cluster

of streets. Here, the citizens maintain the collection point. The cubes for collection are

smaller than the ones used at the common locations. The agreement between the col-

lection company and the citizens is that the company performs the collection just like it

does at the common locations, but it is the responsibility of the citizens to keep the lo-

cation nice and clean. The citizens normally have a shorter distance to these locations;
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in return, they undertake some of the work for the collection company. An example

of such an agreement is found in the municipality of Kolding in Denmark, which cov-

ers an area of 605 square kilometers with about 90,000 citizens (Kolding Kommune

and COWI, 2016). They have great success with more than a thousand semi-private

locations.

Citizens may also discard their recyclable materials at recycling depots. They can

make use of this option if they have a very large amount of material to deposit or if

the size of the material is too big to fit into the bins at home or at collection points.

At recycling depots, you often see families arriving with a car full of materials after a

clean-up in their attic or garage. The different materials are sorted in larger bins, gener-

ally containers with the size of 36 m3 located at the recycling depots. Here, the citizens

can make a specific and careful sorting of the materials, since there are generally more

types of materials collected at the recycling depots than at the locations. The citizens

need to access the depots within the opening hours; in return they can, however, get

sorting assistance by the staff. If the citizens wish to discard still functional goods, e.g.,

furniture, clothes, and kitchen utensils, such goods can also be delivered to a second-

hand store. Here, the items are sold or given to new users, who can enjoy them once

more. Second-hand stores for building material have also become more common in

recent years. The citizens bring the items voluntarily to the store in the opening hours

or leave them at the store’s doorstep.

After this outline of the systems, we turn to a discussion of the pros and cons of

the systems. A curbside collection system is on the premises of the citizens (Dekker

et al., 2013). This therefore has the advantage that the amount of materials for recy-

cling most likely increases since the citizens can get rid of the material suitable for

recycling very easily. If the collection is conducted by a company, the most important

disadvantage of the curbside system is that it is quite cost-intensive both with regard

to wages and time. Furthermore, if the citizens have to make the material accessible for
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the collection company, they need prior notice if the schedule is changed due to e.g.,

holidays, and this may complicate the planning for the company. The opposite is true

for collection systems on locations as the plan can be very flexible and changed without

prior notice. A drawback to collecting the recyclable materials at locations instead of

at the households is that some citizens may find it inconvenient to bring the materials

to the locations and may therefore deposit them in the waste bin at home and hence

the materials will most likely be lost for recycling. Conversely, other citizens may see

the advantage of depositing the part of waste that can be recycled at locations, since

they thereby reduce the waste in their bins at home, which can be a necessity for big

households in real life. An advantage of the system is that the locations are accessible

for the citizens at all times and generally located geographically close to the citizens’

homes. The system for the semi-private locations has more or less the same pros and

cons as the common locations. However, an advantage of a semi-private location over

a common location is that the citizens may feel a sense of ownership and responsibility

in relation to the location and hence increase the quantity of material for recycling. A

disadvantage of the recycling depots is that it is only possible for the citizens to deposit

materials within the specified opening hours. Moreover, the recycling depots are gen-

erally located outside the city center in isolated areas, since a major site is required for

the many different sorting containers; the disadvantage of this is that it may decrease

the quantity of material for recycling since it can be inconvenient for the citizens to go

there, especially if they do not own a car. However, an advantage is that the recycling

depots are normally staffed, which allows for a more careful separation of the mate-

rials (Dekker et al., 2013). This means that there is a lower risk of the materials not

being sorted in the proper way compared to the curbside and location systems that do

not have supervision. Furthermore, staffed depots give the advantage that workers

can manage and report the fill level of containers at all times, thus providing informa-

tion to be used when the transportation to treatment facilities is planned. A buy-back
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center is also staffed (e.g., full- or part-time), which means that it also benefits from

supervision of the sorting and handling process of the materials brought in by the cit-

izens. Since the citizens can profit from the material their deposit, it will most likely

have a positive effect on the standard and volume of the materials for recycling. The

disadvantages for the buy-back centers include the costs for wages and repurchase.

When a local authority selects a recycling collection system or a combination of sys-

tems, they need to take the pros and cons of each system into account. Furthermore,

they can look at parameters such as cost, flexibility, citizens’ convenience, the risk of

sorting mistakes, and the proportion of waste that will be recycled. In the following,

we examine these parameters in more detail. Regarding the cost, a curbside system

is much more expensive than locations or recycling depots (Lund, 2001). This is due

both to the costs of the vehicles themselves and the wages to the men working them.

In the case, there exists a cost directly associated to emptying bins; it is higher in curb-

side systems, since each household has a bin that needs emptying. A system with a

restricted number of non-staffed locations is less costly to operate. Locations are also

the most flexible system both as regards deposits by the citizens and the collection. The

least flexible system is one where there are time limitations for depositing materials or

where the collection company needs to announce changes in the schedule in advance,

e.g., at a buy-back center or some curbside collection systems. From a citizen’s con-

venience perspective, systems that pick up materials at the citizen’s home are much

more convenient than systems where the citizen needs to bring the material to a place

far away, e.g., recycling depots. Collection from locations and households holds more

or less the same risk of incorrect sorting of the materials, since there is no supervision

in these systems. The sorting mistakes made by citizens may be due to ignorance or

lack of interest in recycling. These risks of incorrect sorting are comparatively large,

but could, however, be decreased if the citizens were not obliged to sort the recyclable

material into the proper types, but only needed to separate waste from recyclable ma-
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terial. E.g., in Montreal in Canada, the citizens deposit all recyclable material into one

bin and the rest of the waste into another (Ville de Montreal, 2017). The materials

are then sorted at a facility before each type of material is recycled. This procedure

is easier for the citizens, however, it increases the work at the facilities significantly.

The staffed recycling depots and buy-back centers yield the smallest risk of incorrect

sorting of materials. Regarding the proportion of waste that is recycled, curbside col-

lections generally generate much more recyclable material per citizen than the other

systems (Lund, 2001). This is probably due to the convenience that this system offers

to the citizen. Thus, in summary, no system outperforms all others on all parameters,

and it is therefore up to the local authority to decide on the parameters that are most

important for them when choosing a system. The final decision can, however, also be

politically driven.

The collection system for locations, where materials are deposited and sorted in

cubes, is the system in focus for the rest of this dissertation.

Collection from locations

The collection of materials from cubes at locations can be scheduled in several ways.

In the following, we classify the daily routing problem and the scheduling problem for

the collection over a finite time horizon.

Once we have selected the locations to visit on a given day, the daily routing prob-

lem can be categorized as the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) or as the Vehicle Rout-

ing Problem (VRP). The TSP is defined as follows. Given that we have a selected group

of locations to visit and we know the distances between each pair of these locations, we

wish to find the shortest possible route that visits each location exactly once. The TSP

is an NP-hard problem, which means that no polynomial-time algorithms are known

for its solution (Toth and Vigo, 2002). In case several vehicles are performing the col-
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lection on any given day, the daily routing problem can be categorized as a VRP. In the

VRP, we wish to find the optimal set of routes for a fleet of vehicles to traverse in order

to visit the given group of locations. This problem first appeared in a paper by Dantzig

and Ramser (1959) and generalizes the TSP. In the related Capacitated Vehicle Routing

Problem (CVRP), each vehicle has limited carrying capacity of the material that must

be collected. The CVRP is a common daily problem, faced by both delivery and pickup

companies in the real world (Toth and Vigo, 2002).

The collection of recyclable materials is an ongoing operation and is therefore gen-

erally represented by multi-period models. These models use a planning horizon of

several periods (days) and the solution approaches deal with two decisions: the al-

location of visits to a period of the planning horizon, and the determination of the

individual vehicle routes for each period (Dekker et al., 2013). Collection plans for

long time horizons can be either fixed or flexible. A fixed collection plan for the time

horizon can be categorized as a Periodic Vehicle Routing Problem (PVRP). In the PVRP,

a schedule for each location is to be selected (i.e., visits are assigned to days), and ve-

hicle routes are established for each day in the planning horizon (Beltrami and Bodin,

1974). The collection plan then follows a static schedule where each cube is emptied

every time regardless of the quantity of material it contains. The plan cannot be mod-

ified easily and quickly, but this has the advantage that the driver is familiar with the

scheduled routes. If the quantities of material to collect are more or less stable, a fixed

plan is a fairly straightforward solution. However, when the variability over time of

generated volumes at the location is high, a periodic solution will either have a high

routing cost or will result on overspills (Dekker et al., 2013). A flexible collection plan

for the time horizon can be categorized as an Inventory Routing Problem (IRP). In the

pickup version of the IRP, the collector decides when to visit a location, how many

cubes to empty at the location, and in which order the locations are visited on a given

day within the time horizon (Bell et al., 1983). In this way, the collector is in control
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and responsible for the empty space (“inventory”) remaining in the cubes. The col-

lector is not contractually bound to visit a location at regular or even-spaced intervals

and can therefore make a flexible schedule. The aim is to select a collection plan that

minimizes the cost while ensuring that no overspill occurs at the cubes and that the

capacity constraints of the vehicles are not violated. The PVRP and IRP are clearly NP-

hard problems since the VRP is a special case where the planning horizon consists of a

single day (Dekker et al., 2013).

Real-life planning environments are often dynamic and hence it is advantageous to

embed the IRP in a rolling horizon. The term rolling horizon refers to the situation in

which only the decisions for the current/first period of a multi-period problem need

to be implemented. The problem is solved for a short finite planning period of the full

multi-period problem in each period to determine the first-period decision (Nahmias,

1997). Thus, in principle, the solution for the planning period provides decisions to

be carried into effect over all periods in the planning period, but only the first of these

decisions is implemented before the model is rerun (Baker, 1977). When using a rolling

horizon, the planning horizon should ideally be long enough to guarantee that the

first-period decisions do not change (Nahmias, 1997). In case of imperfect information

about the quantity of material to collect, forecasts can be used in the planning. If there

is uncertainty about the volume of materials to collect, suitable safety levels can be built

into the model as traditionally done in inventory models (Nahmias, 1997). Moreover,

the forecasts can be updated in the rolling horizon procedure, when new information

becomes available. Another benefit of only planning over a finite planning period

is that forecasts for the more distant future tend to be increasingly unreliable, which

implies that forecasts for the remote future are of limited usefulness (Baker, 1977).
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The Reno Djurs case study

In this section we describe the real world case that forms the basis of this dissertation.

The semi-public waste management company Reno Djurs has the overall responsibility

for collection of recyclable materials in the Djursland area in Denmark (Reno Djurs,

2017). This operational area makes up about 1,400 square kilometers. Reno Djurs has

provided us with data and know-how regarding the collection system in Djursland.

Reno Djurs co-collects the recyclable materials glass and paper from locations with a

single vehicle that carries two containers. In the area there are 211 locations available

for the citizens, holding a total of 240 cubes for glass and 198 cubes for paper. An

illustration of the setup of the case study is provided in Figure I.2. In the following, we

give a detailed description of their collection process.

Figure I.2: Setup of the case. Illustration of principle with only five locations, each with
two cubes.

The main responsibility and the primary focus of Reno Djurs are to provide a high

service level for the citizens, which is equivalent to aiming at avoidance of overfilled

cubes while making use of an efficient collection plan. According to Dekker et al.
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(2013), there is a need for models that consider co-collection in multi-compartment

vehicles.

A third-party logistics provider handles the actual collection in the Reno Djurs case.

If the contract between Reno Djurs and the logistics provider is properly set up, Reno

Djurs and the third-party logistics provider will have similar objectives. In order to fo-

cus on the general collection problem, we make the simplifying assumption that Reno

Djurs provides the collection service themselves. In other municipalities in Denmark,

e.g., the municipality of Skanderborg, the collection is, in fact, not outsourced. An anal-

ysis of the possible incentive problems that can arise when outsourcing is selected, and

how to develop a proper contract that aligns incentives and objectives, can be found in

Bogh et al. (2014). The recyclable items collected by Reno Djurs can be divided into two

main material groups: breakable and non-breakable. The first group must be handled

with extra care to avoid extensive shattering, which would have a negative impact on

the recycling process. Both groups of materials may be transformed into new products

at treatment facilities designated for that purpose. Some materials may be reused after

cleaning while others may be melted into new products of many different kinds. As

the two material groups are handled in different ways, the model must handle spe-

cific capacity constraints for each of the two groups. Conversely, different types of

non-breakable materials, e.g., food and paper, may need to be kept separately at the

locations and on the vehicle, either because they need to go to different treatment facil-

ities or in order to maintain the quality of the materials. Since non-breakable materials

are handled in the same way, the related capacity constraints for the two types of non-

breakable materials can be modeled alike in the model. To consider one more type of

non-breakable materials, e.g., metal, would therefore not modify the methodology. In

the following, we work with one type from each material group: glass (i.e., a breakable

material) and paper (i.e., a non-breakable material)
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Citizens in Djursland can deposit these recyclable materials at several locations in

the area. The citizens do this voluntarily and without gaining a profit. These collection

points are often placed near city centers, in residential zones, near highways, or near

supermarkets. Dedicated cubes are placed at the locations to keep the materials sepa-

rated, namely cubes for items made of glass (i.e., breakable) and items made of paper

(i.e., non-breakable). The majority of the locations have one cube for each type of mate-

rial, but they can also have more than one cube for a popular type of material. Usually

a cube can hold approximately 1.6 m3 of material. The quantity of material deposited

by the citizens in the cubes on a given day is unknown. Therefore, the true fill level

of a cube is not known until the location is visited. Hence, once the location is visited,

the true fill level of a cube can be examined by visual inspection without emptying the

cube. Information technology capable of providing updated information about the fill

level in the cubes does exist, but Reno Djurs has chosen not to implement it due to the

costs. The need for emptying of the cubes at locations can vary between, e.g., every

week, every third week, every second month, and so on depending on the location.

A collection route starts and ends at a depot and normally visits many locations. The

different types of recyclable materials are collected from the cubes simultaneously on

this route. The cubes are emptied by a vehicle that carries two containers, since the

materials are not allowed to be mixed, due to different procedures for reuse of the ma-

terials. The vehicle is also equipped with a crane that makes it possible to lift up the

cube and remove the bottom of the cube. In this way, the material in the cube can be

emptied into the proper container before the cube is restored to its place. A cube is

therefore always emptied completely, but there is no obligation to empty all cubes at

a visited location. The procedure of emptying is referred to as the service of a cube

and has a duration that depends on which cube is emptied. Emptying the first cube

at a location takes the longest time since the crane needs to be set up. A second cube

with another type of material can be emptied slightly faster whereas any additional
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cubes are the least time consuming. Hence, the time to service a location depends on

the number of cubes and number of different types of material. Due to economic and

vehicle-capacity reasons, only a subset of the locations in the area is normally visited

on any given day.

At the depot, an extra container for each type of material is kept. When the vehicle

returns to the depot after completing a route, the crane can unload the non-breakable

material from the vehicle to the proper extra container, but due to shattering, this is

not possible for breakable material. Instead, when a container for breakable materials

on the vehicle is sufficiently full, it is swapped with the associated extra one. Once two

containers of the same type are full, they are transported to the relevant treatment fa-

cility where the materials will be processed for reuse or recycling. A visit to a treatment

facility starts and ends at the depot. The containers brought to the treatment facility are

serviced, i.e., emptied, thus becoming available for collection again. The transportation

can be done every day; however, trips to the treatment facilities are rarely needed on a

daily basis due to the limited amount of material. In such cases, the available capacity

in the vehicle’s container for breakable material on a given day depends heavily on

the work carried out during the previous days, because the collected material remains

in the vehicle’s container since the last swap. Likewise, once the extra container for a

non-breakable material is full, the capacity available in the vehicle’s container for this

type of material also depends on the work completed during the previous days.

In our models, the sequence of the events and decisions on a given day is as fol-

lows. First, the schedule of the visits to the treatment facilities and locations for the

day is made based on the information available. Next, the planned transportation to

the treatment facilities is performed, if any, and then the planned collection route is

executed. At visits to the locations on this route selected cubes are emptied. Thus,

the selection of treatment facilities and locations to visit and the selection of cubes to

empty at these locations, together with the route servicing these locations, make up the
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daily operations plan. Hence, the problem has many similarities with the IRP. The aim

is for the plan to be efficient (i.e., to minimize costs), but also to avoid overfilled cubes

and containers.

Outline of the thesis

The dissertation consists of four chapters, consisting of three individual research pa-

pers and a short dissemination article. Below, we outline the content and contributions

of the chapters together with the similarities and differences of the solution methods

presented. A list of the notation used in the chapters can be found at the end of the

dissertation.

Outline of Chapter 1

In Chapter 1, we consider the case study inspired by the real world case from Reno

Djurs as described in the previous section. We present a mathematical model for the

collection problem, where special capacity constraints representing the variations in

the available capacity of the vehicle containers are introduced.

We present a solution approach for creating an operations plan for the collection

of the recyclable materials from the locations, which aims to minimize the operational

costs and avoid overflowing of the materials. The core of the solution approach con-

sists of a Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) algorithm, which is used to solve the

problem in a planning period of a few days in a rolling time horizon. Feasible moves in

the VNS algorithm consist of moving locations between days in the planning period,

where it is estimated that the cubes at the locations and the containers of the vehicle

will not be overfilled.

The solution approach is evaluated by a simulation study conducted on real life

data. In the current setup in the real world case, the planning is performed manu-
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ally with no algorithmic support. The focus in this chapter is therefore to evaluate the

benefits of using an algorithm for planning purposes. Our computational experiments

show promising and robust performance, and compared to the real world case, the

algorithm shows more efficient use of capacities. Furthermore, we investigate if an

inclusion of a future cost function that estimates long term effects of short term de-

cisions, leads to a decrease in operational cost for the collection problem. From the

computational experiments we conclude that the solution approach benefits from the

inclusion of a future cost function and that the operational costs are indeed decreased.

As there is no obligation to empty all cubes present at a given location, we therefore

investigate if it is beneficial to only empty cubes that are a certain percentage full at

a visit. The computational experiments show no significant difference in performance

between emptying all cubes (also non-full cubes) and only emptying cubes which are

at least 30 percent full. We analyze the effects of increasing the standard deviation of

the daily accretion rates of material deposited in the cubes, using data based on an esti-

mate provided by Reno Djurs. As expected, the computational experiments show that

an increased uncertainty leads to higher operational cost and more overfilled cubes.

However, we conclude that the algorithm still provides acceptable results even though

uncertainty is increased. Finally, we examine how a possibility of offloading glass at

the depot, which is not currently accepted, will affect the results. We find, as expected,

that a lower total cost would be obtained with a possibility of offloading glass (similar

to what is done for paper), however, the gain is surprisingly small.

Outline of Chapter 2

In Chapter 2, we consider a generalization of the multi-period co-collection problem

described in Chapter 1. In this chapter, we expand the mathematical formulation from

Chapter 1 to take the form of a two-stage stochastic programming model with simple

recourse. In the minimization of the total cost, several cost components are considered:
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routing and emptying costs for cubes plus transportation and emptying costs for con-

tainers, as well as penalty costs for overfilling cubes and containers. In the real world,

overfilling cannot totally be avoided (not even if we empty all cubes and containers

every day). We therefore include penalty costs in the objective function to attempt to

take this stochastic nature of the problem into account. So the cubes and containers

may overflow, but a penalty cost should then be paid, i.e., to pay the penalty is the

simple recourse.

Currently, the true fill level of material in a cube is first realized at a visit at the

non-staffed location. Yet a cube may be equipped with a sensor and connected to

an information system that can provide updated information about the fill level of

the cube. We are therefore interested in investigating if we can create a more efficient

operations plan if measuring devices are used to obtain more precise information about

the fill levels in the cubes.

We introduce a single-period and a multi-period policy that a manager at a col-

lection company may use to make the daily operations plan. The single-period policy

only determines the collection plan for one period (day) given by the information avail-

able in the morning, and no future consequences of the decisions made on the current

day are considered. In the multi-period policy, collection plans for several periods

(days) are established. The multi-period policy makes use of the proposed look-ahead

algorithm in Chapter 1, which explicitly solves the problem over a shorter planning

horizon by combining an estimation of future information (fill levels in cubes and con-

tainers) with an approximation of future actions (visits to locations and treatment fa-

cilities). We adopt certain findings from Chapter 1: we always empty all cubes when a

location is visited and we use the modified objective function (including future costs)

to evaluate the operations plan in the VNS. Contrary to the procedure in Chapter 1,

we introduce penalty costs in the algorithm, which implies certain adjustments of the

VNS algorithm.
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The focus in this chapter is to investigate the impact and value of the availability

of sensor and information systems for the two daily management policies. We pro-

vide a comprehensive analysis of the proposed policies given the absence or presence

of technology. First, we analyze the relative performances of the two policies where

planning is based purely on forecasts of the fill level in the cubes. Thereafter, we ana-

lyze the relative performances of the policies when additional information from sensor

and information systems is available. Finally, we examine the impact of technology

on the policies. For the analysis, we introduce a large set of instances with various

settings and sizes inspired by the data from the real world case. Based on our compu-

tational experiments we conclude that the multi-period policy generally outperforms

the single-period policy and both policies benefit from the availability of information

systems. We find that if additional information is available, it is possible to achieve a

cost saving of up to 8 and 4.7 percent for the single-period policy and the multi-period

policy, respectively. However, these cost savings are relatively small compared to the

savings of up to 36 percent that can be obtained by applying the multi-period policy

instead of the single-period policy, irrespective of technology.

Outline of Chapter 3

In Chapter 3, we focus on the stochastic element of the same multi-period collection

problem as in Chapters 1 and 2. We formulate the collection problem as a two-stage

stochastic programming formulation, similar to what is done in Chapter 2, where the

overall objective is to minimize the cost of the first stage scheduling decisions plus the

total expected penalty cost for overfilling (applied in the second stage) together with

the future expected collection and overfilling costs. However, one major difference be-

tween the formulations in Chapters 2 and 3 is that the formulation in Chapter 3 has

a higher degree of distinction between certain and uncertain parameters and thereby

puts more emphasis on the information available at the time when the planning is
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done. The uncertain parameters of the formulation are the daily quantities of materi-

als deposited at the locations. Contrary to Chapter 1, where we formulate and solve

the problem as a deterministic collection problem and where estimates are substituted

for the uncertain parameters, the stochastic elements are represented by scenarios in

the formulation and solution method of Chapter 3. Thus, we utilize the approach of

approximating the uncertainty through discretization of the probability distributions

and the generation of a set of scenarios, where each scenario contains a subset of pos-

sible value outcomes for each stochastic parameter. A key contribution of Chapter 3

is the discussion of the generation of these scenarios and a comprehensive analysis of

the related in-sample and out-of-sample stability tests.

In Chapter 3, we propose a heuristic framework inspired by the progressive hedg-

ing algorithm (PHA) by Rockafellar and Wets (1991) to solve the collection problem. In

the heuristic, we decompose the problem by scenarios and solve each scenario depen-

dent subproblem by means of the deterministic algorithm introduced in the previous

chapters. Like we did in Chapters 1 and 2, we optimize the collection plan for multiple

days for each scenario dependent subproblem, although only the plan for the current

day is executed before information is updated and the problem is re-solved. The rea-

son is that the results of Chapter 2 show that optimizing the plan for the coming days

can significantly minimize the costs for collection performed over a long time horizon.

Once this algorithm has been executed for each scenario dependent subproblem, we

have obtained a feasible and initial collection plan for each subproblem, but the solu-

tions for the individual subproblem may differ. We therefore apply the PHA to achieve

one unique collection plan, such that it is possible to implement the plan on the current

day. The PHA gradually guides the solutions of the scenario dependent subproblems

to agree on an implementable plan for the current day by resolving the scenario de-

pendent subproblems with adjusted costs until consensus has been obtained. The idea

behind the PHA is that by studying the different scenario dependent subproblems and
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the related solutions, one may be able to discover similarities and trends and eventu-

ally come up with a “well hedged” solution to the underlying stochastic problem, that

is, a solution which can be expected to perform rather well under all scenarios (Rock-

afellar and Wets, 1991). When consensus has been obtained for all scenario dependent

subproblems, the collection plan for the current day is executed, and the procedure is

repeated in a rolling horizon framework.

We outline and compare different strategies aimed at gradually guiding the solu-

tions of the scenario dependent subproblems towards consensus about the decisions

for the current day while also aiming for an efficient plan for the ongoing collection

process. Finally, we compare the proposed heuristic with the solution method from

Chapter 2 numerically. We find that the deterministic solution model of Chapter 2

works well for the stochastic problem. In particular, the solution method of Chapter 2

showed superiority in terms of number of overfilled containers and the quantities of

the related overflowed material. However, the investigation also showed a potential

for the solution method of Chapter 3, since it produced the lowest operations cost on

instances where both solution methods had avoided overfilled cubes and containers.

Outline of Chapter 4

Chapter 4 consists of a short article published in ORbit, which is a journal for the mem-

bers of the Danish Operations Research Society (DORS). The mission of DORS is to

support and encourage research in operations research and the use of operations re-

search methods in Denmark (DORS, 2017). The aim of ORbit is therefore to convey

new research within operations research to the members of DORS. This article con-

sequently conveys the key points from the two first chapters. The description of the

collection problem and solution methods is written in plain language without heavy

mathematics. Hence, the focus is on the idea behind the solution method and the main
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results together with the conclusion rather than on scientific details. In Chapter 4, the

original layout of the article is preserved.
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Abstract

We consider an approach for scheduling the multi-period collection of recy-

clable materials. Citizens can deposit glass and paper for recycling in small cubes

located at several collection points. The cubes are emptied by a vehicle that carries

two containers and the material is transported to two treatment facilities. We inves-

tigate how the scheduling of emptying and transportation should be done in order

to minimize the operation cost, while providing a high service level and ensuring

that capacity constraints are not violated. We develop a heuristic solution method

for solving the daily planning problem with uncertain accretion rate for materi-

als by considering a rolling time horizon of a few days. We apply a construction

heuristic in the first period and re-optimize the solution every subsequent period

with a variable neighborhood search. Computational experiments are conducted

on real life data.

Keywords: Inventory routing problem; multi-period routing; multi-compartment

vehicle; rolling time horizon; waste management
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1.1 Introduction

Modern society generates ever-increasing amounts of waste and for environmental

and sustainability reasons the public authorities naturally focus on increasing the a-

mount of recycling. Recycling and recycling costs have thus become issues of vital

importance for both society and environment.

Research in collection and handling of waste and reusable material is therefore a

matter of large practical relevance. Beullens et al. (2010) give an overview of trans-

portation of waste and reusable material from an Operations Research point of view.

They argue that research in reverse logistics systems is very inadequate and sparse

compared to that of (normal) forward logistics, and that more research needs to be

conducted with the goal of making reverse logistics systems efficient.

Our project focuses on the transportation related to collection of two recyclable ma-

terials generated by households. The aim of this project is to find improved scheduling

procedures for collection of materials for recycling and the related transportation to the

treatment facilities with the goal of minimizing cost while ensuring efficient flow and

high service levels.

From a theoretical point of view, the problem under consideration is a multi-period

inventory routing problem with two commodities and the addition of transportation

to treatment facilities. To the best of our knowledge, the special capacity constraints

related to the problem have not been discussed in existing literature. Bogh et al. (2014)

do, however, study another aspect of the same problem.

In the following, we shortly describe the real life case used for our study of the

problem. An illustration of the case setup is provided in Figure 1.1.1 and a more thor-

ough description of the details is given in Section 1.3.

So-called cubes which can hold approximately 1.6 m3 of recyclable material, are scat-

tered around at locations in Denmark and are used for collection of paper and glass for

recycling. This paper focuses on the case in Djursland where 211 locations are avail-
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Figure 1.1.1: Setup of the case. Illustration of principle with only five locations, each
with two cubes.

able, holding a total of 240 cubes for glass and 198 cubes for paper. The majority of

the locations have one cube for each type of material, but some of them have up to six

cubes located together. The quantity of material deposited by the citizens in the cubes

on a given day is unknown. Therefore, the fill level of a cube is not known until the

location is visited. A simple, visual inspection is sufficient to assess the fill level of a

cube during a visit. The need for service varies between every second week and every

second month depending on location.

The collection is performed with a vehicle carrying two 36 m3 containers, one for

glass and one for paper. Hence glass and paper are collected from the cubes simulta-

neously and the vehicle can be viewed as a multi-compartment vehicle. The vehicle is

equipped with a crane that makes it possible to lift up the cube and remove the bottom

of the cube. In this way the material in the cube can be emptied into the proper con-

tainer before the cube is restored to its place. It takes 3 minutes to empty the first cube,

2 minutes for the first cube of the other type, and 1 minute for any additional cube.
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The vehicle starts and ends each collection route at a depot, where an extra con-

tainer for each type of material is located. When the vehicle returns to the depot, the

crane unloads the paper from the vehicle to the extra paper container, while, due to

shattering, this is not possible for glass. Instead, when the glass container of the vehi-

cle is sufficiently full, it is swapped with the extra glass container.

Once two containers of the same type are filled, they are transported to the proper

treatment facility, where the materials will be processed for recycling. The time for

offloading at the treatment facility is 15 minutes for two containers. Due to the limited

amount of material, such trips to the treatment facilities are not needed on a daily basis.

Therefore, the available capacity in the glass container of the vehicle each day depends

heavily on the work carried out during the previous days. Likewise, once the extra

paper container is full, the capacity available in the paper container of the vehicle also

depends on the work completed during the previous days.

The collection of waste and recyclable material in Djursland is handled by a semi

public company, Reno Djurs. Their responsibility is to provide a high service level for

the citizens, which is equivalent to ensuring that the cubes are emptied before being

overfilled. In practice, the work is outsourced to a third party logistics provider, but

in this paper we consider the problem as if they provide the service themselves. They

seek to minimize their cost, which is composed of cost of driving on the routes and to

the treatment facilities and a cost of service for the cubes and at the treatment facilities.

In this paper, we define the problem based on the Reno Djurs case. The aim is to

create a multi-period schedule for combined collection of paper and glass that mini-

mizes the total cost, while ensuring that the cubes are not overfilled and that capacity

constraints of the containers are not violated. We treat the problem as an inventory

routing problem where two commodities must be collected jointly but handled sepa-

rately and transported to separate treatment facilities. The daily filling at each location

is stochastic and will be assumed to follow a normal distribution. The service is carried
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out by a single multi-compartment vehicle, where the available container capacity can

vary from day to day.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 1.2, we present the

related literature and in Section 1.3, we provide a description of the problem and the

related notation. We give a detailed description of our solution approach in Section 1.4

and provide the results of our computational experiments in Section 1.5. Conclusions

and directions for further research are given in Section 1.6. Finally in the appendix,

we offer a mathematical model of a deterministic version of the problem, i.e., a model

based on the assumption that the daily input is known for all cubes.

1.2 Related literature

A number of studies on waste management are available in the literature. According

to Golden et al. (2002) the waste collection business can be divided into three major

areas: commercial, residential, and roll-on-roll-off. The collection of residential waste

is often dealt with as an arc routing problem because of the large number of households

that typically have to be visited and the small distances between them. Collection of

recyclable materials from cubes is a special case of residential waste management since

the waste is generated by households. However, the materials are not collected directly

from the households, but from separate locations and it is most naturally modeled as

a node routing problem. In the following we present a brief overview of node routing

problems with characteristics that are similar to our problem.

Within the field of waste management, Angelelli and Speranza (2002) consider two

case studies. They suggest a deterministic model for estimating the cost of three waste

collection systems and present a solution method based on the Periodic Vehicle Rout-

ing Problem (PVRP) with intermediate facilities. Since they did not have access to data

concerning distance between every given collection point, they group the locations
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that are geographically close to each other, hold the same type of waste, have the same

daily accretion rate of waste, and share the same visiting schedules. They implement a

Tabu Search heuristic for solving the problem.

Kim et al. (2006) address a real life waste collection vehicle routing problem with

drivers’ rest periods, multiple final destinations for each type of waste, and time win-

dows associated with commercial customers, final destinations, and the depot. Since

the commercial customers do not change the frequency of service very often, the weekly

service schedule is fairly static and assumed to be predetermined. Each vehicle can,

and typically does, make multiple trips to the final destinations per day. They develop

an algorithm for a capacitated clustering-based waste collection vehicle routing prob-

lem with time windows.

Real world constraints such as drivers’ rest periods, multiple facilities, and time

windows are also studied by Benjamin and Beasley (2010). However, they only con-

sider the problem for a single period. They solve the problem with three metaheuris-

tics: Tabu Search, Variable Neighborhood Search, and Variable Neighborhood Tabu

Search. In the latter heuristic, the variable neighborhood is searched via Tabu Search.

The VNS provides the best results.

Teixeira et al. (2004) study vehicle route planning for a separate collection of three

types of materials. Glass, paper and plastic/metal must be collected separately from

locations scattered around the country by several vehicles. The vehicle capacity is

fixed, but differs according to material type. They create static routes for every day

of the month. These routes are repeated every month in a PVRP framework. The

quantity of materials deposited daily in each cube is assumed to be constant. Part of

the construction heuristic developed is inspired by Golden et al. (1984). That is, for

each day in the planning period, a set of candidate locations for collection is defined

based on the urgency of collection and the nearest neighbor. A route for each material

type, work shift, and geographical zone is defined for the set of locations.
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Bogh et al. (2014) study the same real world collection problem as presented in

this paper, but they focus on the financial sustainability of the system. They discuss

how outsourcing the planning and transportation of recyclable materials may result

in conflicts of interest for the parties involved and how this leads to sub-optimal solu-

tions from an overall sustainability perspective. Their analysis is based on simulations

where the problem is solved with a number of different objective functions.

Paper, glass, and plastic/metal are not the only materials that are collected for

reuse. In a recent paper, Aksen et al. (2014) study the collection of waste vegetable

oil to be used in a production process for biodiesel. They model this problem as a

periodic inventory routing problem where the service of each location is optional and

where the requirement for material is flexible because the production process can be

supplemented by virgin oil. The cost is made up of routing cost, inventory cost, and

purchasing cost. They present a large neighborhood search algorithm for solving the

problem and use a large number of moves to select the locations to service and modify

the collection plan. Computational experiments are performed on real life data with

up to 100 locations and a weekly schedule.

The literature also provides studies where multi-compartment vehicles are used

for delivery or collection. Recently, Coelho and Laporte (2015) have provided classi-

fication and models for several general multi-compartment delivery problems. They

provide an in-depth discussion and modeling of the decision regarding the allocation

of products to vehicle compartments. Finally, they show extensive computational ex-

periments based on branch-and-cut for both single and multi period cases of the prob-

lem. Muyldermans and Pang (2010) also study a multi-compartment vehicle routing

problem, and focus on waste collection from several customers in a single period. They

investigate if a company can benefit from co-collection compared to separate collection

of different types of waste from the customers. In many cases, co-collection is found to

be better than separate collection.
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From a theoretical point of view, the problem studied in this paper is partly sim-

ilar to the Inventory Routing problems (IRP). In classic IRP, the supplier can control

the inventory of a set of retailers. The supplier decides when to visit a retailer, how

many products to deliver to the retailer, and in which order the retailers are visited

on a given day within the time horizon. The aim is to select a distribution policy that

minimizes the total cost, often composed of routing cost, inventory cost, and stock-out

cost, and to ensure that capacity constraints are not violated. Andersson et al. (2010)

and Coelho et al. (2014b) provide detailed literature surveys and classifications for IRP.

Recently, Bertazzi et al. (2013) and Coelho et al. (2014a) have solved a variant of

the IRP in a rolling horizon framework. The demands of the retailers are generated

using a normal distribution and the retailers are controlled by an order-up-to level

policy. Bertazzi et al. (2013) use the mean of the probabilistic information as a forecast

for future demands, while Coelho et al. (2014a) take historical data into account for

the demand forecast. Coelho et al. (2014a) compare two strategies: A reactive policy

where the deliveries are scheduled one day ahead and a proactive policy that takes

greater advantage of demand forecasts and schedules deliveries several days ahead.

The proactive policy outperforms the reactive policy with respect to routing costs be-

cause vehicles can avoid consecutive and costly visits to the same geographical area

when forecasts are used.

A general property of waste collection problems is that the schedule is periodic or

static and that multiple trips to the facilities may be necessary each day. In the avail-

able studies, the different types of waste are typically collected separately or there is

only one type of waste. An exception is Muyldermans and Pang (2010). The quantity

of waste deposited daily is often assumed to be constant or completely known. How-

ever, for our problem, the above-mentioned approaches for waste collection cannot

be adopted since we collect different types of materials simultaneously over a non-

periodic time horizon. Furthermore, the quantity of material deposited in the cubes
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each day is unknown and fluctuates. Compared to the IRP, our problem is compli-

cated by non-static capacity available in containers and by the transportation to facil-

ities, hence the solution methods cannot be directly applied to our problem. Recently,

Beullens et al. (2010) have pointed out that there is a lack of solution models for multi-

period routing problems with combined collection in multi-compartment vehicles. In

this paper we will therefore contribute to the existing literature by presenting an algo-

rithm for solving the multi-period collection problem with special capacity constraints

in a multi-compartment vehicle. The aim is to minimize the total cost while ensuring

that capacity constraints in cubes and containers are not violated.

1.3 Problem description

In this section, we describe the problem under consideration in detail and introduce

the notation. For convenience, Table 1.3.1 gives an overview of the notation used in

the model.

Let G and P be the set of glass cubes and paper cubes, respectively, and letM =

G ∪P . Let L be the set of locations. We use the term “family of cubes”, denoted by G(l)

and P(l) to refer to the cluster of cubes for glass and paper, respectively, in location

l ∈ L. The collection is performed over a finite time horizon H. Let t ∈ T = {1, . . . , H}

be the discrete time period.

In Figure 1.3.1, we illustrate the sequence of the events that occur in time pe-

riod t ∈ T . The amount of material at each location is first estimated based on the

information available about the daily filling (A). Next, any planned transportation to

the treatment facilities is performed (B) and then any planned collection route is ex-

ecuted (C). Finally, in the last part of the time period, materials are deposited in the

cubes (D).
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Table 1.3.1: Overview of Notation

Index Sets and Indices

L The set of all locations
l A location in L
M The set of all cubes
G, P The set of glass (paper) cubes
G(l), P(l) The family of glass (paper) cubes at location l ∈ L
T , T ′ The set of the discrete time periods excluding (including) time zero
t A discrete time period in T or T ′

Scalars and Parameters

H The finite time horizon
C The capacity of an empty container
Ui The capacity of cube i ∈ M
rit The quantity of material deposited in cube i ∈ M in time period t ∈ T′

cij The transportation cost between i ∈ M and j ∈ M∪ {0}
k(g), k(p) The transportation cost of a round trip to the treatment facility for glass (paper)
wij The service cost for emptying cube i ∈ M after cube j ∈ M
w(g), w(p) The service cost at the treatment facility for glass (paper)

Variables

ηt(g) Binary. Swap of glass containers in time period t ∈ T
ηt(p) Binary. Visit to treatment facility for paper in time period t ∈ T
yt

ij Route traversal ∀i ∈ M, j ∈ M∪ {0}, j < i, t ∈ T
xit The quantity of material collected from cube i ∈ M in time period t ∈ T ′
Fit The quantity of material in cube i ∈ M at time t ∈ T ′
Ct(g), Ct(p) The capacity available in the container for glass (paper) at time t ∈ T ′

timet t + 1

(A)Calculation

(B)Facility︷ ︸︸ ︷ (C)Collection︷ ︸︸ ︷ (D)Filling︷ ︸︸ ︷
Figure 1.3.1: Timeline

The quantity of material deposited in cube i in time period t is given by rit and

is uncertain. The quantity of material collected from cube i in time period t is given

by xit. Fit represents the quantity of material present in cube i at time t (at point (A) in
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Figure 1.3.1) and is given by

Fit = Fi(t−1) − xi(t−1) + ri(t−1) ∀i ∈ M, t ∈ T , (1.1)

where the starting quantity of material in cube i, Fi0 is given for the first time period,

and xi0 = ri0 = 0. Cubes cannot be partially emptied, therefore

xit =

Fit if cube i ∈ M is emptied at t ∈ T ,

0 otherwise.
(1.2)

The fill level, Fit in cube i may not exceed the capacity of the cube. Hence

0 ≤ Fit ≤ Ui ∀i ∈ M, t ∈ T ′, (1.3)

where Ui represents the capacity of cube i ∈ M and T ′ = {0} ∪ T ∪ {H + 1}.

The quantities of glass and paper collected in time period t may not exceed the

capacity available in the container for glass Ct(g) and paper Ct(p), respectively, that is

∑
i∈G

xit ≤ Ct(g) and ∑
i∈P

xit ≤ Ct(p) ∀t ∈ T . (1.4)

The capacities Ct(g) and Ct(p) available in the containers on the vehicle vary over the

time horizon and are highly dependent on the time when the materials are transported

to the treatment facilities. If we transport the materials to the treatment facilities in time

period t, then the capacity available in the container will be equal to the capacity of an

empty container C. For glass, an empty container can also be obtained by swapping

to an empty container at the depot. But due to the possibility of simply offloading the

paper, the capacity Ct(p) available in the paper container will be equal to an empty

container C as long as the extra paper container at the depot is not full. At other times,

the capacities Ct(g) and Ct(p) available in the containers depend on the work com-

pleted during the previous days. This means that the capacity available at time t is
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given by the capacity available at time t− 1 minus the total quantity of collected ma-

terial in time period t− 1. For glass, the capacity Ct(g) can be described as

Ct(g) =


C if we swap to an empty container at time t,

C(t−1)(g)−∑
i∈G

xi(t−1) t ∈ T otherwise.

(1.5)

When the glass containers have been swapped twice, a trip to the treatment facility is

required, which imposes a travel cost k(g) and a service cost w(g). We set the variable

ηt(g) to 1 if the glass containers are swapped in time period t ∈ T , and zero otherwise.

Notice that we can swap to an empty container if there is one available at the depot or

if we have visited the treatment facility in time period t. But due to the possibility of

offloading paper, the capacity Ct(p) available in the container for collecting paper at

time t can be described as

Ct(p) =


C if the container at the depot is not full at time t,

C(t−1)(p)−∑
i∈P

xi(t−1) t ∈ T otherwise.

(1.6)

The variable for paper is slightly different than the one used for glass, as it controls the

trips to the treatment facility rather than the swaps. We let ηt(p) be 1 if the two paper

containers are emptied at the treatment facility in time period t ∈ T , and zero other-

wise. The travel and service costs of the trip are given by k(p) and w(p), respectively.

Every time we empty cube i after cube j, a service cost wij is applied, which is

defined as

wij =



1 if cube i and cube j belong to the same location

and contain the same type of material,

2 if cube i and cube j belong to the same location

and contain different types of material,

3 otherwise.
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Travel costs between cube i and j (i and the depot, if j = 0) are given by cij and the

variable yt
ij is used to represent the traveling at time t ∈ T . We aim to minimize the

total cost, which consists of both cost for routes and cost of trips to the treatment facil-

ities. We also include a service cost for the locations on the routes and at the treatment

facilities. This service cost is the cost of emptying cubes on the locations and emptying

containers at the treatment facilities, respectively. Formally, we seek to minimize

∑
i∈M

∑
j∈M∪{0}

j<i

∑
t∈T

(cij + wij)yt
ij +

1
2(k(g)+w(g))∑

t∈T
ηt(g)+ (k(p)+w(p))∑

t∈T
ηt(p) (1.7)

We refer the reader to Appendix 1.A for a full mathematical model of the problem.

1.4 Solution method

We present an algorithm for planning the collection of two recyclable materials us-

ing a vehicle with varying capacity and transporting them to their treatment facilities.

The collection problem is NP-hard, since it includes the traveling salesman problem.

Therefore – and because of the size of the problem, a heuristic approach is a natural

choice. For convenience, Table 1.4.1 gives an overview of the additional main notation

used in this section.

It is not reasonable to cluster the locations based on geography and similar daily

accretion rates as we see massive fluctuations in the accretion rate of materials. But a

classification of the families of cubes is made based on the accretion rate in order to

distinguish between cubes that get filled fast and cubes that get filled slowly. The non-

static accretion rate of materials is also a reason why it is not convenient to model the

problem as a PVRP. We therefore develop an algorithm for solving the non-periodic

collection problem. The solution approach is embedded into a rolling horizon frame-

work, where we apply a construction heuristic once and reoptimize the solution in
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Table 1.4.1: Overview of Additional Notation

PP The set of time periods in the short planning period, PP ⊂ T
PP∗ PP plus an additional artificial day
Rt The route in time period t ∈ T
α, αj Thresholds for including a family of cubes in the planning, where j

represents the classification of the family of cubes
β A threshold determining which cubes to empty at a visit to a location
λ A threshold for how full a family of cubes must at least be before it is

considered for emptying
µl(g), µl(p) The mean of the daily accretion rate for the family of glass (paper)

cubes at location l ∈ L
σl(g), σl(p) The standard deviation of the daily accretion rate for the family of

glass (paper) cubes at location l ∈ L
Z(g), Z(p) The quantity of glass (paper) left over at location l ∈ L at the last visit
Zi(g), Zi(p) The quantity of glass (paper) left over in cube i ∈ M at the last visit
Q(g), Q(p) Future cost of visiting the treatment facility for glass (paper) as

planned in the planning period
Qlt Future cost of visiting location l ∈ L in time period t ∈ T

every subsequent period. Thereby we eliminate the need for daily handling of all lo-

cations.

As an attempt to steer the algorithm towards better solutions we introduce three

thresholds. As we need only empty the semi-full or full cubes, we introduce β as a

threshold for determining which cubes to empty. If a cube is less than β percent full,

it will not be emptied. The values of the α-thresholds determine when a family of

cubes is included in the planning, and the values of these thresholds are determined

by the accretion rate classification. Finally, a family of cubes is only planned to be

emptied if the estimated fill level corresponds to at least λ percent of the capacity,

where 100 ≥ λ ≥ β ≥ 0.
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1.4.1 Overview of the algorithm

This section gives an overview of the algorithm used for solving the collection prob-

lem. A look-ahead approach is used to avoid costly and repeated visits to nearby

locations as it is also done in Coelho et al. (2014a). Thus, a short planning period (PP)

is defined in a rolling horizon framework. The length of PP is selected to 11 days, as

according to historical data, the cube with the highest accretion rate must be emptied

within 11 days to avoid overfilling. Computational experiments show no benefit of

using a shorter PP. Furthermore, PP∗ is defined as PP plus an additional artificial day

with special requirements. We use PP (PP∗) to denote the set of days in PP (PP∗). In

a construction heuristic, families of cubes are classified based on their accretion rates

and all locations are inserted into the time horizon. The solution is reoptimized every

subsequent day by improving the collection in PP. The solution is improved by reor-

ganizing locations between days in PP∗ with the purpose of minimizing the overall

total cost. The transportation to the treatment facilities is scheduled simultaneously

with planning the collection, and consequently adjustments of the available capacities

in the containers are done every day. The structure of the algorithm is shown below.

The steps in the algorithm will be described in greater details in the following sections.

1.4.2 Handling unknown information

The daily accretion rate of materials rit in a cube is unknown for all i ∈ M and t ∈ T .

Like Bertazzi et al. (2013), Coelho et al. (2014a), and Bogh et al. (2014), we handled this

unknown information by generating a forecast for the daily accretion rate as a normal

distribution. The mean is estimated based on historical data from Reno Djurs. Reno

Djurs further estimates the daily accretion rate at a location to usually vary within

±10 % of the mean of the location. It is therefore assumed that for each location, the

daily accretion rate is normally distributed with the estimated mean and a standard
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Algorithm 1.1: Overview of the algorithm
Initialization;
Classification of families of cubes;
Insertion of all locations in routes in T ;
t = 1;
while t ≤ H do

Improve the collection plan in PP ;
Transport materials to the treatment facilities, if necessary;
Execute the route at day t;
Update capacities;
Insert each visited location on a route at a day t̂ > t, t̂ ∈ T ;
t = t + 1;

end
Check for overfilled cubes at the end of the time horizon;

deviation of 5 % of the mean. For a location l we define µl(g) and µl(p) as the means

and σl(g) and σl(p) as the standard deviations for the family of glass cubes and paper

cubes, respectively. These distributions are used when planning visits to locations.

Below we explain how to find the day t∗, when the family of glass cubes at a loca-

tion is expected to be α percent full. Let the day t̃ ∈ T ′ represent the day of the last

visit to location l ∈ L. The day t∗ is established by finding the largest integer t∗, that

satisfies the following:

µl(g) ·
(
t∗ − t̃

)
+1.6449

√
σl(g)

2 ·
(
t∗ − t̃

)
+ Z(g) ≤ ∑

i∈G(l)
Ui · α

100 , (1.8)

where the number 1.6449 corresponds to the 95 %–quantile of the normal distribution

and Z(g) is a known parameter, which indicates the quantity of glass left over at lo-

cation l at day t̃. Often Z(g) is zero, due to the fact the all glass cubes are emptied.

However, Z(g) is strictly positive if some glass cubes were less than β percent full at

day t̃. If the threshold β is zero, all cubes are emptied at a visited location and thereby

Z(g) is zero. t∗ is found in (1.8) by solving a quadratic equation. The resulting day t∗ is

the day, where the family of glass cubes G(l) at location l is considered approximately
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α percent full. A similar day t∗ is identified for the family of paper cubes P(l). Notice

that if α is equal to 100, then day t∗ is defined as the last possible day t† ∈ T for emp-

tying the glass cubes at the location to avoid overfilling with a probability of 95 %. In

the planning process, day t† is used as an upper bound indicating the latest possible

time of emptying the family of cubes.

1.4.3 Classification of the families of cubes

All families of cubes are divided into three sets: red, yellow, and green, since they get

filled with very different rates. Historical data shows that some families of cubes need

emptying almost weekly while others only need emptying every second month. The

red set contains the critical families of cubes that need to be emptied often, typically

cubes in city areas. The yellow set contains the semi-critical families of cubes that do

not need to be emptied as often as those in the red set. The green set contains the

non-critical families of cubes that only need to be emptied a few times during the time

horizon, typically cubes in rural areas. Thresholds αred, αyellow, and αgreen are defined

for each set and are used for the classification and insertion of the families of cubes.

This is how the classification is made for a family of glass cubes at a location: First,

day t† is found as the unknown t∗ by solving (1.8) with α equal to 100 and Z(g) equal

to zero. In the same way, days t′ and t′′ are identified as the unknown t∗ by solving

(1.8) with α equal to αred and αyellow, respectively. If t† − t′ ≤ |PP|, the family of

glass cubes belongs to the red set. If t† − t′′ ≤ |PP|, the family of glass cubes belongs

to the yellow set. Otherwise, the family of glass cubes belongs to the green set. The

procedure is repeated for the family of paper cubes at the same location. Notice that a

location can have different set colors for the different families of cubes. The values of

αgreen, αyellow, and αred, with 100 ≥ αgreen ≥ αyellow ≥ αred ≥ 0, are determined from

computational experience.
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1.4.4 Insertion of locations

When a location is inserted into T , it is done in the following way. The day t′ where the

family of the glass cubes at location l is considered αj percent full, is found by solving

(1.8) where j represents the classification of the family. Similarly, day t′′ is identified

for the family of paper cubes at location l. Thereby location l is inserted into the route

on day t̂ = min{t′, t′′}.

Once t̂ has been selected, the levels of materials in the family of glass cubes and

paper cubes are estimated for this day. If the estimated amount is at least (β/100) ·

∑i∈G(l) Ui, then we plan to empty the family of glass cubes. The same is valid for

paper. Thus, we can plan to collect either one type of material or both at day t̂.

To initialize, all locations are inserted into T by solving (1.8), where day t̃ is zero

and Z(g) and Z(p) are the given start quantities of glass and paper at the location.

Thereby all locations are in T , but not necessarily in PP after the initialization. Hence,

in the daily planning, only a subset of locations are considered.

1.4.5 Construction of objective function including future cost

To capture the long term effect on the overall total cost of the modifications made in

the improvement, we use a refashioned objective function for evaluation of the col-

lection plan in PP containing two terms: The direct cost and a future cost. The direct

cost consists of routing cost, service costs for the locations and treatment facilities, and

the transportation cost to the treatment facilities in PP∗. The future cost consists of an

estimated cost Qlt of visiting a location l ∈ L at a given time period t ∈ T , and an

estimated cost Q(g) and Q(p) of visiting the treatment facilities for glass and paper as

planned. The intuition behind the development of a future cost is that visiting a loca-

tion earlier than necessary can create the need for an additional visit of this location at

the end of the time horizon. The same applies for the treatment facilities. Furthermore
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we know that if a location is placed far away from others, it can be difficult to include

the location in a route without adding large routing cost. As we use a rolling horizon

for the planning, this effect is not captured by routing, service, and the treatment facil-

ities costs alone. Therefore Qlt, Q(g), and Q(p) are used to model the future cost for

locations and treatment facilities, respectively. The future cost for location l ∈ L on

day t ∈ T , t ≤ t†, is computed as

Qlt =
t† − t
t† − t̃

· (γl + φl), (1.9)

where γl is the average routing cost from location l to its ten nearest neighbors mul-

tiplied by two to represent a tour. Hence, the future cost Qlt will increase if location l

is located far away from the other locations. The parameter φl represents the service

cost for location l where all cubes are emptied. Intuitively, the first term in (1.9) is the

fraction of extra visits needed to location l and the second term is an estimate for the

cost of an additional visit.

To give an incentive to move locations that do not necessarily have to be visited

in PP to the artificial day, we divide the future cost for the artificial day, calculated

in (1.9), by two. In this way the locations are moved forward in the time horizon and

can therefore be included in the next PP.

The future cost for the treatment facility for glass is computed as

Q(g) =
ζ(g)

C
· k(g) + w(g)

2
, (1.10)

where ζ(g) is the estimated quantity of glass, which has to be collected in PP∗ after

the latest planned visit to the treatment facility. Intuitively, ζ(g) is the amount of glass

which has to be transported to the treatment facility at a later point in the time horizon.

Intuitively, the first term in (1.10) is the fraction of extra visits needed to the treatment

facility and the second term is an estimate for the cost of an additional visit. The future

cost Q(p) for the treatment facility for paper is computed in a similar way.
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The objective function used to evaluate the solution in the improvement of PP is a

modification of the objective function stated in (1.7) and is given by

min ∑
i∈M

∑
j∈M∪{0},j<i

∑
t∈PP∗

(cij + wij)yt
ij + ∑

t∈PP∗
∑

l∈Rt

Qlt

+ 1
2(k(g) + w(g)) ∑

t∈PP∗
ηt(g) + Q(g) (1.11)

+ (k(p) + w(p)) ∑
t∈PP∗

ηt(p) + Q(p)

where Rt represents the route on day t. The PP objective function (1.11) reflects the

cost of the collection in PP∗ and is composed of the direct cost and the future cost. The

future cost is included in (1.11) to give an incentive to delay the emptying of the cubes

and containers as long as possible. In Section 1.5.1 we investigate if this inclusion leads

to better solutions for the collection problem.

1.4.6 Improvement of the collection plan

To improve the collection in PP the locations are reorganized between the days in PP∗

by use of Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS). We reorganize the locations that be-

long to PP∗, while remembering that we may not plan for cubes to be overfilled and

capacity in the containers may not be exceeded. In the reorganization, the expected

fill levels are used as a proxy for the unknown fill levels. The artificial day can contain

locations, that do not have to be emptied in PP, but can be included if it leads to a better

plan. A location that belongs to the artificial day can be moved to a day in PP and visa

versa. The improvement is realized due to decrease in the total cost in the PP objective

function (1.11).

Our VNS contains four neighborhoods (kmax) in the VNS part and three neighbor-

hoods (hmax) in the VND part. The layout is shown in Algorithm 1.2. We use the

current solution x for PP∗ as input to the VNS, and the improvement proceeds until
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a time limit (tmax) or a stop criterion (bmax) is reached. When searching for a better

solution, shakes are performed on a solution x′, which is a replicate of x.

Algorithm 1.2: Improvement with VNS
Data: x, kmax, hmax, tmax, bmax
time = 0, it = 0;
while time < tmax or it < bmax do

k = 1;
while k < kmax do

x′ = x;
if k = 1 then x′ ← Block move size 2 end;
if k = 2 then x′ ← Block move size 3 end;
if k = 3 then x′ ← Block move size 4 end;
if k = 4 then x′ ← Block move size Rand(2,5) end;
h = 1;
while h < hmax do

x′′ = x′;
if h = 1 then x′′ ← Swap two location on different routes, ∀t ∈ PP∗
end;

if h = 2 then x′′ ←Move a location to another route, ∀t ∈ PP∗ end;
if h = 3 then x′′ ← 2–opt exchange on a route, ∀t ∈ PP∗ end;
if f (x′′) < f (x′) then x′ = x′′, h = 1 else h = h + 1 end;

end
if f (x′) < f (x) then x = x′, k = 1 else k = k + 1 end;

end
Update time and it;

end

All shakes consist of a block move where a block (also called a sequence of loca-

tions) is moved from a route on day t to a route on day t′ in PP∗. The best block of a

given size in the route on day t is found and moved to the best place in the route on

day t′ in PP∗, where day t and t′ are randomly chosen in PP∗, t 6= t′. The best block

and best place are defined by the block of locations that has the largest gain between

the removal cost from day t and the insertion cost on day t′. We have a total of four

neighborhoods with block moves, where the first three consist of a block of two, three,

or four locations, respectively. For the last neighborhood, the size of the block is chosen
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randomly between two and five. If a route consists of fewer locations than the block

size, the block size is reduced to the number of locations on the route.

The VND part consists of three neighborhoods: Swap, Move, and 2–opt exchange.

In the swap move, two locations are swapped between a route on day t and a route

on day t′ in PP∗, t 6= t′. The two locations are inserted in the routes such that we

get minimum insertion cost and may be in totally different positions in the routes. For

all locations on day t the best swap move is made if an improvement can be obtained,

∀t ∈ PP∗. In the second neighborhood, a single location is moved from a route on

day t to a route on day t′ in PP∗, t 6= t′. The location is inserted in the route at the

selected day t′ in the place with minimum insertion cost. For all locations on day t

the best move is performed if an improvement can be obtained, ∀t ∈ PP∗. In the

last neighborhood, 2-opt exchange is executed on all routes in PP∗ until no further

improvement can be obtained.

Whenever a move is considered, a feasibility check with respect to capacity in cubes

and containers is made. A move needs to be feasible for the affected locations regard-

less of whether a location is moved forward or backward in the time horizon. A lo-

cation can be moved forward in PP∗ until it reaches the day t† and it can be move

backwards in PP∗ to any day where it has a family of cubes which is at least λ percent

full. If a route on any given day is empty, no moves can be carried out and in this case

the next day t ∈ PP∗ will be considered. If a block move is feasible, it is executed on

the solution x′ without considering the impact on the cost. A feasible move in VND

is performed with lowest total cost f (x′′) given by the PP objective function in (1.11).

Locations are moved until no further decrease in the objective function is found. For

the neighborhood with 2-opt exchanges, it is only necessary to calculate the cheapest

interchange cost in the route, thus the other cost indicators will not be affected when a

move is performed on a single day.
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Every time a location is moved from one day to another, the estimate of the quan-

tity of material planned to be collected is bound to change. This change should be

recognized when the feasibility of a move is checked. If the plan is to collect both glass

and paper from a location because the families of cubes for glass and paper are esti-

mated to be at least β percent full, then a move of the location to a earlier day in PP∗

could change the estimated quantity of materials dramatically, resulting in a situation

where only one type of material needs be collected, since the other family of cubes

is estimated to be less than β percent full. But if a location is moved to a later day

in PP∗, both materials may need to be collected instead of only one type of material

and moreover, the quantity of materials planned for collection will increase.

The total estimated quantity of materials for collection on a given day needs to be

updated every time a location is inserted or removed from the day. The container ca-

pacity C restricts the estimate from above. When executing the steps in Algorithm 1.2,

the transportation to the treatment facilities is planned at the same time. The decision

regarding the transportation to the treatment facilities is included in the PP objective

function (1.11) and is depending on the planned collection in PP∗. Whenever a move

is considered and carried out, the cost and trip scheduling for the treatment facilities

are recalculated.

1.4.7 Executing the route at day t and transportation to the treatment

facilities

After searching for improvements by the use of Algorithm 1.2, the route at day t is

ready to be executed, possibly preceded by transportation to the treatment facilities.

If the estimated quantity of glass to collect at day t exceeds Ct(g), we swap container

if possible or go to the treatment facility for glass before the route is executed. An

identical procedure for paper is carried out.
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During a visit to a location in the route at day t, a cube is emptied if it is at least β

percent full, i.e., if

Fit ≥ β
100 ·Ui i ∈ M.

Otherwise the material is noted and remains in the cube. This information is used

later to determine the next visit to the location. Computing the amount of material Fit

present in the cube i at time t is a two-step procedure. We describe the procedure for

glass. The procedure for paper is equivalent.

We first determine the quantity of material placed in the family of glass cubes at

location l since the last visit at day t̃. For each day h ∈ {t̃, . . . , t − 1}, we therefore

generate the accretion rate for the family of glass cubes. This is done using a normal

distribution, where we use the estimated mean from Reno Djurs and a standard devi-

ation of 5 % of the mean. If a negative quantity is generated, it is substituted by zero.

Hence, the total amount of glass placed in the family of glass cubes G(l) at location l

since time t̃ is

D(g) =
t−1

∑
h=t̃

∑
i∈G(l)

rih.

Next, we determine the fraction Di(g) of D(g) to be placed in cube i ∈ G(l) where

∑i∈G(l) Di(g) = D(g), and thereby the quantity of material Fit present in cube i at

time t. At a location, some cubes are usually more convenient to access for the citizens

than others. Moreover, the citizens will place material in a cube with available capacity

rather than overfilling another cube in the family. We have developed an algorithm

that takes these human factors into account when determining Di(g). Algorithm 1.3

shows a simplified version of our algorithm. In this simplified version, we only show

the distribution of material when every cube in the family has sufficient spare capacity

to be able to hold the quantity assigned to it. In the algorithm, Zi(g) represents the

quantity of glass we left in cube i at day t̃, and thereby ∑i∈G(l) Zi(g) = Z(g). It should

be noted that using this algorithm, cube number |G(l)| will on average contain the

most material at location l and it therefore represents the most easily accessible cube.
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We stress the fact that the distribution of material among cubes is unknown to our

solution algorithm and Fit is thereby not revealed until the visit at day t.

Algorithm 1.3: Partition of the materials at time t
Initialization;

D(g) = ∑
(t−1)
h=t̃ ∑i∈G(l) rih;

k = |G(l)|;
while k > 0 do

Let i be the k’th cube in G(l);
if k = 1 then

Di(g) = D(g);
else

Di(g) = Uniform
[1

k D(g), 3
2 ·

1
k D(g)

]
;

if Di(g) > (Ui − Zi(g)) then
Di(g) = (Ui − Zi(g));

end
end
Fit = Di(g) + Zi(g);
D(g) = D(g)− Di(g);
k = k− 1;

end

After the execution of a route, paper from the container at the vehicle will be partly

or fully offloaded to the extra container at the depot, if it is not full. Afterwards, the

capacities available C(t+1)(g) and C(t+1)(p) for the next day are updated and overfilled

cubes and containers at day t are reported. Finally, the visited locations are reinserted

into routes in T based on (1.8) as described in Section 1.4.4. If the resulting day t̂ is

outside the time horizon, the insertion is not performed and therefore a final inspection

for overfilled cubes is made at the very end of the time horizon.
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1.5 Computational results

In this section, we present our computational results. In Section 1.5.1, we investigate if

an inclusion of the future cost as described in Section 1.4.5 leads to better solutions for

the collection problem. This is followed by an analysis in Section 1.5.2 of the impact

of threshold β on the solution quality. As the standard deviation of 5% of the mean

of the daily accretion rates is based on an estimate provided by the case company,

we analyze the effects of increasing the standard deviation in Section 1.5.3. Finally in

Section 1.5.4, we examine how a possibility of offloading glass at the depot (similar to

what is possible for paper) will affect the results.

The algorithm has been implemented in C++ using Microsoft Visual Studio 2010.

All experiments were carried out on a Dell laptop with 4 GB RAM and a 2.5 GHz

Intel®Core i5-3210M processor running a 64 bit version of Windows 7.

The analysis is based on real world data from Reno Djurs. All results are reported

as mean of 100 simulations over a finite time horizon H of 365 days. In some situ-

ations, the minimum and maximum over the 100 simulations are also reported. All

cost related results are reported as minutes. The average runtime per simulation is 45

minutes.

The best values for the thresholds λ and β have been determined by computa-

tional experiments to be 50 and 30, respectively. The best values of the thresholds

αred, αyellow, and αgreen are determined to be 70, 80, and 90, respectively. In the VNS,

the time limit tmax is set to 10 seconds and the stop criterion bmax becomes effective

after 1000 iterations without any improvements.

1.5.1 Inclusion of the future cost

In this section, we present the results for the main case and investigate the benefit of

including the future cost element described in Section 1.4.5. The results are presented
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in Tables 1.5.1–1.5.3, where the first result row represents the main case studied in this

paper. Table 1.5.1 contains the cost related components. Table 1.5.2 gives an overview

of the key performances related to cubes, which consist of the number of cubes emptied

as well as the fill levels. Furthermore, the number of overfilled cubes and the associated

amount of overfilled material of these cubes are reported. Table 1.5.3 contains the same

key performances for the containers.

The main case has an average total cost of 37,346 for a collection plan for a year,

corresponding to about 12 hours per week, with a small standard deviation over the

simulations. Time spent on routing composes the largest components of the total time.

Approximately one third of the total time elapsing on a route is spent on servicing

the cubes. Transportation to the treatment facilities also accounts for a large share of

the total time spent, which mainly reflects the relatively large distances between the

depot and the treatment facilities, since the number of visit to the facilities is fairly

small. On average, about 2,052 glass cubes and 1,764 paper cubes are emptied each

year. When the cubes are emptied, the fill levels are about 70 percent for glass and

68 percent for paper, which is significantly more than the fill levels of 55 percent for

glass and 40 percent for paper known from historical data. On average, there is 1

overfilled cube per year and the average quantity of overfilled material is 0.0045 m3,

which corresponds to less than 0.3 percent of the capacity of a cube. The treatment

facilities for glass and paper are visited about 35 and 29 times per year, respectively.

On average, the containers are 93 percent full when emptied at the treatment facilities.

The number of overfilled containers ranges from 0 to 5 with an average of 1.9 and the

associated quantity of overfilled material is on average 0.2264 m3, which corresponds

to less than 0.7 percent of the capacity of a container. To sum up, on average, one

cube is overfilled (by less than 0.3 percent) out of 3,816 cubes emptied per year and 1.9

containers are overfilled (by less than 0.7 percent) out of 128 containers emptied per

year. In addition, the capacity utilization of the cubes is improved when compared to
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historical data. We therefore conclude that the overall performance of our algorithm

for solving this real world problem is satisfactory.

Table 1.5.1: Cost results for the algorithm with and without future cost.

Total Cost Routing Service Transport

mean SD min max

With future cost 37346 318 36497 38116 16189 8707 12450
Without future cost 39600 359 38649 40446 17445 9105 13050

In the following, the main case with future cost included will be compared to a

version of the algorithm without inclusion of future cost.

The algorithm including future cost outperforms the one without future cost on

all cost indicators. The standard deviation of the total cost shows that the algorithm

including future cost produces more stable results. The algorithm including future cost

has an average of 1 overfilled cube compared to 0.7 overfilled cube for the algorithm

without future cost. But the former empties fewer cubes per year, which results in

lower service cost. And the fill levels for the cubes that are emptied are also higher.

The performance measures related to containers, given in Table 1.5.3, show the same

trend.

Table 1.5.2: Cubes results for the algorithm with and without future cost.

No. emptied Fill level No. overfilled m3 overfilled

glass paper glass paper mean min max mean min max

With future cost 2052 1764 70.2 68.3 1.0 0 4 0.0045 0 0.0365
Without future cost 2133 1846 67.5 65.2 0.7 0 3 0.0029 0 0.0279

The future cost is included in the algorithm as an incentive to delay the service of

the cubes and containers as long as possible. We conclude that the desired effect has

been achieved, as apparent from higher average fill levels for both cubes and contain-

ers. At the same time, lower costs without a significant increase in the number and
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Table 1.5.3: Container results for the algorithm with and without future cost.

No. trips Fill level No. overfilled m3 overfilled

glass paper glass paper mean min max mean min max

With future cost 35.0 29.2 92.8 92.6 1.9 0 5 0.2264 0 0.8256
Without future cost 36.6 31.0 88.8 86.8 0.6 0 3 0.1151 0 1.1530

quantities of overfilling are obtained by the use of future cost. We conclude that using

the future cost element is indeed beneficial.

1.5.2 Different settings of the threshold β

In the following, we analyze the effects of adjusting the value of the threshold β. Se-

lected results are presented in Table 1.5.4. It contains total cost, number of emptied

cubes, and key performances for the containers, i.e., the number of overfilled contain-

ers and the associated amount of overfilled material. In the main case, shown in row

four, β is equal to 30. The table shows that the main case provides the best result. How-

Table 1.5.4: Results for different settings of the threshold β.

Total Cost No. emptied cubes No. overfilled container m3 overfilled container

glass paper mean min max

β = 0 37466 2115 1820 0.2 0 2 0.0050
β = 10 37471 2104 1802 0.4 0 2 0.0168
β = 20 37396 2091 1792 1.4 0 6 0.1081
β = 30 37346 2052 1764 1.9 0 5 0.2264
β = 40 37719 1993 1696 7.0 2 12 0.6399
β = 50 39112 1903 1605 13.9 8 20 1.0022

ever, the difference in the cost is not significant for β equal to 0–40, whereas β equal

to 50 gives a poorer result than the others. One explanation for this is that when β

becomes close to λ, we sometimes visit a location where we expect a family of cubes

to be more than λ percent full, but it turns out that the family is slightly less than β
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(and λ) percent full and consequently, the family of cubes is not emptied. In the exper-

iment this happens 2.5 times on average during a year.

Note that β equal to 40 and 50 result in a substantially higher number of overfilled

containers. This can be explained by the stochastic nature of the fill levels: If chance

causes the estimate to be slightly off, it will impact the total quantity of material for

collection more when β is equal to 40 or 50 than when β is in the range of 0–30, i.e.,

the amount of unexpected material to be collected is larger and will be less likely to

fit into the container. Similarly, in the case of overfilling in a container, the amount of

overfilled material is larger for high values of β.

As β increases, the number of emptied cubes decreases and consequently the ser-

vice cost decreases. However, the total cost is relatively stable when β is in the range

of 0–40. The results for cubes are almost identical regardless of the setting of β. Even

higher fill levels and lower service cost can be achieved by adjusting λ and β, but it

results in higher total cost. For an efficient flow of the system without substantial over-

fillings, β in the range of 0–30 is recommended.

1.5.3 Increasing uncertainty

In this section, we present and analyze results from an instance with higher standard

deviation of the daily accretion rates. The instance has the same settings as the main

case. For the distribution, the estimated mean from Reno Djurs is used, but the stan-

dard deviation is increased to 10 % of the mean for every location. Notice that the

changed standard deviation will influence the classification of the families of cubes

since the standard deviation is used in (1.8). Selected results are provided in Table 1.5.5,

which contains the total cost and associated standard deviation as well as the number

of overfilled cubes and the associated amount of overfilled material. Finally, the fill lev-

els for containers are reported. As expected higher standard deviation leads to higher

total cost and more overfilled cubes. In addition, the fill levels for containers are lower
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Table 1.5.5: Results for different standard deviations.

Total Cost No. overfilled cubes m3 overfilled cubes Container fill level

mean SD mean min max mean min max glass paper

5 % of mean 37346 318 1.0 0 4 0.0045 0 0.0365 92.8 92.6
10 % of mean 38165 375 1.8 0 5 0.0189 0 1.2294 89.6 90.7

because a larger safety capacity is needed in the containers when uncertainty increases.

However, the algorithm still provides acceptable results even though uncertainty is in-

creased.

1.5.4 Offloading glass

Due to shattering it is not currently possible for glass to be offloaded with the crane

to the extra glass container at the depot. However, a new recycling procedure at the

treatment facility for glass may remove the non-breaking restriction for glass. Conse-

quently, glass and paper will be handled in the same way (but still separately) in the

collection process. Consequences of a possibility of offloading glass are therefore ex-

amined. Table 1.5.6 provides the total cost and the transportation cost for the treatment

Table 1.5.6: Results for a possibility of offloading glass.

Total Cost Transport Cost Container fill level m3 overfilled container

glass paper mean min max

No offload 37346 12450 92.8 92.6 0.2264 0 0.8266
Offload 37269 12521 91.6 94.0 0.1558 0 0.7931

facilities as well as the fill levels and quantity of overfilled material for containers. As

expected, a lower total cost is obtained with a possibility of offloading glass. However,

the gain is surprisingly small and no significant difference can be seen in the affected

key performances for the containers. This can be explained by the fact that the con-
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tainer capacities are already utilized well. We conclude that no significant difference in

the cost and performance is obtained if offloading glass at the depot becomes possible.

1.6 Concluding remarks

In this paper, we have presented a solution approach for the collection of recyclable

materials from so-called cubes. A VNS algorithm is used to solve the problem in a

planning period of a few days. This is embedded into a rolling horizon framework

which benefits from the inclusion of a future cost function that estimates long term ef-

fects of short term decisions. It is evaluated by a simulation study and shows promis-

ing and robust performance. Compared to the real world case, the algorithm shows

more efficient use of capacities. Directions for future studies on this topic include an

analysis of the possible benefits of installing fill level information systems in the cubes.

Such systems can make it possible to partially remove the uncertainty in the problem

and could thereby lead to better planning and minimization of the total cost.
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Appendix

1.A Mathematical model

A mathematical model for the deterministic version of the problem is presented here

with detailed explanations. To the best of our knowledge, the constraints used to

model the container capacities are not found elsewhere in the literature. In the model,

we assumed that rit are known for all i ∈ M and t ∈ T . In addition to the variables

introduced above, we need further variables for our mathematical model.

We define a binary variable θit to be 1 if cube i ∈ M is emptied in time period t ∈

T , and 0 otherwise. For i = 0, which represents the depot, θit = 1 indicates that a

collection route is performed in time period t.

The variable ηt(g) is introduced to control the swap between glass containers and

is defined as

ηt(g) =

1 if the glass containers are swapped at time t ∈ T ,

0 otherwise.

When the glass containers have been swapped twice, a trip to the treatment facility

is required. The variable for paper is slightly different, as it controls the trips to the
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treatment facility rather than the swaps. We have

ηt(p) =

1 if the two paper containers are emptied at the treatment facility at time t ∈ T ,

0 otherwise.

Instead of using Ct(p) which represents the amount of capacity available for paper at

the vehicle at time t, we use a variable Ct(ṗ) that states the total amount of available

capacity for paper at time t in the mathematical model.

To represent the routing of the vehicle, we introduce variables yt
ij for each pair i and

j with i ∈ M, j ∈ M∪ {0}, j < i, where {0} represents the depot and each t ∈ T . yt
ij is

defined as the number of direct travels by the vehicle between i and j in time period t.

Note that the direction of the travel is not given. When j represents the depot, yt
i0 can

take the values 0, 1, or 2. For all other values of j, the variables are binary.

The model consists of three parts which are related to cubes, containers, and rout-

ing, respectively. We consider each part in turn.

Constraints (1.1) and (1.3) control the amount of material in the cubes, but (1.2),

which defines the amount to be emptied, must be linearized. We have

xit ≥ Uiθit −Ui + Fit ∀i ∈ M, t ∈ T (1.12)

xit ≤ Fit ∀i ∈ M, t ∈ T (1.13)

xit ≤ Uiθit ∀i ∈ M, t ∈ T (1.14)

xit ≥ 0, Fit ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ M, t ∈ T ′ (1.15)

Together, constraints (1.12)–(1.15) ensure that a cube is totally emptied if emptied at

all. If θit = 1, implying that cube i is visited, constraints (1.12) and (1.13) will force

xit = Fit. On the other hand, if θit = 0, representing that cube i is not visited in time

period t, constraints (1.14) and (1.15) will force xit = 0. These constraints also ensure

that cube i is emptied in time period t if it would otherwise become overfilled at time

t + 1. Note that the upper bound on Fit forces xit to take a strictly positive value in this
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case by constraints (1.1) and (1.3). The positive value of xit forces θit = 1 by constraints

(1.3) and (1.12).

Next, we consider the amount of material in the glass container and the swap be-

tween containers. We have

∑
i∈G

xit ≤ Ct(g) · θ0t ∀t ∈ T (1.16)

Ct(g) =
(

C(t−1)(g)−∑
i∈G

xi(t−1)

)
(1− ηt(g)) + C · ηt(g) ∀t ∈ T (1.17)

0 ≤ Ct(g) ≤ C ∀t ∈ T ′ (1.18)

Constraints (1.18) bound the available capacity by the size of the container and con-

straints (1.16) are a modification of (1.4) where the addition of θ0t ensures that collection

can only be accomplished when a route is activated from the depot. Constraints (1.17)

control the available capacity at time t. If ηt(g) = 1, i.e., the containers are swapped in

time period t, the constraint reduces to Ct(g) = C. If, on the other hand, ηt(g) = 0, it

reduces to Ct(g) = C(t−1)(g)−∑i∈G xi(t−1).

We consider the amount of material in the paper containers and the transportation

to the treatment facility in a similar way. We have

∑
i∈P

xit ≤ min{C, Ct(ṗ)} · θ0t ∀t ∈ T (1.19)

Ct(ṗ) =
(

C(t−1)(ṗ)− ∑
i∈P

xi(t−1)

)
(1− ηt(p)) + 2C · ηt(p) ∀t ∈ T (1.20)

0 ≤ Ct(ṗ) ≤ 2C ∀t ∈ T ′ (1.21)

Constraints (1.21) bound the total available capacity by the size of the two containers.

Constraints (1.19) ensure that if a collection route is activated in time period t, i.e.,

if θ0t = 1, then the amount of paper to be collected is bounded by the size of the

container as well as by the current total available capacity. They also ensure that if no

route is activated, then no material can be collected. Constraints (1.20) are similar to

(1.17) and adjust the available capacity for paper.
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Finally, we need a set of constraints to control the routing of the vehicle. We have

∑
j∈M∪{0},j<i

yt
ij + ∑

j∈M∪{0},j>i
yt

ji = 2θit ∀i ∈ M∪ {0}, t ∈ T (1.22)

∑
i∈B

∑
j∈B,j<i

yt
ij ≤ ∑

i∈B
θit − θbt ∀B ⊆ M, b ∈ B, t ∈ T (1.23)

yt
ij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ M, j ∈ M, j < i, t ∈ T (1.24)

yt
i0 ∈ {0, 1, 2} ∀i ∈ M, t ∈ T (1.25)

Here, (1.22) ensure that if cube i is emptied in time period t, i.e., θit = 1, then two

adjacent links are used for routing. Hence, the vehicle will enter and leave the cube.

Constraints (1.23) are subtour elimination constraints which are activated for all cubes

i that are visited in time period t, i.e., those with θit = 1. The final two constraints

bound the variables.

To formulate the objective function, we define the constants k(g) and k(p) to be

the cost of a round trip to the treatment facility for glass and paper, respectively, with

two containers. Every time we empty containers at the treatment facility for glass and

paper a service cost w(g) and w(p) is applied, respectively. Furthermore, we define cij

as the cost of traveling between cube i and j (i and the depot, if j = 0). Every time we

empty cube i after cube j a service cost wij is applied.

The complete model can now be formulated as follows, where (1.26) restricts the

cubes and (1.27) and (1.28) control the containers for glass and paper, respectively.

(1.29) are the routing constraints and the remaining constraints bound the variables.

min ∑
i∈M

∑
j∈M∪{0},j<i

∑
t∈T

(cij + wij)yt
ij +

1
2(k(g) + w(g)) ∑

t∈T
ηt(g)

+ (k(p) + w(p)) ∑
t∈T

ηt(p)

s.t. (1.1), (1.3), (1.12)− (1.15) (1.26)

(1.16)− (1.18) (1.27)
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(1.19)− (1.21) (1.28)

(1.22)− (1.25) (1.29)

ηt(g) ∈ {0, 1}, ηt(p) ∈ {0, 1} ∀t ∈ T (1.30)

θit ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ M∪ {0}, t ∈ T (1.31)

This mixed integer model contains a total of ( |M|
2

2 + 3.5|M|+ 5)H + 4|M|+ 4 vari-

ables, of which (2|M|+ 2)H + 4|M|+ 4 are continuous, |M|H are integral with do-

main {0, 1, 2}, and the remaining (3 + |M|2+|M|
2 )H are binary. The model contains

7|M|H + 4|M| + 7H + 4 constraints in addition to the domain constraints ((1.24),

(1.25), (1.30), (1.31)), and an exponential number of subtour elimination constraints

(1.23). As the purpose of this model is to present a precise description of the problem

rather than to present a model to be directly solved, no attempt is made to linearize

constraints (1.16), (1.17), (1.19), and (1.20). As it stands here, the model is therefore

nonlinear and nonconvex.
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Abstract

We address the problem of collecting recyclable materials, from locations dis-

tributed over a rather large territory with different population densities and land

utilization, over a multi-period planning horizon under stochastic daily accretion

rates of materials at collection locations. The recyclable materials are collected

jointly by multi-compartment vehicles, but must be handled separately, due to

different methods for reuse of the materials. Deposited materials may overflow

the capacity at collection locations under certain location-specific conditions, but

vehicle and depot capacities must be enforced. The recyclable materials are trans-

ported to treatment facilities when necessary. The aim is to minimize the operation

cost over the planning horizon, while avoiding violations of capacity constraints

for vehicles and reducing as much as possible the capacity overflow at collection

points. We present a two-stage stochastic programming formulation with simple

recourse, where collection decisions make up the first stage. We propose single-
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and multi-period management policies to address the daily scheduling and trans-

portation issues, and embed them into a rolling-horizon procedure. We introduce

a large set of instances, and present the results of a comprehensive analysis of the

proposed methodology, including the investigation of the impact of sensor and in-

formation systems providing information on material levels at collection points.

Computational experiments show the efficiency of the proposed methodology to

address various problem settings of realistic dimensions. They also show that the

multi-period policy generally outperforms the single-period policy and both poli-

cies benefit from sensor and information systems availability.

Keywords: Recyclable material collection; multi-compartment multi-period vehi-

cle routing; inventory routing; stochastic demand; two-stage model; management pol-

icy; rolling time horizon; sensor and information system

2.1 Introduction

Collection of recyclable materials is an important activity that makes it possible to re-

duce our environmental footprint by turning waste into valuable materials. Society

has become increasingly concerned about environmental issues in recent years, and

this has led to both increased pressure on the collection and recycling services and an

accentuated focus on this field of research.

Other than the usual economic (cost minimization) and operational (vehicle and

storage capacities) concerns, organizations providing the collection and recycling ser-

vices face a continuously increasing set of operational and service requirements and

constraints, e.g., the presence of materials with different handling requirements, an

uneven distribution of the quantities of materials to be collected over the territory cov-

ered, the uncertainty relative to these quantities at each collection location and for each
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day of operation, the citizen tolerance, or lack thereof, of overflowing collection recip-

ients, and so on and so forth. As the focus, importance, and complexity of these issues

increase, so does the need to design good policies for when and how to collect recy-

clable materials. Yet, as emphasized in a recent overview of transportation of waste

and reusable materials from an Operations Research point of view, 1) research in re-

verse logistics systems is very inadequate and sparse compared to that in (normal)

forward logistics, and 2) more research needs to be conducted with the goal of mak-

ing reverse logistics systems efficient (Beullens et al., 2010). Beullens et al. (2010) also

point out that there is a particular lack of models and methods for multi-period routing

problems with combined collection in multi-compartment vehicles.

The purpose of this paper is to address several of these challenges and thus con-

tribute to filling up this gap. We focus on a general problem of collecting different

types of recyclable materials, from locations distributed over a rather large territory

with different population densities and land utilization, over a multi-period planning

horizon under uncertainty conditions.

The materials are collected jointly by a multi-compartment vehicle, but must be

handled separately, due to different requirements and procedures for reuse. The daily

quantity of deposited materials at the various locations is not known with certainty.

At a visit to a location, the fill level of each cube can be determined by visual inspec-

tion without actually emptying the cubes. Sensor and information technology could

be deployed, however, to alleviate some of the consequences of this uncertainty. The

capacity of the collecting vehicles is not allowed to be exceeded, but the deposit capac-

ities at various locations can be overflown under certain location-specific conditions.

The collected materials are brought back to a depot and are stored until the storage ca-

pacity for a given type is reached, at which time that particular material is transported

to a treatment facility.
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There is no regularity in the way and rate people deposit recyclable materials and,

thus, there are no regularity requirements on routes, scheduling of visits to collection

locations, and transportation to the treatment facilities. Furthermore, there is no obli-

gation to collect all the materials present at a location when the vehicle visits it. No time

windows are imposed on activities. The collection plan for any day is thus unique

and non recurrent. It must take into account, however, the citizens’ disapproval of

overfilled recipients at collection locations, in particular when materials pile up in the

streets or within sight of important sites. Their dislike varies with the location and the

degree of overfilling. The decision maker must decide each day the collection loca-

tions to visit, what to collect at each location, the vehicle route servicing the selected

locations, as well as when to deliver the collected materials to the treatment facilities.

Collectively, these decisions make up the daily operations plan, which aims for system

efficiency and the satisfaction of the citizens’ concerns. In putting together the daily

operation plan, the decision maker also needs to address the uncertainty regarding

the levels of the different types of material present at the various locations, levels that

evolve over time with the quantities of materials people deposit and the previous col-

lecting activities. The objective is thus economic and service efficiency not only for the

current day, but also “globally” for a given look-ahead planning horizon.

Point estimates are generally used for future material levels and are assumed in

this paper as well. On the other hand, sensor and information systems may reveal the

material levels at collection locations at the beginning of each day, information that can

be used for planning. Notice that such systems do not eliminate the uncertainty of the

system as the behavior of people and the rate of deposit for the following days is still

uncertain. The impact of the deployment of such systems has been seldom, if at all,

investigated for the class of problems we address and we contribute such a study in

this paper.
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To summarize, we consider the problem where multi-compartment vehicles are

used for the simultaneous collection of several types of recyclable materials that must

be handled separately over a finite non-periodic planning horizon. The recyclable ma-

terials are picked up at several collection locations and transported to the treatment

facilities when necessary. The problem is further complicated by 1) stochastic daily

accretion rates of materials at collection locations; 2) the variation in time of the quan-

tities of materials available at each location, due to the fluctuating accretion rates and

the consequences of the activities of previous days, as a subset of locations is visited

at each vehicle departure and not all materials present at a visited location are col-

lected; 3) the variation in time of the available capacity of the vehicle containers, due

to non-daily visits to treatment facilities; 4) the possibility that deposited materials may

overflow the capacity of the respective collection points under certain location-specific

conditions. The aim is to minimize the operation cost over the planning horizon, while

avoiding violations of capacity constraints for vehicles and reducing as much as pos-

sible the capacity overflow at collection points.

Our main contributions are:

1. The formulation of a full mathematical model for the considered optimization

problem. The formulation takes the form of a two-stage stochastic programming

model with simple recourse, where collection decisions make up the first stage;

2. Two deterministic daily management policies that can be used by the decision

maker to address the problem;

3. A global rolling-horizon procedure that aims to manage operations over a plan-

ning horizon, where the collection plan at a given time period is determined by

using one of the daily management policies;

4. The investigation of the impact and value of the availability of sensor and infor-

mation systems providing information on material levels at collection locations;
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5. The introduction of a large and complete set of instances, which we used for our

experiments and a comprehensive analysis of the proposed methodology given

the absence or presence of a sensor and information system.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The problem description and

the related literature are presented in the next two sections. The main modeling ideas

and the full mathematical formulation are the topic of Section 2.4. Section 2.5 intro-

duces the management policies for addressing the problem at a given time period,

followed by more detailed descriptions in Sections 2.6 and 2.7. Implementation de-

tails, instances, and results of computational experiments are presented in Section 2.8.

Finally, conclusions and directions for further research are given in Section 2.9.

2.2 Problem description

Various types of waste are suitable for recycling. They can be divided into two main

material groups: breakable, e.g., glass, bottles, and jam jars, and non-breakable, e.g.,

paper, cardboard, cans, and plastic bottles. The first group must be handled with ex-

tra care to avoid extensive shattering, which would have a negative impact on the

recycling process. Both groups of materials may be transformed into new products at

treatment facilities designated for that purpose. Notice that biodegradable materials,

e.g., food, could fit into the second-type definition. Yet, as they must not be mixed

with the other types, biodegradable waste is usually handled through separate bins

both at collection points and on vehicles. Considering this third material type would

be important for an actual application, but it does not modify the methodology pre-

sented in this paper. For clarity of presentation reasons, we thus consider two types

only, identified as glass (g) for breakable and paper (p) for the non-breakable materials.

The collection of recyclable materials is performed within a predetermined opera-

tional area such as a city, region, or county. Environmentally-conscious citizens inter-
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ested in reducing waste as much as possible voluntarily deposit the recyclable part of

waste. In return, they expect that further handling of the materials is done in a suitable

way, such that their effort is not made in vain. To ease accessibility and increase the

degree of recycling, several collection points are organized within the operational area.

They can be located in a variety of locations with respect to the population density and

the immediate neighborhood’s social, cultural, economic and touristic characteristics,

such as the city center, residential zones, near a highway, along a countryside road,

etc. Small bins for collection, called cubes, are located at each collection point. To keep

the recyclable materials separate, cubes are dedicated to each type. For the same rea-

son, the combined collection of the materials is performed with multi-compartment

vehicles; these compartments are movable and are called containers. The vehicles are

equipped with a crane to handle the offloading of the materials and the emptying of

the cubes.

The rate of deposited materials in the cubes varies daily and, in the absence of a

sensor and information system, it is not known with certainty when the daily collec-

tion plan is built in the morning. Hence, the true fill level in a cube only becomes

known when visiting the collection location, but notice that it can be examined by

visual inspection without emptying the cube. Due to economic and vehicle-capacity

reasons, only a subset of locations is visited on any given day. The selection of these

locations and the route servicing them make up the daily operations plan. Cubes may

be allowed to overflow under certain conditions, while the capacity of the vehicle con-

tainers is not allowed to be exceeded. There is no obligation to empty all cubes at a

visited collection location. A cube cannot be partially emptied, however. Therefore,

the selection of the cubes to empty is part of the operations plan and the fill level of the

cubes at any location and given day depends on the operations performed the previous

days.
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The vehicle starts and ends each collection route at a depot where an extra container

for each type of material is kept. When the vehicle returns to the depot, the crane

offloads the non-breakable materials from the vehicle into the proper extra container

while, due to the risk of shattering, this is not possible for the breakable materials.

Instead, when a container for breakable materials on the vehicle is sufficiently full, it

is swapped with the associated extra one. Once two containers of the same type are

full, they are transported to the relevant treatment facility. Due to the limited amount

of material, such trips to the treatment facilities are not needed on a daily basis.

The available, residual capacity in a container on the vehicle for glass thus depends

heavily on the work performed during the preceding days. Likewise, once the ex-

tra container at the depot for paper is full, the capacity available in the container on

the vehicle also depends on previous collections. Thus, the capacity of the vehicle is

time-dependent.

The sequence of the events and decisions on a given day is as follows. First, the de-

cision maker schedules the visits to the treatment facilities and collection locations for

the day based on information available and empirical knowledge. Next, the planned

transportation to the treatment facilities is performed, if any, and then the planned col-

lection route is executed. A visit to a treatment facility starts and ends at the depot. The

containers brought to the treatment facility are serviced, i.e., emptied, thus becoming

again available for work.

A collection route normally visits many collection locations and starts and ends at

a depot. The different materials are collected simultaneously on the same route. The

emptying of cubes is performed with the crane on the vehicle. The crane makes it

possible to lift up a cube and remove its bottom, such that the material in the cube

is emptied into the proper container on the vehicle. The cube is then returned to its

place. A cube is therefore always emptied completely. The procedure is referred to

as the service of a cube and has a duration that depends on which cube is emptied.
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Emptying the first cube at a location takes the longest time since the crane needs to

be set up. A second cube with another type of material can be emptied slightly faster

while any additional cubes are the least time consuming. The time to service a location

depends on the number of cubes and number of different types of material.

The operations plan for the current day aims to minimize the operation cost, while

avoiding violating the vehicle capacity and restricting as much as possible the cube

overflow at collection points. Given the uncertainty in the rates of deposit of recy-

clable materials into cubes and the dependence on the activities performed in previous

days of both the container residual capacities and the amount of materials present at

collection locations, the objective is to propose management policies that build effi-

cient daily operation plans while accounting for the uncertainty and time dependency

inherent to the system. An associated objective is to evaluate the potential impact of

a sensor and information system that could provide accurate information on the fill

levels at the time the operations plan is built.

2.3 Literature review

The multi-period, multi-product, multi-compartment collection problem we consider be-

longs to the large and varied family of node vehicle routing problems. It combines

characteristics found in the Vehicle Routing (VRP) and the Capacitated Vehicle Rout-

ing (CVRP) problems with multi-product pick-up and delivery, and in the Inventory

Routing Problem (IRP). We refer to Andersson et al. (2010) and Coelho et al. (2014b)

for general overviews of the IRP literature. Neither setting addresses coherently our

problem, however, which is further complicated by the transportation to treatment fa-

cilities, the special vehicle capacity constraints, and the uncertainty of the accretion

rates.
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A number of authors address real-world waste and recyclable material cases where

collection is performed at nodes (collection locations). Angelelli and Speranza (2002)

study a periodic collection problem in Italy, where they suggest a deterministic model

for estimating the cost of three waste collection systems and present a solution method

based on the Periodic Vehicle Routing Problem (PVRP) with intermediate facilities.

They implement a Tabu Search heuristic for solving the problem. Kim et al. (2006) con-

sider a collection problem with time windows associated with commercial customers

in North America. Commercial customers do not change the frequency of service very

often, so the weekly service schedule is fairly static and assumed to be predetermined.

Each vehicle can make multiple trips to the treatment facilities per day. They develop

an algorithm for a capacity constrained clustering-based waste collection vehicle rout-

ing problem with time windows. Teixeira et al. (2004) study a problem in Portugal

where different types of waste are collected separately. The waste is collected by vehi-

cles, where the capacity is fixed, but differs according to material type. The quantity

of materials deposited daily at the locations is assumed to be constant. For every day

of the month, they therefore create static routes for each material type, work shift, and

geographical zone and these routes are repeated in a PVRP framework. Kara and Önüt

(2010) address collection of paper for a large-scale real-world paper recycling company

in Turkey. They present a two-stage stochastic revenue-maximization model to deter-

mine a long-term strategy under uncertainty for the company, which includes optimal

recycling center locations and optimal flow amounts between the nodes in the multi-

facility environment. Our problem setting differs in characteristics compared to the

above-mentioned papers, since the different types of materials are collected simulta-

neously in a predetermined operation area over a non-periodic time horizon without

time windows regulations. However, our problem generalizes the one introduced in

Bogh et al. (2014), and further studied in Elbek and Wøhlk (2016), who consider a real-

world collection of recyclable materials in Denmark.
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We now outline the main similarities and differences of the scope and methods of

this paper compared to the paper of Elbek and Wøhlk (2016).

To represent the variation in the available capacity of the vehicle containers in

the mathematical model, we replicate the special capacity constraints first introduced

in Elbek and Wøhlk (2016). We further expand the formulation to take the form of a

two-stage stochastic programming model with simple recourse.

The collection locations considered in a given operation area have some different

characteristics. Aiming to take these characteristics into account in the planning pro-

cess Elbek and Wøhlk (2016) make a classification of the locations based on how fast

the cubes at the locations fill up. We extend this idea and divide the locations into

further classes where more characteristics, additionally to the accretion rates of mate-

rials, are represented; such as the geography location and the capacity at the collection

locations.

In the solution method we adopt several findings from Elbek and Wøhlk (2016).

Since there is no obligation to collect all the materials present at a visited location, El-

bek and Wøhlk (2016) include a developed threshold β in the solution method, which

indicates if a cube should be emptied when we visit the location and realize the exact

fill level. If the exact fill level in a cube is larger than β percent of the capacity of the

cube, then the cube will be emptied. The computational experiments show that setting

β between 0 and 30 is recommended, since it results in low costs and few overfilled

containers without increasing the number of overfilled cubes. To simplify the opera-

tions we therefore select β to be zero in our solution method, which implies that we

always empty all cubes when a location is visited.

Elbek and Wøhlk (2016) develop a heuristic solution method for solving the daily

planning problem for collection of recyclable materials by considering a rolling time

horizon of a few days. A construction heuristic is applied in the first period and there-

after the solution re-optimizes every subsequent period with a variable neighborhood
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search (VNS). They show that the use of a modified objective function (including an

effect of future costs) to evaluate improvements of the collection plan in the VNS is

beneficial. We use this heuristic with the modified objective function in one of our

management policies (see Section 2.7.1 for further details).

In the paper by Elbek and Wøhlk (2016) modifications made in the collection plan

in the VNS need to be feasible. Thus a feasibility check with respect to capacity in

cubes and containers is made whenever a shake or move is considered in the VNS. A

move needs to be feasible for the affected locations regardless of whether a location

is moved forward or backward in the time horizon. Hence there is a “late limit” for

how far forward in the time horizon a location can be moved and an “early limit” for

how far backward in the time horizon a location can be moved. Instead of eliminat-

ing infeasible shakes and moves in our heuristic we introduce cost consequences for

certain modifications of the collection plan. This implies that all shakes and moves for

cubes and containers are feasible and there are no “late” or “early” limits for positions

of locations in the collection plan.

The computational experiments in Elbek and Wøhlk (2016) are conducted on real

life data. Inspired by this case and data we introduce a large and complete set of in-

stances with various settings and sizes for further investigations of the problem. In the

computational experiments Elbek and Wøhlk (2016) stress test the solution method by

increasing the uncertainty of the daily accretion rates of materials, i.e., the standard de-

viation is increased from 5 to 10 percent of the mean. They conclude that the heuristic

still performs well under this trial. We expand this experiment further by letting the

uncertainty vary in several ways.

Contrary to Elbek and Wøhlk (2016) and the above-mentioned authors who do not

investigate how a sensor and information system can impact the planning process and

outcome, we provide a comprehensive analysis of the proposed methodology given

the absence or presence of such technology. Bertazzi et al. (2013) and Coelho et al.
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(2014a) have also addressed IRPs where demand information is revealed over time,

but neither of these two papers consider multi-compartment vehicles and transporta-

tion to treatment facilities. Delivery and collection problems with multi-compartment

vehicles are studied in Coelho and Laporte (2015) and Muyldermans and Pang (2010),

but without the special capacity constraints that characterize our problem.

2.4 Modeling the uncertainty

Operations are taking place “continuously”, that is every working day and they are

supposed to continue to be performed for the foreseeable future. As no operation regu-

larity can be assumed, in theory, one should consider an infinite planning horizon. This

is clearly unreasonable, not only due to methodological and data-availability/fore-

casting challenges, but also because such a representation does not reflect reality. In-

deed, only decisions for the immediate future are essential for carrying out the oper-

ations. One actually needs the operations plan for “today” and an estimation of its

consequences for the following “days”.

We thus build the model for a finite time horizon H, divided into |H| time periods

of equal length (e.g., days). Let t ∈ T ′ = {0, 1, . . . , |H|} be a time instant (e.g., the

beginning of the tth day) and T = T ′ \ {0}, where t = 1 represents the present moment

and t = 0 represents the previous.

Let L be the set of all collection locations. Let N be the set of recycling materials,

where n ∈ N represents one type of material, which can be breakable or non-breakable.

We use the expression family of cubes, noted N (l) to refer to the cluster of cubes for a

material of type n ∈ N present at location l ∈ L.

The type of operations and the stochastic nature of the problem yield numerous

moments in time and space when information becomes available and where a decision

can be taken and an action initiated. All decisions are not necessarily made by the same
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people, nor at the same time. A proper description of the information and decision

process is given below and it justifies our decisions regarding the modeling approach.

Two “layers” of information update have to be considered. The first takes place at

the depot prior to the selection of the operation plan for the day. On the one hand,

it involves the capacity levels of the containers. The residual capacity following the

operations of the previous day is observed. Then, if one decides to transport some

materials to the treatment facility, the information regarding the capacity available in

the associated containers (which are empty after the trip to the treatment facility) is

updated. On the other hand, the information regarding the fill levels of the cubes is

also updated at that moment. When a sensor and information system is in place, this

information is assumed to be up to date and precise (because collection is performed at

the beginning of a day, before significant new quantities of materials can be deposited).

Otherwise, the update of the estimation of the fill levels is performed based on the

activities of the previous day and the evaluation of the (distributions) of the rates of

material deposits into the cubes. The route is then normally built.

A second layer of information update takes place every time we visit a collection

location since the true fill level of materials in the cubes is revealed, and the residual

capacity of the containers on the vehicle is updated every time a cube is emptied. The

decision process associated to these updates concerns how the route is built, a priori

at the beginning of the day or dynamically while in route. In the latter case, at each

visited cube we can make a decision where to go next, that is, which cube to visit next,

the alternative decision being to go back to the depot. This implies that, at each cube

(and at the depot) there is a stage where information is received and it is possible to

take an action. As one normally visits many cubes on a route, this would yield many

stages for each day, leading to a very large and complex multi-stage formulation.

The problem setting we address is different, however. The collection plan and the

vehicle route are built a priori. The locations to visit and the cubes to empty are thus
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decided before the route starts. Then, at each cube, the fill levels of the cube and con-

tainers are observed, the former being used later at the depot to update the informa-

tion. The only “decision” left once a cube is serviced is whether to continue to the next

cube on the planned route or return to the depot, finishing the collection for the day,

because all containers are full.

We therefore propose a two-stage model with simple recourse, modeling the rela-

tions between the stochastic fill levels and the cube and container capacities through

penalty costs for overfilling. The first stage represents the decisions taken at the de-

pot regarding the scheduling of the collection plan, i.e., the treatment facilities and the

cubes to visit each day. In the second stage, the planned route is performed, the cube

fill levels are revealed, and the penalty cost of overfilling is paid.

Notice that the introduction of overfilling penalty costs implies that feasibility for

cubes’ and containers’ capacity constraints can always be obtained. Furthermore, pen-

alty costs can make it possible to achieve the desired behavior of the system while

accounting for the citizens’ concerns.

2.4.1 Collection locations and cubes

Let G and P be the set of cubes for glass and paper, respectively, and letM = G ∪ P .

Let the node set V represent all cubes (at all locations)M and the depot {0}.

To represent the route of the vehicle, we introduce routing variables yt
ij, equal to one

if the vehicle travels between nodes i and j, and zero otherwise, ∀i, j ∈ V , j < i, t ∈ T .

The routing variables yt
i0 can be equal to one, two, or zero, where yt

i0 = 2 represents a

tour which visits cube i only, ∀i ∈ M, t ∈ T .

The quantity of material deposited into cube i at the period t is given by the stochas-

tic parameter rit for all i ∈ M and t ∈ T ′. The collection decision variable xit, for all i ∈ M

and t ∈ T ′, represents the quantity of material collected from cube i at time t. Fit then
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represents the quantity of material in cube i at time t and is given by

Fit = Fi(t−1) − xi(t−1) + ri(t−1) i ∈ M, t ∈ T .

Cubes cannot be partially emptied, therefore

xit =

Fit if cube i is emptied at t ∈ T ,

0 otherwise.
(2.1)

We introduce binary variables θit, equal to one if and only if node i is visited at

t ∈ T , ∀i ∈ V . Thereby, θit = 1 indicates that one visits and collects the amount of

material xit = Fit from cube i at time t, ∀i ∈ M, whereas θ0t = 1 indicates that a

collection route is performed at time t.

As the system aims to avoid overfilling the cubes, one would prefer the fill level

Fit not to exceed the capacity Ui of cube i, that is, Fit ≤ Ui for all i ∈ M, t ∈ T .

However, given that Fit is a stochastic variable, as it contains rit, we cannot guarantee

that overfilling will never occur. Moreover, it is always interesting, particularly from

a management point of view, that planning models and tool provide the capability

to evaluate economic versus service-quality trade offs. Hard capacity constraints are

not easily amenable to this end. We therefore introduce overfill slack variables zit to

capture the quantities of excess materials in cubes, zit ≥ 0, i ∈ M, t ∈ T . The fill level

restrictions can then be formulated as soft capacity constraints Fit − zit ≤ Ui, i ∈ M,

t ∈ T , and penalties can be attached to the overfill levels.

One of the main modeling issues concerns the capturing of the citizens’ disapproval

of overfilled cubes, their degree of inconvenience/unhappiness varying particularly

with the location of the cubes, and the degree of overflow. The families of cubes at

the different collection locations in the operation area have different characteristics

with regard to filling, capacity, and geographic position. We thus classify the families

of cubes based on these criteria and introduce penalties for excess materials into the

objective function.
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Figure 2.4.1: Subsets of families of cubes

The citizens have different preferences according to the properties of a family of

cubes. To illustrate, consider that overflowing at a family of cubes located next to a

significant site will create a stir, whereas if located out of view in a rural or less-visited

area (e.g., at the back of a shopping mall), the disturbance created by overfilling will

be considerably smaller. Similarly, suppose that a collection schedule does not account

for the fact that some cubes get filled faster than others, then the citizens would sense

that insufficient attention is paid to those popular and fast filled families of cubes.

The same could be said regarding families of cubes with large capacity: if overfilling

cannot be avoided even with several cubes, the collection plan would not be acceptable

for the citizens.
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We therefore define a classification of families of cubes aiming to measure the im-

portance of a given family of cubes for the planning process, according to its location,

how fast the cubes fill up, and finally the number of cubes at the collection location,

i.e., its capacity. We define three sets for geography: hidden, normal, and sensitive. The

subset sensitive contains families of cubes located in the city center, the subset hidden

contains families of cubes which are located out of sight, e.g., at a pull-up in the coun-

tryside, whereas the subset normal contains the families of cubes located in between.

Three sets are also defined for the filling: slow, normal, and fast, using the same filling

classification of Elbek and Wøhlk (2016), where the subset fast contains the families

of cubes which accumulate an amount of material corresponding to at least 30 % of

the capacity within a fixed length planning period. Among the remaining families of

cubes, the subset normal contains those where the amount of material accumulated is

at least 20 % of the capacity. The subset slow contains the remaining families of cubes.

Finally, we introduce three sets for the capacity: small, normal, and big. Families of

cubes with big capacity are families with more than two cubes, families of cubes with

normal capacity are families with two cubes, and families of cubes with small capacity

are families with only one cube. This results in a total of 27 subsets as shown in Fig-

ure 2.4.1 (a complete tree is illustrated in Figure 2.A.1 in Appendix 2.A). Notice that

for all families of cubes at the same collection location, geography is the same, but fill-

ing and capacity can be different. The classification is used in the development of the

collection plan, sets being predetermined to facilitate planning.

The penalty cost for overfilling cube i ∈ M is defined as ρi, yielding a penalty cost

for the family of cubes of material of type n at location l defined as ρl(n) = ∑i∈N (l) ρi.

The value of the cube penalty cost is given according to the subset to which the family

of cubes belongs, thus there are 27 different values for the penalty cost of overfilled

cubes. We define the normal family based penalty cost at location l as ρl(n) = A2c0l,

which is applied for the subset: normal geography, normal filling, and normal capac-
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ity (normal, normal, normal), where A is a large number and c0l is the transportation

cost from the depot to collection location l ∈ L. As widely used in the literature, the

intuition of the penalty cost is to estimate the cost of a solo visit to the location. For

the other subsets, the penalty cost is multiplied by a parameter larger than 1 if the

subset is more important and multiplied by a parameter smaller than 1 if the subset

is less important. The parameters in the most important subset (sensitive, fast, big) and

the least important subset (hidden, slow, small) are determined by computational experi-

ments. The penalty costs for the subsets “in between” are established using a Fibonacci

scaling factor. Thus, a family of cubes with a large capacity being filled rapidly and lo-

cated close to an important site in a city center gets a higher penalty cost than a family

of cubes with small capacity which gets filled slowly at a less conspicuous collection

location.

2.4.2 Containers

The residual capacities Ct(g) and Ct(p) available in the containers on the vehicle at

time t are highly dependent on the time when the materials are transported to the

treatment facilities. If we transport the material to a treatment facility at time t, then

the capacity available in the containers will be equal to the capacity of an empty con-

tainer C. For glass, an empty container can also be obtained by swapping with an

empty container at the depot. But, due to the possibility of simply offloading paper,

the capacity Ct(p) will be equal to C as long as the extra container for paper at the

depot is not full. At other times, the capacities Ct(g) and Ct(p) depend on previously

performed collections. This means that the capacity available at time t is given by

the capacity available at time t − 1 minus the total quantity of collected material at
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time t− 1. For glass, the capacity Ct(g) can be described as

Ct(g) =


C if an empty container is swapped at time t,

C(t−1)(g)−∑
i∈G

xi(t−1) t ∈ T otherwise.

An empty-container swap may be performed only if one is available at the depot

or if we visited the treatment facility at time t. The case for collecting paper is different

due to the possibility to offload such materials at the depot. The capacity Ct(p) may

therefore be described as

Ct(p) =


C if the container at the depot is not full at time t,

C(t−1)(p)− ∑
i∈P

xi(t−1) t ∈ T otherwise.

Given that we have two containers for paper (one on the vehicle and one at the

depot), the total capacity available for paper can be described as Ct(ṗ), where Ct(ṗ) is

equal to 2C if we visited the treatment facility at time t, otherwise Ct(ṗ) = C(t−1)(ṗ)−

∑i∈P xi(t−1). Hence, the capacity Ct(p) can also be declared as Ct(p) = min{C, Ct(ṗ)}.

The binary swapping variables ηt(g) are introduced to control the swap of glass con-

tainers, ηt(g) being equal to 1 if and only if containers are swapped at time t. A trip to

the treatment facility is required when the containers have been swapped twice. The

binary tour variables ηt(p) control the trips to the treatment facility for paper. ηt(p) is

equal to 1 if and only if the vehicle goes to the treatment facility at time t.

The quantities of glass and paper collected at time t should not exceed Ct(g) and

Ct(p), respectively. Yet, these quantities are uncertain and, again, we cannot guarantee

strict enforcement of capacity restrictions. We therefore introduce overfill slack variables

δt(g) and δt(p) in the capacity constraints to capture the excess quantities of materials

in containers. The capacity constraints for the containers are thereby given as

∑
i∈G

xit − δt(g) ≤ Ct(g) and ∑
i∈P

xit − δt(p) ≤ Ct(p), t ∈ T .
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The excess material in containers is minimized through penalties in the objective

function, where the corresponding overfilling penalty represents the cost of extra ca-

pacity. The penalty cost for overfilling a container of material of type n is defined as

ρ(n) = B(maxl∈L{2c0l}+ k(n)), where k(n) is the transportation cost of a round trip

to the treatment facility for material of type n and B is a parameter used to adjust the

resulting value. Thus, the penalty cost is the cost of a detour to the depot from the

collection location farthest away plus a trip to the associated treatment facility. Hence,

it is a worst-case penalty cost.

2.4.3 Two-stage model

Several cost components are considered, transportation and service costs for cubes

(routes) and containers (treatment facilities), as well as the penalty costs for overflow-

ing cubes and containers.

Let cij, ∀i ∈ V be the transportation cost of traveling between nodes i and j. The

service cost wij of emptying cube i after cube j is defined as

wij =



w1 if cube i and cube j are at the same location

and contain the same type of material,

w2 if cube i and cube j are at the same location

and contain different types of material,

w3 otherwise,

where 0 < w1 < w2 < w3 as described in Section 2.2.

Let k(g) and k(p) be the transportation cost of a round trip to the treatment facility

for glass and paper, respectively. The service costs w(g) or w(p) are incurred every

time containers for glass and paper, respectively, are emptied at the treatment facility.

Let S be the set of scenarios describing the uncertainty. Then, rs
it is the stochastic

quantity of material deposited into cube i ∈ M at time t ∈ T in scenario s ∈ S , and ps
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is the probability of scenario s ∈ S . The two-stage formulation then becomes:

min ∑
i∈V

∑
j∈V ,j<i

∑
t∈T

(cij + wij)yt
ij + ∑

s∈S
∑
t∈T

∑
i∈M

ρi pszs
it

+ 1
2(k(g) + w(g)) ∑

t∈T
ηt(g) + ρ(g) ∑

s∈S
∑
t∈T

psδt(g)s

+ (k(p) + w(p)) ∑
t∈T

ηt(p) + ρ(p) ∑
s∈S

∑
t∈T

psδt(p)s

s.t.: Fs
it = Fs

i(t−1) − xs
i(t−1) + rs

i(t−1) ∀i ∈ M, t ∈ T , s ∈ S (2.2)

Fs
it − zs

it ≤ Ui ∀i ∈ M, t ∈ T , s ∈ S (2.3)

xs
it ≥ (1− θit)(−Ui − zs

it) + Fs
it ∀i ∈ M, t ∈ T , s ∈ S (2.4)

xs
it ≤ Fs

it ∀i ∈ M, t ∈ T , s ∈ S (2.5)

xs
it ≤ (Ui + zs

it)θit ∀i ∈ M, t ∈ T , s ∈ S (2.6)

∑
i∈G

xs
it − δt(g)s ≤ Ct(g)s · θ0t ∀t ∈ T , s ∈ S (2.7)

Ct(g)s =
(

C(t−1)(g)
s −∑

i∈G
xs

i(t−1)

)
(1− ηt(g)) + C · ηt(g) ∀t ∈ T , s ∈ S (2.8)

Ct(g)s ≤ C ∀t ∈ T ′, s ∈ S (2.9)

∑
i∈P

xs
it − δt(p)s ≤ min{C, Ct(ṗ)s} · θ0t ∀t ∈ T , s ∈ S (2.10)

Ct(ṗ)s =
(

C(t−1)(ṗ)
s −∑

i∈P
xs

i(t−1)

)
(1− ηt(p)) + 2C · ηt(p) ∀t ∈ T , s ∈ S

(2.11)

Ct(ṗ)s ≤ 2C ∀t ∈ T ′, s ∈ S (2.12)

∑
j∈V ,j<i

yt
ij + ∑

j∈V ,j>i
yt

ji = 2θit ∀i ∈ V , t ∈ T (2.13)

∑
i∈B

∑
j∈B,j<i

yt
ij ≤ ∑

i∈B
θit − θbt ∀B ⊆ M, b ∈ B, t ∈ T (2.14)

Fs
it ≥ 0, zs

it ≥ 0, xs
it ≥ 0, rs

it ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ M, t ∈ T ′, s ∈ S (2.15)

δt(g)s ≥ 0, δt(p)s ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T , s ∈ S (2.16)
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Ct(g)s ≥ 0, Ct(ṗ)s ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ T ′, s ∈ S (2.17)

ηt(g) ∈ {0, 1}, ηt(p) ∈ {0, 1} ∀t ∈ T (2.18)

θit ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ V , t ∈ T (2.19)

yt
ij ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ M, j ∈ M, j < i, t ∈ T (2.20)

yt
i0 ∈ {0, 1, 2} ∀i ∈ M, t ∈ T (2.21)

The objective function defines the minimization of routing, service, and penalty

costs for cubes and containers. Constraints (2.2) are the bookkeeping (inventory) con-

straints on the fill level in the cubes. Constraints (2.3) constrain the fill level in the

cube by its capacity. The following constraints, (2.4)–(2.6), state that the quantity of

material xs
it emptied from the cube is equal to the quantity of material Fs

it in the cube

as outlined in equation (2.1). Constraints (2.7) and (2.10) constrain the total quantity

of collected materials by the residual container capacity. Constraints (2.8) and (2.11)

are the bookkeeping constraints for the residual capacity available in the containers.

The limits of the residual container capacity are emphasized in constraints (2.9) and

(2.12). Constraints (2.13) and (2.14) are the degree and subtour elimination constraints,

respectively. Constraints (2.15)–(2.21) enforce the integrality or non-negativity condi-

tions on variables.

As indicated earlier, the model can easily be extended to handle more materials.

When a material can be mixed with an already handled material and transported to

the same treatment facility, e.g., general glass and wine bottles, the same cubes and

containers can be used for collection of both materials. The corresponding stochastic

parameter rs
it would have to be adjusted to represent the sum of the materials deposited

into cube i. When the material, e.g., organic waste, requires separate cubes and con-

tainers, the cube set M has to be enlarged. Furthermore, constraints (2.7)–(2.9) have

to be duplicated when the material is of the breakable type, while constraints (2.10) –

(2.12) are to be duplicated when non-breakable materials are added. The associated
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parameters and variables (e.g., Fit, xit, etc.) and the objective function are adjusted cor-

respondingly. Finally, notice that the problem is NP-hard since it contains a Traveling

Salesman Problem (TSP) and the CVRP as a special case.

2.5 Solution approach

In this section, we detail the proposed solution approach for the considered collec-

tion problem. Let us first recall that a solution to the problem can be built over time

by determining the collection plan to implement at each time period defined in the

planning horizon. It should be further emphasised that when a particular time pe-

riod t is reached, the only collection plan that needs to be established is the current

one. Therefore, to solve the collection problem, we develop a solution approach that

applies different management policies in a rolling horizon framework. As defined in

Powell (2011), given the available information in the state at a time period t, a policy is

a set of rules that determine a decision (or a set of decisions) to be made. Consequently,

the proposed management policies are used to determine the collection plan at time t.

The obtained plan is applied and the overal outcome of the operations as well as the

realized fill levels are observed. Following a rolling horizon framework, this process is

then repeated for the next time period and onward.

Two approximate policies are developed in this paper. These policies are obtained

by limiting the problem’s horizon, aggregating the decision stages, and by generating

point estimates for the stochastic parameters. We introduce a myopic and a look-ahead

policy. In the former, decisions made at time t are based solely on the current state

of the system and the future consequences of the decisions are not considered. In

the latter, the decisions made at time t take the consequences of future decisions and

states into consideration. The look-ahead policy explicitly solves the problem over a

shorter planning horizon by combining an approximation of future information (fill
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levels in cubes and containers) with an approximation of future actions (visits to col-

lection locations and treatment facilities). Hence, in the look-ahead policy, decisions

are established for the following time periods: t, t + 1, . . . , t + k. However, the deci-

sions associated to t′ > t are simply used to assess the quality of the decisions to be

made in period t.

We refer to the myopic policy as the single-period policy since it only determines

the collection plan for one period. The look-ahead policy is identified as the mul-

ti-period policy given that collection plans for several periods are established. The sin-

gle-period policy serves as a policy benchmark considering that no effort is spent on

computing the consequences of the decisions taken for the present period. The main

advantages of this policy are that it can easily be implemented in practice and the com-

putational effort to perform it is limited. As for the multi-period policy proposed, it

uses a more accurate cost function to evaluate the presently taken decisions. As such,

it is a more computationally demanding policy to use. However, since approximations

of both the current and projected costs of decisions are considered in the planning pro-

cess, it is expected to produce a better overall solution for the problem. Recently, Pow-

ell (2014) has stated that look-ahead policies are particularly useful for time-dependent

problems, especially in cases where forecasts, that evolve over time, are used. Further-

more, the author argues that deterministic look-ahead models can be efficient even

when applied to stochastic problems.

Table 2.5.1: Settings for the policies

Are information systems available?
No Yes

Single-period policy SN SY
Multi-period policy MN MY

Table 2.5.1 displays the four settings we intend to investigate: single-period policy

without sensor and information systems available (SN), single-period policy with sen-
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sor and information systems available (SY), multi-period policy without sensor and

information systems available (MN), and multi-period policy with sensor and infor-

mation systems available (MY). A certain level of knowledge is assumed known re-

garding how the daily accretion rates vary for all collection locations. We define µl(n)

as the mean and σl(n) as the standard deviation for the family of cubes for material of

type n at location l. It is further assumed that the accretion rates follow normal distri-

butions. These distributions are used to make forecasts for the fill levels in the cubes.

If information systems are present, these forecasts can be updated every day. Hence, it

is expected that the performance of the defined policies will vary according to whether

or not sensor and information systems are available to produce the forecasts.

Finally, the proposed policies are implemented using an order-up-to-level strategy

(as known from inventory control) for all collection locations. The use of such a strat-

egy reduces the number of daily decisions to be made, i.e., all cubes at a given location

are emptied each time the location is visited. It should be noted that this approach

implies a fixed service cost for each location. In order to further facilitate the daily col-

lection planning, we introduce service levels to define the moment when a family of

cubes, and the associated location, should be included in the set of collection locations

to visit. The motivation for this is that the exact knowledge of when the cubes at a

location were last emptied can be combined with the forecasts of the accretion rates,

to produce an appropriate estimate for the time of the next visit to the considered lo-

cation. We therefore define a service level for each subset of families of cubes to guide

the selection of the next time for a visit. The values of the service levels should reflect

the importance of the subsets. Similar to the penalty costs, the values of the service

levels for the most and the least important subsets are determined by numerical cali-

bration, while the values for the subsets in between are established using a Fibonacci

scaling factor. The different policies proposed are detailed in the next two sections of

the paper.
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2.6 Single-period policy

In the single-period policy, decisions regarding the routing, transportation, and col-

lection operations are exclusively based on the current levels of the materials in the

families of cubes. At time t, all families of cubes with fill levels greater than or equal to

the family-dependent threshold sN (l) are selected to be emptied. Inspired by classical

inventory management, sN (l) is computed as sN (l) = ∑i∈N (l) Ui −
(
µl(n) + vασl(n)

)
,

for all n ∈ N and l ∈ L. Considering that α is the probability of the cubes overfill-

ing at a collection location, 1− α defines the service level considered, where vα is the

corresponding quantile. The fill levels can either be established using the sensor and

information systems, or they can be estimated. Then, the family of cubes N (l) at loca-

tion l is to be emptied at time t if its fill level is at least sN (l), in which case location l is

selected to be included in the current route. The route is established by solving a TSP.

The total quantity of materials to be collected at time t can be calculated exactly

when sensor and information systems are available, otherwise, an estimate is used.

When this quantity is above the available capacity in the vehicle’s containers, then

either the containers are swapped, or, the vehicle goes to the associated treatment fa-

cility prior to performing the route at time t. Once the route has been carried out, the

non-breakable materials of type n from the container on the vehicle are partly, or fully,

offloaded to the associated container at the depot, provided that it is not full. The ca-

pacity C(t+1)(n), which will be available for the next period, is updated, ∀n ∈ N . In

addition, overfilled cubes and containers at time t are reported and penalties are cal-

culated. Due to the finite time horizon, a check for overfilled cubes at the end of the

time horizon is performed. The overall structure of the single-period policy is shown

in Algorithm 2.1. The following sections include detailed descriptions of the SN and

SY policies, respectively, as the differences between the two are vital.
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Algorithm 2.1: Overview of the single-period policy
Initialization;
Classification of families of cubes;
while t ≤ |H| do

Select collection locations for visiting at time t;
Create the route at time t;
Transport materials to the treatment facilities, if necessary;
Perform the route at time t;
Update capacities and calculate penalties;
Consider next t;

end
Check for overfilled cubes at the end of the time horizon;

2.6.1 Outline of SN

Estimating unknown information is particularly important when information systems

are unavailable. The estimate of the quantity of material of type n at collection loca-

tion l for time t is computed as

∑
i∈N (l)

F̂it = µl(n) · (t− t̃l) + zα

√
σl(n)

2 · (t− t̃l), ∀n ∈ N , (2.22)

where t̃l ∈ T ′ represents the time of the last visit to location l and zα corresponds to

the 95 %–quantile of the accretion rate distribution. The value ∑i∈N (l) F̂it is defined as

a point estimate of ∑i∈N (l) Fit, and serves to incorporate the stochastic nature of the

accretion rates in the solution process. For all n ∈ N and l ∈ L, if ∑i∈N (l) F̂it ≥ sN (l),

then the family of cubes of material of type n at location l is selected to be emptied

at time t. In the absence of information systems, the penalty costs for cubes are only

discovered when the vehicle arrives at the locations. Thus, the total penalty for cubes

is not known prior to the route being performed at time t. As for the estimate of the

total quantity of material of type n to be collected from the locations on route Rt at

time t, it is computed as

∑
i∈n

x̂it = ∑
l∈Rt

(µl(n) · (t− t̃l)) + zα

√
∑

l∈Rt

(σl(n)
2 · (t− t̃l)), ∀n ∈ N . (2.23)
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Value ∑i∈n x̂it is a point estimate of ∑i∈n xit, that considers the uncertainty related to

the amount of the material to be collected at time t. If the estimated total quantity

of materials to be collected on the given day is greater than or equal to the available

capacity (i.e., ∑i∈n x̂it > Ct(n), ∀n ∈ N ), then either the containers are swapped at the

depot, or the vehicle goes to the treatment facility before performing the route. The

penalty costs ρ(n), for all n ∈ N , are added when the materials of type n collected at

time t exceed the capacity of the associated container.

2.6.2 Outline of SY

When sensor and information systems are available, the exact fill levels for all families

of cubes are known at time t. If ∑i∈N (l) Fit ≥ sN (l), then the family of cubes of type n at

collection location l will be selected to be emptied at time t. Assuming that the informa-

tion systems are correct and precise, the penalty cost for cubes at time t is zero, unless

there exists a location l such that ∑i∈N (l) Fit > ∑i∈N (l) Ui. This implies that, even when

using information systems, cubes can still be overfilled. However, such cubes will be

emptied on the first day of overfilling, considering that sN (l) ≤ ∑i∈N (l) Ui. In this

case, the total penalty cost for cubes is known prior to route Rt being performed at

time t. Hence, there are no surprises when the route is performed. The total quantity

of materials for collection at time t can be calculated exactly since information systems

provide the actual fill levels. If the estimated quantity of material of type n for collec-

tion at time t exceeds the available capacity, i.e., ∑i∈n xit = ∑l∈Rt ∑i∈N (l) Fit > Ct(n),

the containers are either swapped (if possible), or, the vehicle goes to the associated

treatment facility before beginning the route. Furthermore, no unnecessary visits to the

treatment facilities are performed, given that both the available capacity and the total

amount of materials to be collected are known exactly. Finally, the penalty costs ρ(n),

for all n ∈ N , are known prior to the execution of the route, since the information
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systems eliminate the uncertainty concerning the quantity of materials to collect from

the selected locations.

2.7 Multi-period policy

The multi-period policy creates a k-period collection plan, k < |H|, where fill level

and cost forecasts are used to support decisions and optimize the overall collection

plan. A k-period fill level forecast is computed for each family of cubes on the basis of

the assumed distributions and then used as a proxy for the unknown fill levels. The

problem is then solved heuristically as a deterministic problem, resulting in a k-period

collection plan. Using this plan, the first-period solution at time t is implemented.

Afterwards, time t + 1 is considered and the process is reiterated in a rolling horizon

framework. We now detail the general improvement heuristic proposed to solve the

problem using a multi-period policy (Section 2.7.1) and we define the specific MN and

MY policies that are used (Sections 2.7.2 and 2.7.3, respectively).

2.7.1 Overview of the improvement heuristic

The problem is solved using the heuristic originally introduced in Elbek and Wøhlk

(2016). The overall procedure starts by constructing an initial solution to the collection

problem over the |H| considered periods (the details of how this solutions is obtained

are provided below). For each time period t in the horizon, a look-ahead policy is then

applied. To do so, the heuristic first generates a k-period forecast for each family of

cubes. The Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS), proposed in Elbek and Wøhlk (2016),

is then applied to improve the collection plan defined over the next k periods. When

the VNS procedure completes its search, the obtained solution is implemented for the

current time period t. This entails that a visit to the treatment facility is performed,

if necessary, and the obtained route at time t is executed. At this point, the container
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capacities are updated and the penalty costs are also calculated. Furthermore, each

visited collection location is rescheduled in a route at a subsequent time period. Once

all of this is done, the heuristic proceeds to the following period. The overall structure

of the proposed heuristic is summarized in Algorithm 2.2.

Algorithm 2.2: Heuristic defined using a multi-period policy
Initialization;
Classification of families of cubes;
Insertion of all collection locations in routes in T ;
while t ≤ |H| do

Create a k-period fill level forecast for each family of cubes in the k-period;
Improve the collection in the k-period using VNS;
Transport materials to the treatment facilities, if necessary;
Execute the route at time t;
Update capacities and calculate penalties;
Insert each visited location in a route at a time t̂ > t, t̂ ∈ T ;
Consider next t;

end
Check for overfilled cubes at the end of the time horizon.

When applying the VNS procedure in this context, an important challenge to ad-

dress is how to properly assess the future effects on the overall total cost associated

to the modifications made to the current k-period collection plan. In an effort to im-

prove the manner in which these modifications are evaluated, an objective function is

defined using two components: the direct and the future costs. The following elements

are included in the direct costs: the routing cost, the service cost for the collection lo-

cations and treatment facilities, the penalty cost for overfilled cubes and containers,

and the transportation cost to the treatment facilities in the k-period. As for the future

costs, they include the estimated costs Qlt of visiting the locations l ∈ L at a given

time t ∈ T , and the estimated costs Q(n) of visiting, as planned, the treatment facili-

ties for the materials n ∈ N . The reasoning behind the use of these future costs is that

if a location is visited earlier than necessary, then additional visits to this location may
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be necessary towards the end of the time horizon. The same observation can be made

in the case of the treatment facilities. In addition, a specific location that is positioned

far from the rest may be hard to include in a future route without incurring a high cost.

As a rolling horizon framework is applied to solve the problem, these effects are not

captured by the direct costs. Therefore values Qlt and Q(n) are used to assess these

future costs for collection locations and treatment facilities, respectively.

Let the day t†
l ∈ T represent the last possible day to empty the cubes at collection

location l ∈ L to avoid overfilling with a probability of 95 %. The future cost for

location l ∈ L on day t ∈ T , t ≤ t†
l , is computed as follows:

Qlt =
t†
l − t

t†
l − t̃l

· (γl + φl), (2.24)

where γl is the average routing cost from location l to its ten nearest neighbors multi-

plied by two, to represent a route. Hence, the future cost Qlt will increase if location l

is positioned far away from the other locations. The parameter φl represents the ser-

vice cost, of emptying all cubes, for location l. Therefore, the first term in (2.24) is the

fraction of extra visits needed to service collection location l, while the second term is

an estimate for the cost of such an additional visit.

As for the future cost for the treatment facility for material of type n ∈ N , it is

computed as follows:

Q(n) =
ζ(n)

C
· k(n) · w(n)

2
, (2.25)

where ζ(n) is the estimated quantity of the material to be collected in the k-period fol-

lowing the latest planned visit to the treatment facility. Intuitively, ζ(n) is the amount

of material which has to be transported to the treatment facility at a later point in the

time horizon. Therefore, the first term in (2.25) is the fraction of extra visits needed

to the treatment facility and the second term is an estimate for the cost of such an ad-

ditional visit. The future costs are included in the evaluation of the collection plan to

provide an incentive to delay the emptying of the cubes and containers as long as pos-
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sible. For further details regarding these future costs, the reader is referred to Elbek

and Wøhlk (2016), where it is shown that the inclusion of these costs leads to better

solutions for the collection problem.

We now detail the steps of Algorithm 2.2 and provide a brief description of the VNS

procedure of Elbek and Wøhlk (2016) and how it is applied in the present context. To

obtain a starting solution, all families of cubes are first classified based on the criteria

in Section 2.4.1. Collection locations to be visited are then inserted in the time horizon

according to their corresponding service levels (defined by the classification) and their

associated thresholds sN (l). This is done in the following way: ∀n ∈ N , find the day

where the quantity of material n in the family of cubes at location l is at least sN (l), the

location is then inserted on the earliest day identified.

The creation of the forecasts for the k-period is dependent on the availability, or

not, of information systems (details being provided in Sections 2.7.2 and 2.7.3). The

VNS procedure is then used to improve the collection plan in the k-period. The layout

of the procedure is shown in Algorithm 1.2 in Chapter 1. As input to the VNS, the

current solution for the k-period is given, and the improvement process is applied

until a time limit or a stop criterion is reached. The four shakes in the VNS part consist

of block moves with 2–5 locations. All shakes perform one block move, where a block

(i.e., a sequence of locations) is moved from a route on day t′ to a route on day t′′ in the

k-period. The best block of a given size in the route on day t′ is found and moved to the

best position in the route on day t′′ in the k-period, where days t′ and t′′ are randomly

chosen in the k-period and t′ 6= t′′. The best block and best position are defined as the

ones that produce the largest gain when removing the block from day t′ and inserting

it at the specific position on day t′′. Once a shake has been performed, a local search

is launched using three neighborhoods: Swap, Move, and 2-opt exchange. The Swap

neighborhood includes moves where two locations are exchanged between a route on

day t′ and a route on day t′′ in the k-period, t′ 6= t′′. The two locations are inserted
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at the positions in the routes where the insertion costs are minimized. Considering all

locations on day t′, the best swap is implemented if an improvement can be obtained;

this is done for all t′ in the k-period. In the second neighborhood, a single location can

be moved from a route on day t′ to a route on day t′′ in the k-period, t′ 6= t′′. The

location is placed in the route at the selected day t′′ in the position that minimizes the

insertion cost. For all locations on day t′ the move is performed if an improvement can

be obtained; this is done for all t′ in the k-period. Using the last neighborhood, 2-opt

exchanges are performed on all routes in the k-period until no further improvements

can be obtained.

When applying the solution approach by Elbek and Wøhlk (2016) in the present

context, it should be noted that we eliminate the early and late limits when moving a

collection location in the time horizon and introduce penalty costs instead. Whenever

the VNS performs a move which results in either cubes or containers overfilling, the

corresponding penalty cost is added. This implies that all possible moves are consid-

ered feasible, but a penalty cost is applied for overfilling. It should be noted that shakes

will often result in the penalties being increased given that these consequences are not

considered when evaluating such modifications in the solution. However, moves in

the local search are performed while minimizing the total cost defined by the modified

objective function (including both the direct and future costs). Once the improvement

process is completed and prior to the route being performed, the treatment facilities are

visited, if necessary. Thereafter, the non-breakable materials are offloaded at the depot

and the capacities available for the next period are updated. Furthermore, overfilled

cubes and containers at time t are reported and penalties are calculated. Finally, the

visited collection locations are inserted in routes in T again as in the initialization step.
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2.7.2 Outline of MN

The forecasts of the quantities of materials at the collection locations l ∈ L for the

time periods t, t + 1, . . . , t + k in the k-period are computed as in Equation (2.22). The

penalty cost for the families of cubes is applied if ∑i∈N (l) F̂it′ > ∑i∈N (l) Ui for t′ = t,

t + 1, . . . , t + k in the k-period collection plan. The forecast for the total quantity of ma-

terials to be collected from the locations scheduled at the time periods t, t + 1, ..., t + k

is computed as in Equation (2.23). Once again, if the forecast is above the available ca-

pacity at time t (i.e., ∑i∈n x̂it > Ct(n), ∀n ∈ N ), then either the containers are swapped,

or, the vehicle returns to the treatment facilities. The penalty cost ρ(n), for a container

of type n, is applied at the time periods t, t + 1, . . . , t + k, if the forecast of the quantity

of material to be collected exceeds the capacity C. The exact penalty costs for cubes

and containers at time t are discovered once the route is performed.

2.7.3 Outline of MY

In the presence of sensor and information systems, the real fill levels for all families

of cubes are known at time t. Hence, the quantity of material of type n at collection

location l at time t, ∑i∈N (l) Fit, is exactly known for all n ∈ N , whereas the forecast for

time t′ = t + 1, ..., t + k is computed as

∑
i∈N (l)

F̂it′ = ∑
i∈N (l)

Fit + µl(n) · (t′ − t) + zα

√
σl(n)2 · (t′ − t), ∀n ∈ N .

Notice that the forecasts of the fill levels at the time periods t + 1, ..., t + k become

more reliable when sensor and information systems are used (i.e., ∑i∈N (l) Fit are part of

the computation of the forecasts). The penalty cost for the families of cubes is applied

if ∑i∈N (l) Fit > ∑i∈N (l) Ui for time t, or, whenever ∑i∈N (l) F̂it′ > ∑i∈N (l) Ui for the time

periods t′ = t + 1, ..., t + k in the k-period collection plan, ∀n ∈ N . In this case, cubes

can still overfill even if information systems are available. However, these cubes are

likely to be serviced on the first day of overfilling.
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As for the total quantity of materials to be collected at time t, it can be calculated

exactly, considering that information systems provide the real fill levels. Hence, the

total quantity of material of type n to be collected at time t is known (i.e., ∑i∈n xit),

whereas the forecast for the total quantity of material of type n to be collected on route

Rt′ at time t′ = t + 1, ..., t + k is computed as

∑
i∈n

x̂it′ = ∑
i∈N (l),l∈Rt′

Fit + ∑
l∈Rt′

(µl(n) · (t′ − t)) + zα

√
∑

l∈Rt′

(σl(n)
2 · (t′ − t)), ∀n ∈ N .

Once again, it should be noticed that these forecasts become more reliable with

information systems. As is performed in all policies, at time t, if the total quantity of

materials to be collected is above the available capacity, ∑i∈n xit > Ct(n), ∀n ∈ N ,

then either the containers are swapped, or, the vehicle goes to the treatment facilities.

In the planning process, the penalty cost ρ(n) for a container of type n is applied if

∑i∈n xit > C at time t, or, whenever ∑i∈n x̂it′ > C at time t′ = t + 1, ..., t + k in the

collection plan. Finally, in this case, the exact penalty costs for cubes and containers at

time t are known prior to the route being performed.

2.8 Computational experiments

We now present the various computational experiments conducted to assess the effi-

ciency of the various policies developed to solve the considered problem. We begin in

Section 2.8.1, by presenting the test instances used in our experiments. In Section 2.8.2,

we describe the implementation and tuning details for the solution procedures. Finally,

in Section 2.8.3, we analyze the computational experiments conducted to compare the

single- and multi-period policies in both the absence (Section 2.8.3.1) and presence

(Section 2.8.3.2) of sensor and information systems; we then assess the impact of using

such systems within the proposed policies (Sections 2.8.3.3).
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2.8.1 Test instances

We start by presenting the base case, which is inspired by an actual application pre-

sented in Elbek and Wøhlk (2016). This base case, which is used to generate the in-

stance set for our computational experiments, includes 211 collection locations with

240 cubes for glass and 198 cubes for paper that are geographically positioned both in

cities and rural areas. The majority of these locations have one cube for each material

type, but in some cases, up to six cubes are located together. Each cube has a capacity

of 1.65 m3. The accretion rates of materials are assumed to be normally distributed with

a mean and standard deviation derived from historical data and empirical knowledge

for each family of cubes. The service cost wij for a collection location is 3 for empty-

ing the first cube, 2 for emptying the first cube of the other type of material, and 1 for

emptying any additional cube. The costs k(g) and k(p) for the transportation to the

treatment facilities for glass and paper are 246 and 98, respectively. Furthermore, the

service costs w(g) and w(p), which are set to 15, are added when visits are performed

to the treatment facilities. All distances and costs are given in minutes.

Several test instances were generated. The number of considered collection loca-

tions |L| is set to 50, 100, 150, and 211, locations being selected randomly from the

211 locations included in the base case. In addition to the base case, we have generated

five instances of each size. For the instances with 50 locations, the capacity of an empty

container C is equal to 15 m3, for the instances with 100 and 150 locations, C is equal to

25 m3, and for the instances with 211 locations, C is equal to 36 m3.

We aimed to investigate the performance of the policies under different degrees of

uncertainty. Considering the accretion rate distributions, we let the term normal mean

refer to the mean value defined in the base case. We generated a higher mean (high)

by multiplying the normal mean by an integer x for each family of cubes, where x =

U[1, 5]. As for the standard deviations, the term normal refers to a standard deviation of

5 % of the mean, as defined in the base case. As for the higher standard deviation (high),
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it is defined as y % of the mean for each family of cubes, where y is an integer value

such that y = U[5, 25]. Considering the two types of materials, we have four possible

settings for both the means and the standard deviations: normal(g), high(g), normal(p),

and high(p) for glass and paper, respectively. Six filling settings were selected for the

accretion rate distributions (i.e., Filling I–VI). These settings are shown in Table 2.8.1.

Therefore, a total of 96 instances were used to perform the computational experiments.

Finally, five realizations were randomly generated for each accretion rate, yielding a

total of 480 instances.

Table 2.8.1: Settings for the accretion rate distributions

σ
normal(g) normal(g) high(g) high(g)
normal(p) high(p) normal(p) high(p)

µ

normal(g) Filling I Filling IInormal(p)

normal(g) Filling Vhigh(p)

high(g) Filling VInormal(p)

high(g) Filling III Filling IVhigh(p)

2.8.2 Implementation and tuning details

The proposed policies were coded in C++ in Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 and all ex-

periments were carried out on computers equipped with two Intel(R) Xeon(R) X5675

processors running at 3.07 GHz, and 96 GB of RAM.

To apply the proposed policies, both the overfilling penalty costs (for cubes and

containers) and the service levels first need to be fixed. The values for these parameters

were determined for each proposed policy by performing a set of preliminary tests.
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Let us recall that the overfilling penalty costs for cubes are fixed according to their

associated subset type. As previously defined, assuming that a family of cubes at col-

lection location l are in the median subset (normal, normal, normal), then the overfilling

penalty cost is defined as ρl(n) = A2c0l, where parameter A is a scaling factor. The

following values were considered for A: 1, 10, 200, 500, and 1000. Once the scaling

factor A in ρl(n) is fixed, the overfilling penalty costs for a family of cubes belonging

to the other subset types are defined as: ρl(n) multiplied by a parameter, which is ei-

ther greater than or equal to one, when the subset is more important than the median,

or less than or equal to one, otherwise. To fix these parameters, specific values are

assigned to the most important subset, i.e., (sensitive, fast, big), and the least important

subset, i.e., (hidden, slow, small). As for the rest of the subsets, their values are obtained

by applying a Fibonacci scaling factor in the range defined by (sensitive, fast, big) and

(hidden, slow, small). The specific values from 2 to 10 (obtained with a step size of 0.5),

and from 0.1 to 0.5 (obtained with a step size of 0.025), were respectively considered

for the (sensitive, fast, big) and (hidden, slow, small) subsets.

Finding an appropriate value for parameter A is important, given that this value

sets the overall scale of the overfilling penalty costs for cubes. The preliminary tests

showed that if these costs are too low, then the quantity of overfilled materials can

be arbitrarily large. The tests conducted also confirmed that the use of subset specific

values for the penalty costs reduces the risk of overfilling at higher priority collection

locations. Moreover, in the case where the cubes of an important location overfill, the

quantity of excess materials is usually low. All of these observations are in accordance

with the expectations of citizens regarding the emptying of cubes.

As for the overfilling penalty costs for containers, let us recall that, for the material

of type n, it is defined as ρ(n) = B(maxl∈L{2c0l}+ k(n)), where B is again a scaling

factor. The values 1, 10, 200, 500, and 1000 were also considered for parameter B. It

was observed in the preliminary tests that a value of 1 is appropriate in the case of
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single-period policies. However, a larger value is warranted for the multi-period poli-

cies. In this case, a lower scale for these costs may cause the multi-period policy to

deliberately produce collection plans with overfilled containers. As a result of the pre-

liminary tests, the specific values found for the parameters that define the overfilling

penalty costs for cubes and containers to implement the policies proposed are reported

in Table 2.B.1 in Appendix 2.B.

The second set of parameters to tune is the service levels used for the various cube

subsets. Let us recall that, for a family of cubes at collection locations l, the service

threshold is defined as sN (l) = ∑i∈N (l) Ui −
(
µl(n) + vασl(n)

)
. Parameter vα is the

quantile associated to the event of the family of cubes at the location not overfilling

with a probability of 1− α (i.e., the service level). In the preliminary tests conducted,

specific service level values were tested for the different cube subsets used for each

proposed policy. The values from 96 % to 99.8 % (obtained with a step size of 0.2 %) and

from 93 % to 97 % (obtained with a step size of 0.2 %), were investigated for the service

levels of the most important subsets and the least important subsets, respectively. It

should be noted that we also explored the possibility of setting a single service level

value for all subsets. In this case, the following values were tested: 95 %, 96.5 %, 98 %,

and 99.99 %. However, the best results were obtained using subset specific values in

each policy. These values are reported in the Table 2.B.2 in Appendix 2.B.

The VNS procedure developed in Elbek and Wøhlk (2016) is applied in the case

of the multi-period policy using the parameter values originally identified. Therefore,

the length of the k-period is set to 11 days and the stopping criteria of the procedure

is defined as either reaching a time limit of 10 seconds or 1000 iterations without any

improvements.

Finally, three time horizon lengths, H = 30, 182, and 365 days, were considered for

each of the 480 instances. Furthermore, given the randomness involved in the algo-

rithm, the results reported are based on the averages obtained over 10 repetitions.
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2.8.3 Computational results

The results of the computational experiments are summed up in Tables 2.8.2–2.8.5 and

analyzed in the next three subsections. For each policy, the numerical results are aggre-

gated according to the number of collection locations and the settings for the accretion

rate distributions. Furthermore, the key performance measures used in the analysis,

Cost, Cube, and Container, group the results for the two material types considered (glass

and paper). The Cost measures include the total operational costs (column Operation),

consisting of the routing costs, the service costs for cubes and the transportation and

service costs for the treatment facilities, detailed in columns Routing, Service and Fa-

cility, respectively. The Cube and Container measures report the number of emptied

units (column No. emptied), their associated fill levels in percentage of total capacity

(column Full(%)), the number of units that overflowed (column No. overfilled) and the

amount of overflowed materials in percentage of total capacity (column Overflow(%)).

The last line of each table reports the average values of the different measures over all

instances.

The results are analyzed as follows: we first numerically compare the four policies

developed in the absence (Section 2.8.3.1) and in the presence (Section 2.8.3.2) of sensor

and information systems. We then assess the impact of sensor and information system

technology on the two policies (Section 2.8.3.3).

2.8.3.1 Performance of the policies without sensor and information systems

The results for policies SN and MN are reported in Tables 2.8.2 and 2.8.3. When ex-

amining the results, one first observes that the average filling level of the containers,

when they are transported to the treatment facilities, is lower when the SN policy is

applied compared to the MN policy (87.31 % versus 92.84 %). As a consequence of this,

the average number of trips performed to the treatment facilities is higher in the case

of SN (125.83 compared to 109.13), as well as the average transportation and service
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costs incurred for these trips (12461 versus 10520). Overall, the fact that the policy

MN evaluates future effects on the overall total cost appears beneficial, as it produces,

throughout the time horizon, a more cost efficient schedule of visits to the treatment

facilities.

When analyzing the values of the Cube measures, the opposite trend is observed.

When SN is compared to MN, on average, fewer cubes are emptied (2725.16 versus

4006.51), their associated service cost is lower (6157 versus 8966) and the cubes are

significantly more filled (67.49 % versus 47.49 %). Considering the number of over-

filled cubes and containers, the values are generally higher when using SN compared

to MN. In terms of the amount of overflowed materials, it is, on average, higher for

containers in the case of SN (4.48 % versus 0.36 %), whereas the opposite observation

is made in the case of cubes. For cubes, the average amount of overflowed materials

is higher for MN, albeit the difference is much less pronounced (1.90 % compared to

0.78 %). As for the Cost measures, the MN policy produces solutions that considerably

reduce the routing costs when compared to the solutions obtained using the SN policy

(on average, 17910 versus 26876). By allowing visits to be rescheduled in the consid-

ered k-period collection plan, the MN policy is able to improve the visit assignments

throughout the time horizon. All in all, when sensor and information systems are not

available, lower operational costs are achieved when the multi-period policy is used

compared to the single-period policy.

When analyzing the results associated to the different instance sizes, one first no-

tices, as expected, that both the costs and the number of overfilled cubes increase with

the number of collection locations in the instances. However, the amount of overfilled

materials in the cubes remains stable. In addition, the relative operational cost per loca-

tion actually decreases as the instance size increases. For example, considering policy

MN and the instances with the filling setting VI, on average, the relative operational
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costs per location are 575.86, 403.04, 388.75 and 300.96 for the instances with 50, 100,

150 and 211 collection locations, respectively.

Finally, when examining the results related to the filling settings, not surprisingly,

the number of overfilled cubes increases in the cases of II, IV, V, and VI (where the

standard deviations are higher than the base case). In addition, it is expected that the

overall volume of materials to be collected will increase in the settings where the mean

values for the accretion rates are higher than the base case. We thus observe that in

the filling settings III–VI, the number of emptied cubes and containers is significantly

larger than in the cases of I–II. This effect is also clearly observed in the associated cost

components.

Table 2.8.2: Results for the SN policy

No. Filling Cost Cube Container

locations type Operation Routing Service Facility No. emptied Full(%) No. overfilled Overflow(%) No. emptied Full(%) No. overfilled Overflow(%)

50 I 11651 7532 831 3287 360.47 83.58 1.31 0.23 33.63 92.76 0.00 0.00
II 11966 7786 864 3316 373.75 80.70 1.45 0.66 34.11 92.00 0.04 6.10
III 35854 20788 3225 11841 1398.29 68.93 0.73 0.27 120.05 86.64 0.61 6.24
IV 38582 22721 3842 12019 1673.03 58.80 1.53 1.47 120.37 86.22 0.37 5.83
V 25321 17456 2406 5459 1069.88 58.74 1.45 1.03 71.36 91.79 0.09 10.37
VI 31517 18759 2719 10039 1181.83 55.67 1.79 1.34 86.00 88.93 0.39 3.06

100 I 20095 13750 1816 4528 815.17 83.39 2.52 0.20 46.37 93.00 0.00 0.00
II 20745 14270 1899 4576 853.04 79.86 3.04 0.72 46.91 92.81 0.07 0.05
III 53638 30495 6739 16404 3037.48 70.30 2.27 0.31 165.87 83.94 0.35 6.19
IV 57886 33340 7759 16788 3507.21 61.16 2.45 1.53 168.08 83.60 0.19 3.87
V 40980 27804 5507 7670 2498.20 57.41 2.77 0.96 100.61 90.08 0.21 6.50
VI 46026 27683 5458 12885 2398.16 57.00 2.88 1.21 111.01 87.45 0.23 2.34

150 I 27103 17774 2635 6694 1161.21 83.02 3.48 0.25 68.11 90.92 0.01 0.02
II 27693 18252 2725 6716 1200.71 80.05 4.79 0.81 68.16 91.11 0.01 0.07
III 73706 38184 10188 25334 4490.75 69.30 2.61 0.27 255.36 80.02 8.12 9.48
IV 78097 40330 11411 26356 5075.97 61.11 4.33 1.19 259.92 78.94 6.79 8.04
V 52801 33590 7872 11339 3553.08 56.73 4.37 1.28 148.05 87.04 1.65 8.27
VI 65663 35556 8883 21224 3930.09 52.39 4.99 1.19 180.51 83.72 5.37 10.93

211 I 32395 22124 3742 6529 1652.87 82.94 4.87 0.20 66.67 92.70 0.00 0.00
II 33224 22749 3903 6572 1726.20 79.53 7.53 0.75 67.07 92.08 0.07 0.16
III 80666 43898 13641 23127 5908.00 68.69 4.07 0.32 231.20 80.33 1.13 3.35
IV 88725 48135 15965 24625 7055.20 61.07 7.93 0.98 249.33 78.62 1.40 5.11
V 62064 39565 11361 11137 5204.13 55.47 6.47 0.87 145.60 86.75 0.40 6.60
VI 75451 42472 12380 20599 5279.13 53.89 8.20 0.78 175.47 83.95 1.47 4.89

Avg. 45494 26876 6157 12461 2725.16 67.49 3.66 0.78 125.83 87.31 1.21 4.48

2.8.3.2 Performance of the policies with sensor and information systems

The results for policies SY and MY are reported in Tables 2.8.4 and 2.8.5. The cost

components and key performance measures when comparing SY to MY exhibit the

same tendencies as previously observed in the comparison between SN and MN. The
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Table 2.8.3: Results for the MN policy

No. Filling Cost Cube Container

locations type Operation Routing Service Facility No. emptied Full(%) No. overfilled Overflow(%) No. emptied Full(%) No. overfilled Overflow(%)

50 I 8603 4496 1039 3068 453.83 67.29 0.87 1.04 31.85 85.21 0.02 0.08
II 8864 4670 1097 3098 479.97 64.57 0.73 1.20 32.15 85.51 0.09 0.25
III 31239 15525 5435 10278 2392.01 42.23 0.72 0.89 106.69 94.94 0.26 0.23
IV 34896 18083 6350 10463 2800.98 36.70 1.57 2.58 107.29 94.12 0.60 0.58
V 20647 11825 3641 5181 1635.74 39.94 0.63 1.45 67.59 91.59 0.18 0.54
VI 28793 15566 4661 8565 2056.63 33.39 0.70 2.12 74.56 94.02 0.57 0.65

100 I 14353 7645 2431 4277 1115.92 61.27 1.39 1.01 44.27 86.97 0.03 0.09
II 14642 7760 2551 4331 1171.44 58.61 1.07 1.56 44.73 84.88 0.16 0.25
III 45730 21068 10789 13873 4906.74 44.20 2.05 1.58 144.65 94.40 0.48 0.17
IV 50747 24362 12124 14261 5518.93 39.28 3.64 2.84 146.46 93.81 1.14 0.58
V 32086 17123 7844 7120 3585.07 40.36 2.48 2.56 93.09 95.66 0.48 0.53
VI 40304 20463 9077 10764 4037.60 34.28 2.07 3.13 94.52 95.56 0.93 0.55

150 I 18772 9135 3476 6161 1566.76 61.63 2.04 1.31 63.97 94.93 0.10 0.08
II 19093 9283 3616 6194 1627.53 59.46 1.58 1.42 64.06 93.84 0.26 0.23
III 62914 26713 15865 20336 7091.61 44.13 3.28 2.02 212.02 94.21 0.93 0.18
IV 72400 32643 18731 21026 8409.34 37.25 3.52 2.96 214.12 92.84 2.02 0.55
V 41898 20949 10774 10176 4880.43 41.41 4.67 2.33 132.44 95.52 0.84 0.59
VI 58313 27371 14490 16452 6482.78 32.23 3.76 3.18 143.55 95.29 1.85 0.64

211 I 20663 9851 4744 6068 2134.85 63.74 3.35 1.16 63.08 94.63 0.07 0.08
II 21281 10190 4989 6102 2245.77 60.50 2.48 1.47 63.45 94.09 0.34 0.24
III 65112 27907 18539 18666 8116.35 49.96 3.79 1.20 194.09 93.35 0.61 0.27
IV 73297 32370 21093 19834 9283.78 46.38 7.71 1.79 208.27 92.45 1.45 0.36
V 49368 24461 14781 10126 6802.93 42.78 6.37 2.25 132.21 95.53 0.85 0.40
VI 63503 30382 17053 16067 7359.37 38.25 4.23 2.49 140.13 94.76 1.42 0.50

Avg. 37397 17910 8966 10520 4006.51 47.49 2.70 1.90 109.13 92.84 0.65 0.36

filling degrees for the cubes are 16–31 percentage points higher under SY than under

MY, whereas the filling degrees for the containers are up to 14 percentage points higher

under MY than under SY as in the comparison of MN and SN. The percentages of over-

flowed material in the cubes are higher under MY than under SY, but the difference is

less than 1.6 percentage point, while in the comparison of MN and SN the difference

is up to 2 percentage points. Regarding the containers, the overflowed materials are

up to 11.6 percentage points higher under SY than under MY, whereas in the compar-

ison of SN and MY the difference is only up to 10.3 percentage points. To summarize,

the multi-period policy generally preforms better than the single-period policy with

regard to the key performances at a lower actual operation cost, when sensor and in-

formation systems are available. However, we can observe that even with sensor and

information systems available and an algorithm which considers several days in the

planning process, overfilled cubes and containers can not be avoided, but the number

of units is on average lower than 0.3.
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Table 2.8.4: Results for the SY policy

No. Filling Cost Cube Container

locations type Operation Routing Service Facility No. emptied Full(%) No. overfilled Overflow(%) No. emptied Full(%) No. overfilled Overflow(%)

50 I 11415 7339 812 3265 351.16 84.96 0.17 0.05 33.44 92.65 0.00 0.00
II 11472 7407 817 3248 353.36 84.50 0.45 0.19 33.36 92.85 0.00 0.00
III 35172 20351 3111 11709 1350.97 71.33 0.52 0.22 118.99 87.33 0.67 10.81
IV 35495 20550 3202 11743 1393.88 68.83 1.67 0.98 117.97 87.62 0.57 9.25
V 24269 16645 2215 5408 984.16 63.63 1.13 0.55 70.64 92.24 0.11 8.92
VI 29945 17646 2494 9805 1081.03 60.58 1.09 0.81 84.16 89.49 0.44 7.93

100 I 19922 13627 1783 4511 800.04 84.84 0.35 0.11 46.21 93.14 0.00 0.00
II 20101 13779 1800 4523 807.69 83.97 0.75 0.33 46.35 93.33 0.00 0.00
III 52723 29975 6511 16237 2933.55 72.68 0.99 0.35 164.51 84.57 0.39 5.10
IV 54786 31507 6872 16406 3088.23 69.18 2.91 1.58 164.53 84.83 0.37 7.73
V 39126 26504 5003 7618 2266.45 63.03 2.59 0.98 99.73 90.72 0.24 5.52
VI 43849 26281 4970 12598 2184.92 62.42 2.40 1.05 108.77 88.09 0.17 5.79

150 I 26965 17722 2590 6652 1141.20 84.33 0.47 0.08 67.87 91.51 0.00 0.00
II 26951 17716 2601 6635 1145.76 83.46 1.23 0.18 67.52 91.81 0.00 0.00
III 72538 37605 9828 25104 4329.57 71.78 1.32 0.31 253.28 80.74 8.87 8.78
IV 74058 38127 10084 25847 4459.84 69.08 4.80 0.97 255.49 80.09 6.67 9.01
V 50457 32173 7113 11171 3200.93 62.59 3.23 1.06 145.47 88.07 1.59 8.90
VI 61892 33396 7798 20698 3424.69 60.22 4.12 1.13 176.48 84.35 5.23 8.87

211 I 31952 21801 3674 6477 1622.40 84.34 0.20 0.23 66.27 92.45 0.00 0.00
II 32300 22081 3709 6510 1638.13 83.50 2.40 0.24 66.67 91.36 0.00 0.00
III 79234 43189 13092 22953 5666.20 71.52 2.27 0.16 229.87 80.48 0.60 9.86
IV 84549 45885 14326 24338 6312.93 68.10 6.20 1.12 246.53 80.12 0.87 11.65
V 59104 37931 10205 10967 4646.53 61.92 4.60 0.83 143.47 88.28 0.53 4.31
VI 71413 40299 10872 20242 4642.47 61.16 4.60 0.45 172.80 84.15 1.47 8.58

Avg. 43737 25814 5645 12278 2492.75 72.17 2.10 0.58 124.18 87.93 1.20 5.46

Table 2.8.5: Results for the MY policy

No. Filling Cost Cube Container

locations type Operation Routing Service Facility No. emptied Full(%) No. overfilled Overflow(%) No. emptied Full(%) No. overfilled Overflow(%)

50 I 8243 4149 1029 3064 449.44 68.32 0.01 0.08 31.90 88.54 0.001 0.001
II 8445 4286 1084 3074 474.84 65.40 0.05 0.59 32.04 81.73 0.001 0.003
III 31002 15280 5469 10253 2404.76 41.85 0.06 0.24 106.51 95.05 0.004 0.001
IV 34643 17942 6410 10292 2815.25 35.91 0.27 1.55 105.86 95.33 0.008 0.001
V 19947 11209 3573 5166 1599.86 40.69 0.13 0.89 67.25 91.88 0.005 0.002
VI 27911 14914 4641 8356 2044.35 33.24 0.21 1.83 72.93 94.58 0.017 0.001

100 I 13936 7235 2411 4289 1106.36 61.83 0.05 0.15 44.49 89.06 0.000 0.000
II 14288 7440 2539 4309 1165.57 59.10 0.07 0.30 44.67 85.25 0.001 0.001
III 45302 20676 10812 13814 4914.66 43.97 0.14 0.48 144.24 94.75 0.004 0.001
IV 50427 24198 12221 14008 5560.17 38.84 0.45 2.17 144.17 95.12 0.004 0.001
V 31255 16404 7750 7101 3540.36 40.92 0.40 1.11 92.64 95.87 0.000 0.000
VI 40098 20323 9220 10555 4099.07 33.80 0.36 2.06 92.95 96.59 0.005 0.001

150 I 18452 8773 3487 6191 1570.58 61.50 0.03 0.27 64.47 94.02 0.003 0.001
II 18664 8863 3618 6184 1628.04 59.45 0.08 0.33 64.20 93.81 0.001 0.001
III 62593 26446 15925 20223 7121.85 43.93 0.17 0.40 211.18 94.51 0.011 0.001
IV 69864 30977 18278 20610 8210.21 38.01 0.87 1.89 210.81 94.08 0.009 0.001
V 41722 20754 10865 10103 4924.53 41.08 0.37 1.28 131.18 96.12 0.003 0.001
VI 56476 26184 14270 16022 6379.83 32.71 0.65 2.01 140.24 96.62 0.016 0.001

211 I 20310 9462 4744 6103 2132.03 63.62 0.04 0.12 63.67 93.67 0.000 0.000
II 20819 9744 4980 6094 2241.13 60.76 0.17 0.30 63.49 94.53 0.000 0.000
III 64915 27718 18578 18619 8136.61 49.66 0.23 0.54 193.89 93.42 0.000 0.000
IV 72528 31887 21087 19554 9298.69 46.49 1.16 1.35 205.65 93.31 0.007 0.001
V 48766 23962 14746 10058 6760.3 43.01 0.58 1.12 131.09 96.11 0.000 0.000
VI 61838 29300 16760 15779 7226.97 39.11 0.71 2.05 137.92 95.66 0.013 0.001

Avg. 36768 17422 8937 10409 3991.89 47.63 0.30 0.96 108.23 93.32 0.005 0.001
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We conclude by emphasizing that the MY policy offers within our experiments

the best performance compared to the other policies. Thus, MY achieves the lowest

(47.63 %) average filling degree for the cubes, and the highest (93.32 %) utilization of

container capacity. Moreover, the lowest number of overfilled cubes and containers

and the overall lowest operation cost are also achieved under the use of MY. Fig-

ure 2.8.1 illustrates this performance for the instances with 211 locations, by display-

ing the average values of the operation cost, number of overfilled cubes, and number

of overfilled containers achieved by the four policies for these instances; results are

grouped according to the accretion rate distributions.
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Figure 2.8.1: Key performance indicators for the policies on 211-location instances
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2.8.3.3 Impact of technology on management policies

We turn to the analysis of the impact of sensor and information systems on the per-

formance of the management policies proposed. We expect more information to have

a positive impact on performances and the results support this hypothesis. But the

benefits are not uniformly high for all cases.
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Figure 2.8.2: Comparison of SN and SY performance indicators

The results for the single-period policy, Tables 2.8.2 and 2.8.4, thus show that a de-

crease in costs, overfilled cubes, and the number of emptied cubes and containers can

be obtained by introducing sensor and information technology. Figure 2.8.2 illustrates

these results by plotting the the average cost and the average numbers of overfilled

cubes and containers for instances grouped by the number of locations.

The number of overfilled containers and the quantity of overflowed material in

cubes and containers are approximately the same on average. With respect to costs, it

appears possible to save up to 8 % on the operation cost using sensor and information

systems. Notably, the largest savings are generally obtained when the filling rates

display high standard deviations.
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We conclude that for the single-period policy, more information is beneficial but the

improvement in performance measures is relatively small, except when citizen deposit

rates vary significantly.
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Figure 2.8.3: Comparison of MN and MY performance indicators

The trend is generally similar for the multi-period policy, Tables 2.8.3 and 2.8.5 and

Figure 2.8.3, and so are the conclusions.

Introducing sensor and information technology leads to a decrease in the operation

(4.7 %) and routing costs, as well as a generally lower service cost for cubes and lower

transportation and service costs for the treatment facilities. We again observe that the

cost benefit is larger in filling situations with high variability. Interestingly, though, the

improvement is lower in the case of the multi-period policy than the one observed for

the single-period. On the other hand, the number of overfilled cubes and containers,

and the associated amount of overflowed materials, are significantly lower when the

technology is present.

The general conclusion therefore is that a better overall performance is achieved

when sensor and information systems are available. A more significant gain can be

obtained, however, by using a more refined management policy. Thus, the cost saving

(up to 8 %) achieved through additional information is relatively small compared to the
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savings (up to 36 %) that can be obtained by applying the multi-period policy instead

of the single-period policy.

2.9 Conclusion

We addressed a general problem of collecting multiple-type recyclable materials, from

locations distributed over a rather large territory with different population densities

and land utilization, over a multi-period planning horizon under uncertainty condi-

tions. Multi-compartment vehicles are used for the simultaneous collection of sev-

eral types of recyclable materials, which must, however, be handled separately. The

problem is further complicated by stochastic daily accretion rates of materials at col-

lection locations and the non-recurrent, non-periodic nature of the resulting demand

and operations. Complex capacity restrictions, due to the nature of the materials han-

dled, the possibility that deposited materials may overflow the capacity of some col-

lection points under certain location-specific conditions, and the possible presence of

sensor and information technology providing information on the accumulation levels

at the collection points add to the difficulty of the problem. The aim is to minimize

the operation cost over the planning horizon, while avoiding violations of capacity

constraints for vehicles and reducing as much as possible the capacity overflow at col-

lection points.

We proposed a mathematical formulation for this complicated problem, which takes

the form of a two-stage stochastic programming model with simple recourse, where

collection decisions make up the first stage. We have also proposed two deterministic

daily management policies that can be used to address the problem. The single-period

policy creates a 1-period collection plan, while the multi-period policy looks ahead and

yields a k-period collection plan. Each of these policies may be used in the proposed
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rolling-horizon procedure that aims to manage operations over a given planning hori-

zon.

We have investigated the efficiency and behavior of these methods by applying

them to a large set of instances, which we proposed and which represent a broad ar-

ray of situations. The analysis emphasized the good performance of the proposed

methodology. In particular, it showed the superiority in terms of various performance

measures of the multi-period policy over the single-period one. The investigation also

showed the positive impact of sensor and information technology on cost reductions

and efficiency increase.

Directions for future research include further consideration of the handling uncer-

tainty, both in algorithmic terms and in the planning process. Enlarging the scope of

the methodology by, e.g., relaxing the assumption that all cubes are emptied at a visited

location, is also part of our plans.
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2.A Complete tree of the subsets of the families of cubes
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Figure 2.A.1: Complete tree of the subsets of families of cubes
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2.B Parameters for the subsets of the families of cubes

Table 2.B.1: Parameters in the penalty costs

Values

SN SY MN MY

(sensitive, fast, big) 8.500 6.500 8.500 6.500
(sensitive, fast, normal) 7.675 5.895 7.675 5.895
(sensitive, fast, small) 5.127 4.027 5.127 4.027
(sensitive, normal, big) 3.550 2.870 3.550 2.870
(sensitive, normal, normal) 2.575 2.155 2.575 2.155
(sensitive, normal, small) 1.975 1.715 1.975 1.715
(sensitive, slow, big) 1.600 1.440 1.600 1.440
(sensitive, slow, normal) 1.375 1.275 1.375 1.275
(sensitive, slow, small) 1.225 1.165 1.225 1.165
(normal, fast, big) 1.150 1.110 1.150 1.110
(normal, fast, normal) 1.075 1.055 1.075 1.055
(normal, fast, small) 1.075 1.055 1.075 1.055
(normal, normal, big) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
(normal, normal, normal) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
(normal, normal, small) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
(normal, slow, big) 0.840 0.840 0.840 0.840
(normal, slow, normal) 0.710 0.710 0.710 0.710
(normal, slow, small) 0.630 0.630 0.630 0.630
(hidden, fast, big) 0.580 0.580 0.580 0.580
(hidden, fast, normal) 0.550 0.550 0.550 0.550
(hidden, fast, small) 0.530 0.530 0.530 0.530
(hidden, normal, big) 0.520 0.520 0.520 0.520
(hidden, normal, normal) 0.510 0.510 0.510 0.510
(hidden, normal, small) 0.505 0.505 0.505 0.505
(hidden, slow, big) 0.505 0.505 0.505 0.505
(hidden, slow, normal) 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500
(hidden, slow, small) 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500
A for cubes 100 100 10 1000
B for containers 1 1 500 100
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Table 2.B.2: Service levels

Values

SN SY MN MY

(sensitive, fast, big) 99.99 97.00 96.60 99.40
(sensitive, fast, normal) 99.94 96.94 96.54 98.95
(sensitive, fast, small) 99.39 96.39 95.99 98.01
(sensitive, normal, big) 99.05 96.05 95.65 97.44
(sensitive, normal, normal) 98.84 95.84 95.44 97.08
(sensitive, normal, small) 98.71 95.71 95.31 96.86
(sensitive, slow, big) 98.63 95.63 95.23 96.72
(sensitive, slow, normal) 98.58 95.58 95.18 96.64
(sensitive, slow, small) 98.55 95.55 95.15 96.59
(normal, fast, big) 98.53 95.53 95.13 96.55
(normal, fast, normal) 98.52 95.52 95.12 96.53
(normal, fast, small) 98.51 95.51 95.11 96.52
(normal, normal, big) 98.51 95.51 95.11 96.52
(normal, normal, normal) 98.50 95.50 95.10 96.50
(normal, normal, small) 98.44 95.44 95.04 96.48
(normal, slow, big) 97.89 94.89 94.49 95.38
(normal, slow, normal) 97.55 94.55 94.15 94.70
(normal, slow, small) 97.34 94.34 93.94 94.28
(hidden, fast, big) 97.21 94.21 93.81 94.02
(hidden, fast, normal) 97.13 94.13 93.73 93.86
(hidden, fast, small) 97.08 94.08 93.68 93.76
(hidden, normal, big) 97.05 94.05 93.65 93.70
(hidden, normal, normal) 97.03 94.03 93.63 93.66
(hidden, normal, small) 97.02 94.02 93.62 93.64
(hidden, slow, big) 97.01 94.01 93.61 93.62
(hidden, slow, normal) 97.01 94.01 93.61 93.62
(hidden, slow, small) 97.00 94.00 93.60 93.60
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Abstract

In this chapter, we focus on the stochastic element of the same multi-period col-

lection problem as was studied in the previous chapters. We propose a two-stage

stochastic programming formulation for the daily planning problem, where collec-

tion decisions make up the first stage while recourse actions of applying penalty

costs are made in the second stage. The objective is to obtain a collection plan that

minimizes the sum of the total collection cost and the total expected penalty cost.

The stochastic elements are represented by scenarios in the formulation. Thus, we

discuss the generation of these scenarios, and a key contribution of this chapter

is to provide a comprehensive analysis of the related in-sample and out-of-sample

stability tests. To solve this problem, we propose a heuristic framework inspired by

the progressive hedging algorithm by Rockafellar and Wets (1991). In the heuris-

tic, we decompose the problem by scenarios and solve each scenario-dependent

subproblem with the deterministic algorithm introduced in the previous chapters.

We compare different strategies to gradually make the solutions of the individual
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scenario-dependent subproblems agree on a solution that provides one unique col-

lection plan for the current day and aim for a good overall collection plan. Finally,

we compare the solution method of this chapter with the one from Chapter 2. The

computational experiments show that the deterministic solution method of Chap-

ter 2 works well for the stochastic problem and successfully avoids overfilled con-

tainers. However, the solution method of this chapter results in lower operations

cost on instances where both solution methods avoid overfilled cubes and contain-

ers.

Keywords: Recyclable material collection; multi-compartment multi-period vehi-

cle routing; inventory routing; stochastic demand; two-stage model; rolling time hori-

zon; progressive hedging algorithm; scenario tree generation; stability test;

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we consider the same collection problem as in Chapters 1 and 2, where

a multi-compartment vehicle is used for the daily collection of several types of re-

cyclable materials. However, in this chapter we increase the focus on the stochastic

elements of the problem. Recall, that this problem can be recognized as a variant of

the Inventory Routing Problem (IRP). Often IRPs are addressed through determinis-

tic formulations assuming that all necessary information is at hand at the time when

scheduling decisions are made. This assumption is rarely observed in real applications.

Usually there is uncertainty involved for some or all parameters of interest. In the IRP,

the uncertainty generally relates to the demand. Thus, these problems can be denoted

as Stochastic Inventory Routing Problems (SIRP). In our collection problem, the daily

quantities of deposited materials at the locations are the stochastic parameters. The

amount of material accumulated at the locations over time is the factor that triggers
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the need for emptying of the cubes and thereby motivates our decision to visit such

locations and collect the materials. Yet, this amount is in fact stochastic by nature.

In Chapter 1, we formulated and solved the problem as a deterministic collection

problem, where estimates were substituted for the stochastic parameters. In this chap-

ter, we formulate the daily collection problem as a two-stage stochastic programming

formulation, similar to what is done in Chapter 2, but with a higher degree of distinc-

tion between certain and uncertain parameters of the model. The scheduling decisions

make up the first stage, while recourse decisions are made in the second stage. The

simple recourse decisions are to pay a penalty for the observed amount of overflowed

material at the visited locations and a penalty for the exceeded capacity of the vehi-

cle. The overall objective is to minimize the cost of the first stage scheduling decisions

plus the total expected penalty costs applied in the second stage together with future

expected collection and overfilling costs.

We use the well-known approach of approximating the uncertainty through dis-

cretization of the probability distributions and the generation of a set of scenarios,

where each scenario represents a possible realization of the random events (Crainic

et al., 2011). The main idea behind this approach is that by including various possible

outcomes of the random events in the model, it gives a more thorough representation

of the stochastic parameter than the use of a single (hopefully, well estimated) out-

come. The problem is, however, still beyond the capacity of exact solution methods

in all but the trivial cases, recall that the IRP belongs to the NP-hard complexity class

(Dekker et al., 2013).

We therefore propose a heuristic framework inspired by the progressive hedging al-

gorithm (PHA) by Rockafellar and Wets (1991) to address the collection problem with

uncertain quantities of materials to collect. Under this framework, the problem is de-

composed into scenarios, which makes each scenario subproblem accessible by effi-

cient metaheuristics and provides ideas on how to use globally the local information
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yielded by the subproblems to guide the overall search approach toward an efficient

implementable collection plan. The idea behind the PHA introduced by Rockafellar

and Wets is that by studying the different subproblems and the related solutions one

may be able to discover similarities and trends and eventually come up with a “well

hedged” solution to the underlying stochastic problem, that is, a solution which can be

expected to perform rather well under all scenarios (Rockafellar and Wets, 1991). Re-

call, that the only implementable plan needed on the current day is the collection plan

for this day. This means that only the collection plan for the current day is executed be-

fore information is updated and the problem is solved again. Thus, we are particularly

interested in observing/handling the situations where the scenario-dependent solu-

tions do not obtain consensus about the decisions concerning the current day. How-

ever, we still optimize the collection plan for multiple days, since we recall from the

conclusion of Chapter 2, that even though we only demand an executable plan for the

current day, optimizing the plan for the forthcoming days can significantly minimize

the costs for the collection performed over a longer time horizon.

The main contributions of this chapter are as follows. First, we present extended

versions of the two-stage model from Chapter 2 that emphasize the information avail-

able at the time when the planning is done. Second, we develop a heuristic approach,

inspired by the progressive hedging strategy, in which we take advantage of the VNS al-

gorithm introduced in the previous chapters to solve the deterministic scenario-depend-

ent subproblems. Third, we outline and compare different strategies aimed at grad-

ually guiding the solutions of the scenario-dependent subproblems to agree on the

decisions for the current day while also aiming for an efficient plan for the ongoing

collection process. Finally, since we are introducing scenarios in our modeling and

solution approach for this multi-period problem, we discuss the generation and the

related stability testing of these scenarios. To the best of our knowledge, there is no
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literature on stability testing on multi-period models that use purely heuristic solution

methods.

The chapter is organized as follows. The related literature beyond what is already

presented in Chapters 1 and 2 is presented in the next section. Three mathematical

formulations of the stochastic problem are presented and discussed in Section 3.3, and

Section 3.3.5 outlines the scenario generation approach. The solution method for ad-

dressing the problem related to the current day is introduced in Sections 3.4. The in-

sample and out-of-sample stability tests are the topic of Section 3.5. Implementation

details, instances, and the results of computational experiments are presented in Sec-

tion 3.6. Finally, conclusions and directions for further research are given in Section 3.8.

3.2 Literature review

In the previous chapters, literature related to the VRP and IRP was presented and will

not be repeated here. Instead we focus on studies concerning the SIRP. This problem

has the same characteristics as the IRP with one distinction; that the demands from

the customers are not fully known at the time of planning. Hence, the SIRP is further

complicated by the stochastic customer demands. The main difference between our

collection problem and the SIRP in general is that we do not consider holding costs,

but add penalties for overflow of material.

The SIRP is intractable like the IRP, and the optimal policy can only be calculated

for very small instances. Most research therefore proposes heuristic and approxima-

tion solution methods to handle the SIRP, e.g., Adelman (2004), Kleywegt et al. (2002),

and Kleywegt et al. (2004). They use Markov decision processes to formulate the SIRP

and present approximation methods for different variations of the SIRP. Moreover,

they introduce instances to be used in computational experiments. The instances of

Adelman (2004) consist of 10 or 15 customers and an unlimited number of vehicles. In
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the instances of Kleywegt et al. (2002), only direct deliveries are considered, whereas

Kleywegt et al. (2004) allow up to three deliveries per route. Kleywegt et al. (2002) and

Kleywegt et al. (2004) solve instances with up to 60 and 15 customers, respectively.

Hvattum et al. (2009) also address these different variations of the SIRP. The results

in Hvattum et al. (2009) indicate that a finite scenario tree could capture important

aspects of the stochastics of the SIRP, and that formulating and solving the problem

including a set of suitable scenarios for each period could lead to a good policy for

the SIRP.

Hvattum and Løkketangen (2009) adopt this idea of generating a relative narrow

scenario tree to approximate the demand distributions of the customers in the SIRP and

they address the problem with the PHA introduced by Rockafellar and Wets (1991).

The PHA can be an efficient decomposition algorithm for problems based on scenar-

ios, although there are no guarantees of convergence for non-convex problems. Despite

the fact that their formulation of the problem is highly non-convex, with integer vari-

ables only, they have no problems with achieving convergence unless they attempted

to fix the value of the variables during the search. The instances from Adelman (2004),

Kleywegt et al. (2002), and Kleywegt et al. (2004) are used in the computational exper-

iments. For some of the instances the algorithm produces good results by itself, while

for other instances the combination of the PHA and a Greedy Randomized Adaptive

Search Procedure (GRASP) gives more robust results than any of the methods sepa-

rately. Details of GRASP can be found in Resende and Ribeiro (2016). For other refer-

ences on the SIRP, we refer the reader to the comprehensive literature review by Coelho

et al. (2014b).

The PHA by Rockafellar and Wets (1991) has proven suitable for problems other

than the SIRP. Crainic et al. (2011), for instance, propose a progressive hedging-based

metaheuristic inspired by the work of Rockafellar and Wets (1991) for the stochastic
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network design problem with uncertain demand. They find promising results by ap-

plying the heuristic approach to these problems.

3.3 Modeling

This section is dedicated to the modeling of the collection problem. The resulting math-

ematical formulation is presented in Section 3.3.4. Like in Chapter 2, they take the

form of a two-stage stochastic programming model with simple recourse and routing

and multi-capacity constraints for cubes and containers. Contrary to Chapter 2, the

model is based on the cluster of cubes at a location instead of being single-cube based.

Furthermore, the model emphasizes the information at hand when the planning is

performed, i.e., we have a greater distinction between known parameters, estimates

of parameters, and scenario-dependent parameters. Moreover, decision variables for

controlling which type of material to collect at a location are included in the model.

Like in Chapter 2, the objective is to minimize the total cost, including routing, service,

transportation, and overfilling penalty costs, while avoiding violations of capacity con-

straints for containers and cubes, over a given planning horizon. We adopt the penalty

cost parameters and classification of cubes from Chapter 2. For an overview of the full

notation used in the model, see the notation table at the end of the dissertation.

Every day has the same chronological order of activities, which starts off with

scheduling. After this, the vehicle can transport filled containers from the depot to

the treatment facilities to have them emptied. Next, the vehicle will commence its

route starting and ending at the depot, visiting selected locations, and emptying se-

lected cubes. Once the cubes have been emptied, the citizens may again use them for

glass and paper disposal.

In the following sections, we formulate the optimization problem which we solve

on a daily basis. We optimize the collection plan over a given planning horizon of k
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days, which is denoted as the k-period or the planning period. We let the set PP be

the forthcoming planning period consisting of the days: t, t + 1, t + 2, . . . , t + (k − 2),

t + (k − 1), where t denotes the present day. The optimization of the collection plan

for the planning period is done every day, but only the plan for day t is implemented.

The plan for the remaining days in the planning period only serves as forecasts of the

upcoming activities. The time horizon for which the collection process is carried out is

defined as T = {1, 2, . . . , H}, where k < H and PP ⊂ T . In the following, we focus

on the collection plan for the planning period.

It is worth noticing that the collection plan is built a priori. In the first stage of

the two-stage model, the scheduling decisions of the collection plan are made. The

scheduling decisions consist of selecting the treatment facilities and locations to visit,

the cubes to empty, and the route between the locations. The penalty cost of overfilling

is paid in the second stage of the model as a consequence of the selected collection

plan. Notice that there can be days where no transportation to the treatment facilities

or collection route is scheduled.

At the time when the scheduling is performed, the actual fill levels of the cubes are

not known. During the execution of the route, the actual fill levels of the cubes at the

visited locations are observed. Conversely, the fill levels of the containers at the depot

and on the vehicle are fully known at the time of scheduling. In addition, we have

full information for some parameters at all times, namely the capacities of all empty

cubes and containers and all costs parameters. Furthermore, we have full knowledge

about the activities performed during the previous days. The scenarios describing the

uncertainty of the problem and the related probability of these scenarios are also given

a priori (the generation of these scenarios is described in Section 3.3.5). Notice that our

scenarios only represent the stochastic quantities of material deposited on days t′ ≥ t,

t′ ∈ PP . Finally, notice that in general we denote all parameters and variables which

are scenario-dependent with a superscript s, whereas all estimates/forecasts of param-
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eters and variables are denoted with a “hat”. In case, a given parameter depends on

one or several estimated parameters/variables, it becomes an estimate/forecast itself

and is thereby denoted with a “hat”. A parameter or variable can also be an estimate

that is scenario-dependent. At the end of the following sections, we sum up the in-

formation given at the beginning of day t for locations, cubes, and that may add to

the intuition of why and when a parameter/variable is denoted with a superscript s

and/or a “hat”.

3.3.1 Locations and cubes

We define the set of locations as L and the depot as 0 and let the set W = {L ∪ 0}

represents all locations and the depot. Given PP starting at day t, we define binary

variables θlt′ as assignment variables, which indicate if location l is assigned to day t′

and thereby will be visited on the route of day t′, for all l ∈ L and t′ ∈ PP . Likewise,

the binary variables θ0t′ associated with the depot define whether or not the depot is

included in the route on day t′ for all t′ ∈ PP , hence θ0t′ = 0 implies that no route

exist on day t′. The assignment variables are generally given by

θit′ =

1 if a location or the depot is visited at t′

0 otherwise
∀i ∈ W and t′ ∈ PP .

To represent the route of the vehicle, we introduce the routing variables yijt′ , equal

to one if the vehicle travels from j to i or vice versa, and zero otherwise, ∀i, j ∈ W ,

j < i, t′ ∈ PP . The routing variables yi0t′ can be equal to one, two, or zero, where

yi0t′ = 2 represents a tour which only visits one location, ∀i ∈ L, t′ ∈ PP .

We let G and P be the set of cubes for glass and paper, respectively, and let the set

M = {G ∪ P}. The capacity of an empty cube is denoted by Ui for all i ∈ M. We use

the expression “family of cubes”, denoted by G(l) and P(l) to refer to the cluster of

cubes for glass and paper at location l ∈ L, respectively. The capacity for a family of
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cubes for glass and paper at location l ∈ L is thereby given as ∑i∈G(l) Ui and ∑i∈P(l) Ui,

respectively. We define binary variables ζ̂lt′(g) and ζ̂lt′(p) as empty variables for the

family of cubes for glass and paper at location l, for all l ∈ L, respectively. These

indicate whether or not we plan and expect to empty the family of cubes at a visited

location, thus

ζ̂lt′(g) =


1 if the family of cubes for glass is planned

to be emptied at day t′

0 otherwise

∀l ∈ L and t′ ∈ PP .

The empty variables ζ̂lt′(p) for paper are defined in a similar way. The reason why the

variables are denoted with a “hat” is that in the scheduling process we always plan to

empty all cubes in at family of cubes when we visit a location, since it is the most cost

efficient considering the routing costs. However, recall that during the operations it is

possible to make another decision at a visit when the actual fill levels of the cubes are

observed (we consider this matter in Section 3.3.3). On day t′ we can visit location l

(θlt′ = 1) without planning to empty all cubes at the location (ζ̂lt′(g) = 0 or ζ̂lt′(p) = 0).

But we cannot schedule to empty a family of cubes (ζ̂lt′(g) = 1 or ζ̂lt′(p) = 1) without

also scheduling a visit to location l, i.e., we need θlt′ = 1. This implies the logical

constraints

θlt′ ≥ ζ̂lt′(g) and θlt′ ≥ ζ̂lt′(p) ∀l ∈ L, t′ ∈ PP . (3.1)

In a stochastic programming model we have uncertainty about the value of some

parameters. The quantity of material deposited in cube i on day t′ is given by rit′ for all

i ∈ M and t′ ∈ PP . In our model, the parameters rit′ are the stochastic parameters. We

define S as the set of scenarios describing the uncertainty and ps as the probability of

scenarios s ∈ S . In the model, we substitute each rit′ with |S| parameters, that is rs
it′ for

all s ∈ S . In the planning process, we consider the total quantity of material deposited

in the families of cubes, i.e., ∑i∈G(l) rs
it′ and ∑i∈P(l) rs

it′ for all s ∈ S , l ∈ L, and t′ ∈ PP
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(we describe how to generate these values in Section 3.3.5). The quantity of material

collected from cube i on day t′ is generally given by xit′ for all i ∈ M and t′ ∈ PP ,

where x̂it′ represents the estimated quantity of material to collect from cube i on day t′.

Likewise x̂s
it′ are the scenario-dependent variables of x̂it′ . Again, the quantities of ma-

terial we plan to collect from the family of cubes for glass and paper are denoted by

∑i∈G(l) x̂it′ and ∑i∈P(l) x̂it′ , for all l ∈ L, and t′ ∈ PP , respectively. The same structure

applies for the quantity of material accumulated in a cube. Generally, Fit′ represents

the quantity of material in cube i at the beginning of day t′, for all i ∈ M, t′ ∈ PP .

Suchlike, F̂it′ represent the estimate of the parameter and F̂s
it′ the scenario-dependent

one. Again, the scenario-dependent estimates of the quantities of accumulated mate-

rial in the family of cubes for glass and paper at location l are denoted by ∑i∈G(l) F̂s
it′

and ∑i∈P(l) F̂s
it′ , for all l ∈ L, s ∈ S , and t′ ∈ PP where t′ > t, respectively. Notice that

these estimates concerning day t are not scenario-dependent. The actual quantities Fit,

i ∈ M, and accordingly the sums ∑i∈G(l) Fit and ∑i∈P(l) Fit are revealed at a visit to

location l on day t. The accumulated material in a cube generally evolves over time

like this:

Fit′ = Fi(t′−1) − xi(t′−1) + ri(t′−1), ∀i ∈ M, t′ ∈ PP , t′ > t. (3.2)

A similar accumulation process applies for the full family of cubes. As an aside, please

note that at the very beginning of the collection process, the starting quantity of mate-

rial in cube i represented by Fi0 is assumed known and xi0 = ri0 = 0.

Recall that cubes cannot be partially emptied, and we therefore have that

xit′ =

Fit′ if cube i is emptied at t′

0 otherwise
∀i ∈ M, t′ ∈ PP . (3.3)

Correspondingly, if we schedule to empty a cube, we have that x̂it′ = F̂it′ , for all i ∈ M,

t′ ∈ PP . Notice that there is no guarantee that a cube will not be overfilled, i.e.,

Fit′ ≤ Ui cannot be enforced in reality. Hence, we define ∑i∈G(l) ẑit′ and ∑i∈P(l) ẑit′ as
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the quantity of glass and paper overflowed at location l on day t′, for all l ∈ L, t′ ∈ PP ,

respectively. For day t, Expression (3.3) can thereby be converted to the family of cubes

and linearized to

∑
i∈G(l)

F̂it − ∑
i∈G(l)

ẑit ≤ ∑
i∈G(l)

Ui ∀l ∈ L, (3.4)

∑
i∈G(l)

x̂it ≤ ∑
i∈G(l)

F̂it ∀l ∈ L, (3.5)

∑
i∈G(l)

x̂it ≥ (1− ζ̂lt(g))(− ∑
i∈G(l)

Ui − ∑
i∈G(l)

ẑit) + ∑
i∈G(l)

F̂it ∀l ∈ L, (3.6)

∑
i∈G(l)

x̂it ≤ ( ∑
i∈G(l)

Ui + ∑
i∈G(l)

ẑit)ζ̂lt(g) ∀l ∈ L, (3.7)

∑
i∈G(l)

x̂it ≥ ( β
100 ∑

i∈G(l)
Ui)ζ̂lt(g) ∀l ∈ L, (3.8)

F̂it ≥ 0, ẑit ≥ 0, x̂it ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ G(l), (3.9)

where (3.4) show the realistic term, that the quantity of materials cannot be restricted

by the capacity. Constraints (3.8) are added to help make the decision about which

families of cubes we schedule for emptying, since we may choose to only schedule

emptying of a family of cubes if our estimates predict a given fill level. Recall that

there is no obligation to empty all cubes when visiting a location. We therefore define

β as a threshold, where 0 ≤ β ≤ 100. We plan to empty the family of cubes for glass

if and only if the estimated fill level of the family is at least (β/100) · ∑i∈G(l) Ui. Here,

the threshold β is set to be the same for all locations and families. Alternately, the

threshold could be define as βl and thereby depend on location l, e.g., the distance to

the location. If the threshold β is set to zero, we always plan to empty all cubes when

we visit a location (as in Chapter 2). Constraints (3.4)-(3.9) are defined for the family

of cubes for glass, yet similar constraints are valid for the family of cubes for paper.

Finally, we sum up the information given at the beginning of day t for locations

and cubes. We know which actions that have been performed the day before, hence,

we know the values of xi(t−1) for all i ∈ M and thereby also the sums ∑i∈G xi(t−1)
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and ∑i∈P xi(t−1). Furthermore, the values for the stochastic parameters are given by

the scenarios, that is ∑i∈G(l) rs
it′ and ∑i∈P(l) rs

it′ for all s ∈ S , t′ ∈ PP , and l ∈ L.

For the other uncertain parameters we can make estimates to be used in the plan-

ning process, that is, e.g., ∑i∈G(l) F̂it, and thereafter the estimates, e.g., ∑i∈G(l) ẑit =

max{0, ∑i∈G(l) F̂it −∑i∈G(l) Ui}, can be calculated.

3.3.2 Treatment facilities and containers

At the beginning of a day it is possible to schedule trips to the treatment facilities to

deliver the materials and empty the containers. Each trip starts and ends at the depot

and the vehicle carries two containers with the same type of material. On the route, the

vehicle carries one container for glass and one container for paper. Thus, the materials

are collected jointly on the same route, but must be kept separately. When the vehicle

returns to the depot after completing a route, the paper in the container of the vehicle is

(partly or fully) moved to the container designed for paper at the depot, if the available

capacity of this container allows it.

For collection on day t′ ∈ PP , an empty container for glass can be obtained by

visiting the treatment facility for glass or by swapping to an empty container at the

depot, if one is available. The capacity of an empty container is denoted by C. At other

times, the available capacity Ct′(g) in the container for glass of the vehicle depends on

the work completed during the previous days, because the collected glass remains in

the container of the vehicle until a swap is made. For glass, the available capacity Ct′(g)

can generally be described as

Ct′(g) =


C if we swap to an empty container on day t′,

C(t′−1)(g)−∑
i∈G

xi(t′−1) otherwise
t′ ∈ PP .

(3.10)

We set the binary swapping variables ηt′(g) to 1 if the containers for glass are swapped

on day t′ and zero otherwise, for all t′ ∈ PP . When the containers have been swapped
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twice, a trip to the treatment facility is required. For day t, Expression (3.10) can then

be linearized to

Ct(g) ≥ Cηt(g), (3.11)

Ct(g) ≤ C, (3.12)

Ct(g) ≥ (C(t−1)(g)−∑
i∈G

xi(t−1))(1− ηt(g)), (3.13)

Ct(g) ≤ (Cηt(g)) + (C(t−1)(g)−∑
i∈G

xi(t−1)). (3.14)

The sum of the capacities of the two containers designed for paper is denoted by

Ct′(ṗ) and can generally be described as

Ct′(ṗ) =


2C if the treatment facility is visted on day t′

C(t′−1)(ṗ)− ∑
i∈P

xi(t′−1) otherwise
t′ ∈ PP .

(3.15)

We let the binary transportation variables ηt′(p) be 1 if the two containers for paper are

transported to the treatment facility and emptied on day t′ and zero otherwise, for all

t′ ∈ PP . Notice that the variables control the trips to the treatment facility rather than

the swaps. Expression (3.15) can thereby be linearized as done for glass in (3.11)–(3.14).

If the treatment facility for paper is visited on day t′, the available capacity Ct′(p) in

the container for paper of the vehicle will be equal to an empty container C. Likewise,

if the collected paper on day t′ − 1 could fully fit into the container at the depot after

the route, Ct′(p) is also equal C. However, if only a part of the collected amount of

paper could be moved to the container at the depot, the remaining fraction stays in

the container of the vehicle. Thus, Ct′(p) = min{C, Ct′(ṗ)} due to the possibility of

offloading paper at the depot. In other words, when the extra container at the depot is

full, the available capacity Ct′(p) in the container of the vehicle depends on the work

completed during the previous days.

The collected quantities of glass and paper on day t′ should not exceed Ct′(g) and

Ct′(p), respectively. Yet, these quantities are uncertain and, again, we cannot guarantee
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strict enforcement of capacity restrictions. Thus, we define the estimated amounts of

material that exceed the capacity as δ̂t′(g) and δ̂t′(p) for the container for glass and

paper, respectively. The capacity constraints for the containers are thereby given as

∑
i∈G

x̂it′ − δ̂t′(g) ≤ Ct′(g) and ∑
i∈P

x̂it′ − δ̂t′(p) ≤ Ct′(p), ∀t′ ∈ PP . (3.16)

At the beginning of day t, we have full knowledge about the values of Ct(g) and

Ct(p), since the amount of collected materials from the previous day is known. In the

planning process, we can make estimates of the uncertain parameters such as ∑i∈G x̂it

and thereafter the estimates, e.g., δ̂t(g) = max{0, ∑i∈G x̂it − Ct(g)}, can be calculated.

This also implies that as regards the available capacity at the following day t + 1, we

only have an estimate in the planning process, since Ĉt+1(g) depends of ∑i∈G x̂it.

3.3.3 Costs

In the objective function of the model, we aim to minimize the total cost, including

routing, service, transportation, and overfilling penalty costs, over the planning pe-

riod. All cost parameters are given in minutes.

The routing cost parameters cij for all i, j ∈ W are the travel cost between each ele-

ment in the setW = {L ∪ 0}. The service cost parameters for emptying all cubes in a

family of cubes at location l are given by wl(g) for glass and wl(p) for paper. The trans-

portation cost parameters for the treatment facility for glass and the treatment facility

for paper are denoted k(g) and k(p), respectively. A visit to a treatment facility for

glass and paper also imposes a service cost w(g) and w(p), respectively. The recourse

decisions of the model are to pay a penalty for the observed amount of overflowed

material at the visited locations and a penalty for the exceeded capacity of the vehicle.

The penalty cost parameters are defined as ρl(g) and ρl(p) for the family of cubes for

glass and paper at location l, respectively, and ρ(g) and ρ(p) for the container for glass
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and paper, respectively. The objective function of the model is thereby given as

min ∑
i∈W

∑
j∈W ,j<i

cijyijt + ∑
s∈S

∑
i∈W

∑
j∈W ,j<i

∑
t′∈PP\{t}

pscijys
ijt′ (3.17)

+ ∑
l∈L

wl(g)ζ̂lt(g) + ∑
s∈S

∑
l∈L

∑
t′∈PP\{t}

pswl(g)ζ̂lt′(g)
s (3.18)

+ ∑
l∈L

wl(p)ζ̂lt(p) + ∑
s∈S

∑
l∈L

∑
t′∈PP\{t}

pswl(p)ζ̂lt′(p)
s (3.19)

+ ∑
l∈L

ρl(g)
(

∑
i∈G(l)

ẑit
)
+ ∑

s∈S
∑
l∈L

∑
t′∈PP\{t}

psρl(g)
(

∑
i∈G(l)

ẑs
it′
)

(3.20)

+ ∑
l∈L

ρl(p)
(

∑
i∈P(l)

ẑit
)
+ ∑

s∈S
∑
l∈L

∑
t′∈PP\{t}

psρl(p)
(

∑
i∈P(l)

ẑs
it′
)

(3.21)

+ 1
2(k(g) + w(g))ηt(g) + 1

2(k(g) + w(g)) ∑
s∈S

∑
t′∈PP\{t}

psηt′(g)
s (3.22)

+ (k(p) + w(p))ηt(p) + (k(p) + w(p)) ∑
s∈S

∑
t′∈PP\{t}

psηt′(p)
s (3.23)

+ ρ(g)δ̂t(g) + ρ(g) ∑
s∈S

∑
t′∈PP\{t}

psδ̂t′(g)
s (3.24)

+ ρ(p)δ̂t(p) + ρ(p) ∑
s∈S

∑
t′∈PP\{t}

psδ̂t′(p)
s (3.25)

The objective function consists of five main parts that represent the routing cost (3.17),

the service cost for the families of cubes for glass (3.18) and paper (3.19), the penalty

cost for overfilling at the families of cubes for glass (3.20) and paper (3.21), the trans-

portation and service cost for the treatment facility for glass (3.22) and paper (3.23),

and the penalty cost for overfilling in the container of the vehicle for glass (3.24) and

paper (3.25). Notice that the objective function is split into the activities related to day t

and the operations planned for the other days in the planning period. We seek a low

level of excess materials in the families of cubes and containers by including penalties

in the objective function, where the corresponding penalty costs for overfilling incor-

porate the cost of an extra trip to the associated location or treatment facility.
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The routing and transportation costs can be calculated immediately as a conse-

quence of the set of activities planned. The same is true for the service costs for the

treatment facilities, since we always transport and empty two containers at a treat-

ment facility, due to the large transportation cost associated with a trip. But the actual

penalty costs for overfilled cubes are calculated after observing the actual fill levels of

the cubes. Likewise, the actual penalty costs for exceeded capacity in the containers of

the vehicle are calculated after the route has been executed. The actual penalty costs

can thereby be different from the ones of the objective function above. We defineRt′ as

the route on day t′, for all t′ ∈ PP . Once the route Rt on day t has been executed, we

know the fill levels Fit, i ∈ M, of the cubes at the visited locations, i.e., where θlt = 1

for l ∈ L, and also the actual total amount of collected materials ∑i∈G xit and ∑i∈P xit.

We can thereby calculate the actual amount of overfilled materials ∑i∈G zit and ∑i∈P zit

of the locations and δt(g) and δt(p) of the containers. Thus, the associated costs are

∑l∈Rt ρl(g)
(

∑i∈G(l) zit
)

and ∑l∈Rt ρl(p)
(

∑i∈P(l) zit
)

for cubes at the visited locations

and ρ(g)δt(g) for the container for glass and ρ(p)δt(p) for the container for paper. In

a real-life application, the penalty costs can be an actual cost that needs to be paid to a

third party. However, it can also just be a way of minimizing the unwanted overfilling.

We use the penalty to avoid overfilling, and hence we do not include penalty costs in

the real operations cost; instead we keep track of the number of overfilled cubes and

containers in the final evaluation.

In the planning process, we always plan to empty all cubes in a family of cubes

if ζ̂lt(g) = 1 or ζ̂lt(p) = 1. However, during the execution of the operations it is

possible to make another decision during a visit to location l on day t. Regardless of

the values of ζ̂lt(g) and ζ̂lt(p), we can decide to empty both, only one, or none of the

families of cubes during a visit (however, the last option does not make much sense

compared to the routing costs associated with a visit to location l). In addition, we can

also decide to empty some of the cubes in a family. This decision can be related to the
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parameter β, but it can also depend on another policy. Therefore, we define binary

variables ζit as empty variables for all i ∈ M. The empty variable ζit is one if and only

if we actually empty cube i on day t. Hence, after the route has been executed on day t

we can calculate the real operations cost (which consists of routing, service, swap, and

transportation cost) as

∑
i∈W

∑
j∈W ,j<i

cijyijt + ∑
i∈M

∑
j∈M

wijζit +
1
2(k(g) + w(g))ηt(g) + (k(p) + w(p))ηt(p) (3.26)

where the single-cube service cost parameters wij are given as

wij =



1 if cube i and cube j belong to the same location

and contain the same type of material,

2 if cube i and cube j belong to the same location

and contain different types of material,

3 otherwise,

when we are emptying cube i after cube j, for all i, j ∈ M.

3.3.4 Mathematical model

In this section, we present the mathematical model for the collection problem that we

solve daily. Recall that the first day in the planning period is denoted day t and this is

the day of primary interest. Thus, we need an implementable operations plan for day t,

which implies that in the planning process the values of the assignment variables,

emptying variables, routing variables, transportation variables, and swap variables for

day t cannot be tailored to each scenario s ∈ S . The reason is that an implementable

operations plan, if such a plan is to make sense, cannot require different actions on

day t relative to scenario s and q, for s, q ∈ S , if there is no way of telling on day t

which of the two scenarios will happen. For the remaining days in the planning pe-

riod, i.e., t′ ∈ PP , t′ 6= t, the variables can be scenario-dependent, since we re-optimize
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the collection plan on the following day t + 1. Remember that a variable/parameter

with a “hat” indicates that it is an estimate/expectation and a variable/parameter with

a superscript s indicates that it is scenario-dependent.

In the following, we present a model which we name Model Decompose. The model

has been developed in steps and we refer to Appendixes 3.A and 3.B for an overview

of the pilot models. Model Decompose combines features from these two models.

The model is family-based and the constraints are split into those that concern the

operations on day t and those that concern the operations on day t′, for t′ > t. The

constraints (3.27)–(3.38) ((3.39)–(3.50)) concern the families of cubes for glass (paper).

Here, the constraints (3.27)–(3.31) ((3.39)–(3.43)) are related to day t, whereas the con-

straints (3.32)–(3.38) ((3.44)–(3.50)) are related to day t′ > t for the families of cubes

for glass (paper). The constraints (3.56)–(3.65) ((3.67)–(3.78)) concern the container for

glass (paper). The same structure applies for the constraints related to the contain-

ers, where constraints (3.56)–(3.60) ((3.67)–(3.72)) are related to day t, whereas the next

constraints, (3.61)–(3.65) ((3.73)–(3.78)), are related to day t′ > t for the container for

glass (paper). The constraints (3.51) and (3.52) are the logical constraints. Finally, the

constraints (3.80)–(3.81) are the routing constraints. All variables are denoted with a

superscript s, which indicates that they can be different for each scenario. This makes

the model easy to decompose by scenarios. However, constraints (3.53)–(3.55), (3.66),

(3.79), and (3.82) are included to obtain one unique schedule for day t that is not

scenario-dependent. We refer to this model when the solution method is explained

in Section 3.4. The Model Decompose is formulated as follows:

min ∑
s∈S

ps
(

∑
i∈W

∑
j∈W ,j<i

∑
t′∈PP

cijys
ijt′

+ ∑
l∈L

∑
t′∈PP

wl(g)ζ̂lt′(g)
s + ∑

l∈L
∑

t′∈PP
wl(p)ζ̂lt′(p)

s

+ ∑
l∈L

ρl(g)
(

∑
i∈G(l)

ẑit
)
+ ∑

l∈L
∑

t′∈PP\{t}
ρl(g)

(
∑

i∈G(l)
ẑs

it′
)
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+ ∑
l∈L

ρl(p)
(

∑
i∈P(l)

ẑit
)
+ ∑

l∈L
∑

t′∈PP\{t}
ρl(p)

(
∑

i∈P(l)
ẑs

it′
)

+ 1
2(k(g) + w(g)) ∑

t′∈PP
ηt′(g)

s + ρ(g) ∑
t′∈PP

δ̂t′(g)
s

+ (k(p) + w(p)) ∑
t′∈PP

ηt′(p)
s + ρ(p) ∑

t′∈PP
δ̂t′(p)

s
)

s.t.: ∑
i∈G(l)

F̂it − ∑
i∈G(l)

ẑit ≤ ∑
i∈G(l)

Ui ∀l ∈ L (3.27)

∑
i∈G(l)

x̂s
it ≤ ∑

i∈G(l)
F̂it ∀l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.28)

∑
i∈G(l)

x̂s
it ≥ (1− ζ̂lt(g)

s)(−∑
i∈G(l)

Ui −∑
i∈G(l)

ẑit) + ∑
i∈G(l)

F̂it ∀l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.29)

∑
i∈G(l)

x̂s
it ≤ ( ∑

i∈G(l)
Ui + ∑

i∈G(l)
ẑit)ζ̂lt(g)

s ∀l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.30)

∑
i∈G(l)

x̂s
it ≥ ( β

100 ∑
i∈G(l)

Ui)ζ̂lt(g)
s ∀l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.31)

∑
i∈G(l)

F̂s
it′ = ∑

i∈G(l)
F̂i(t′−1) −∑

i∈G(l)
x̂s

i(t′−1) + ∑
i∈G(l)

rs
i(t′−1) t′ = t + 1, ∀l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.32)

∑
i∈G(l)

F̂s
it′ = ∑

i∈G(l)
F̂s

i(t′−1) −∑
i∈G(l)

x̂s
i(t′−1) + ∑

i∈G(l)
rs

i(t′−1) ∀t′ ∈ PP , t′ > t + 1, l ∈ L, s ∈ S

(3.33)

∑
i∈G(l)

F̂s
it′ − ∑

i∈G(l)
ẑs

it′ ≤ ∑
i∈G(l)

Ui ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.34)

∑
i∈G(l)

x̂s
it′ ≤ ∑

i∈G(l)
F̂s

it′ ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.35)

∑
i∈G(l)

x̂s
it′ ≥ (1− ζ̂lt′(g)

s)(−∑
i∈G(l)

Ui −∑
i∈G(l)

ẑs
it′) + ∑

i∈G(l)
F̂s

it′ ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, l ∈ L, s ∈ S

(3.36)

∑
i∈G(l)

x̂s
it′ ≤ ( ∑

i∈G(l)
Ui + ∑

i∈G(l)
ẑs

it′)ζ̂lt′(g)
s ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.37)

∑
i∈G(l)

x̂s
it′ ≥ ( β

100 ∑
i∈G(l)

Ui)ζ̂lt′(g)
s ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.38)
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∑
i∈P(l)

F̂it − ∑
i∈P(l)

ẑit ≤ ∑
i∈P(l)

Ui ∀l ∈ L (3.39)

∑
i∈P(l)

x̂s
it ≤ ∑

i∈P(l)
F̂it ∀l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.40)

∑
i∈P(l)

x̂s
it ≥ (1− ζ̂lt(p)

s)(−∑
i∈P(l)

Ui −∑
i∈P(l)

ẑit) + ∑
i∈P(l)

F̂it ∀l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.41)

∑
i∈P(l)

x̂s
it ≤ ( ∑

i∈P(l)
Ui + ∑

i∈P(l)
ẑit)ζ̂lt(p)

s ∀l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.42)

∑
i∈P(l)

x̂s
it ≥ ( β

100 ∑
i∈P(l)

Ui)ζ̂lt(p)
s ∀l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.43)

∑
i∈P(l)

F̂s
it′ = ∑

i∈P(l)
F̂i(t′−1) −∑

i∈P(l)
x̂s

i(t′−1) + ∑
i∈P(l)

rs
i(t′−1) t′ = t + 1, ∀l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.44)

∑
i∈P(l)

F̂s
it′ = ∑

i∈P(l)
F̂s

i(t′−1) −∑
i∈P(l)

x̂s
i(t′−1) + ∑

i∈P(l)
rs

i(t′−1) ∀t′ ∈ PP , t′ > t + 1, l ∈ L, s ∈ S

(3.45)

∑
i∈P(l)

F̂s
it′ − ∑

i∈P(l)
ẑs

it′ ≤ ∑
i∈P(l)

Ui ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.46)

∑
i∈P(l)

x̂s
it′ ≤ ∑

i∈P(l)
F̂s

it′ ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.47)

∑
i∈P(l)

x̂s
it′ ≥ (1− ζ̂lt′(p)

s)(−∑
i∈P(l)

Ui −∑
i∈P(l)

ẑs
it′) + ∑

i∈P(l)
F̂s

it′ ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, l ∈ L, s ∈ S

(3.48)

∑
i∈P(l)

x̂s
it′ ≤ ( ∑

i∈P(l)
Ui + ∑

i∈P(l)
ẑs

it′)ζ̂lt′(p)
s ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.49)

∑
i∈P(l)

x̂s
it′ ≥ ( β

100 ∑
i∈P(l)

Ui)ζ̂lt′(p)
s ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.50)

θs
lt′ ≥ ζ̂lt′(g)

s ∀l ∈ L, t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S (3.51)

θs
lt′ ≥ ζ̂lt′(p)

s ∀l ∈ L, t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S (3.52)

ζ̂lt(g)
s = ζ̂lt(g)

q ∀s, q ∈ S , l ∈ L (3.53)

ζ̂lt(p)
s = ζ̂lt(p)

q ∀s, q ∈ S , l ∈ L (3.54)
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θs
lt = θ

q
lt ∀s, q ∈ S , l ∈ L (3.55)

Ct(g)s ≥ Cηt(g)s ∀s ∈ S (3.56)

Ct(g)s ≤ C ∀s ∈ S (3.57)

Ct(g)s ≥
(

C(t−1)(g)−∑
i∈G

xi(t−1)

)
(1− ηt(g)s) ∀s ∈ S (3.58)

Ct(g)s ≤ (Cηt(g))s +
(

C(t−1)(g)−∑
i∈G

xi(t−1)

)
∀s ∈ S (3.59)

∑
i∈G

x̂s
it − δ̂t(g)s ≤ Ct(g)sθs

0t ∀s ∈ S (3.60)

Ĉt′(g)
s ≥ Cηt′(g)

s ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, s ∈ S (3.61)

Ĉt′(g)
s ≤ C ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, s ∈ S (3.62)

Ĉt′(g)
s ≥

(
C(t′−1)(g)

s −∑
i∈G

x̂s
i(t′−1)

)
(1− ηt′(g)

s) ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, s ∈ S (3.63)

Ĉt′(g)
s ≤ (Cηt′(g)

s) +
(

C(t′−1)(g)
s −∑

i∈G
x̂s

i(t′−1)

)
∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, s ∈ S (3.64)

∑
i∈G

x̂s
it′ − δ̂t′(g)

s ≤ Ĉt′(g)
sθs

0t′ ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, s ∈ S (3.65)

ηt(g)s = ηt(g)q t ∈ PP , ∀s, q ∈ S (3.66)

Ct(ṗ)s ≥ 2Cηt(p)s ∀s ∈ S (3.67)

Ct(ṗ)s ≤ 2C ∀s ∈ S (3.68)

Ct(ṗ)s ≥
(

C(t−1)(ṗ)− ∑
i∈P

xi(t−1)

)
(1− ηt(p)s) ∀s ∈ S (3.69)

Ct(ṗ)s ≤ (2Cηt(p)s) +
(

C(t−1)(ṗ)− ∑
i∈P

xi(t−1)

)
∀s ∈ S (3.70)

∑
i∈P

x̂s
it − δ̂t(p)s ≤ Cθs

0t ∀s ∈ S (3.71)

∑
i∈P

x̂s
it − δ̂t(p)s ≤ Ct(ṗ)sθs

0t ∀s ∈ S (3.72)

Ĉt′(ṗ)
s ≥

(
C(t−1)(ṗ)

s −∑
i∈P

x̂s
i(t′−1)

)
(1− ηt′(p)

s) ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, s ∈ S (3.73)
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Ĉt′(ṗ)
s ≤ 2Cηt(p)s +

(
C(t′−1)(ṗ)

s −∑
i∈P

x̂s
i(t′−1)

)
∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, s ∈ S (3.74)

Ĉt′(ṗ)
s ≥ 2Cηt′(p)

s ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, s ∈ S (3.75)

Ĉt′(ṗ)
s ≤ 2C ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, s ∈ S (3.76)

∑
i∈P

x̂s
it′ − δ̂t′(p)

s ≤ Cθs
0t′ ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, s ∈ S (3.77)

∑
i∈P

x̂s
it′ − δ̂t′(p)

s ≤ Ĉt′(ṗ)
sθs

0t′ ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, s ∈ S (3.78)

ηt(p)s = ηt(p)q ∀s ∈ S (3.79)

∑
j∈W ,j<i

ys
ijt′ + ∑

j∈W ,j>i
ys

jit′ = 2θs
it′ ∀i ∈ W , t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S (3.80)

∑
i∈B

∑
j∈B,j<i

ys
ijt′ ≤ ∑

i∈B
θs

it′ − θs
bt′ ∀B ⊆ W , b ∈ B, t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S (3.81)

ys
ijt = yq

ijt ∀s, q ∈ S , i ∈ W , j ∈ W , j < i (3.82)

F̂it ≥ 0, ẑit ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ G(l), i ∈ P(l) (3.83)

x̂s
it ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ G(l), i ∈ P(l), s ∈ S (3.84)

Ct(g)s ≥ 0, Ct(ṗ)s ≥ 0 ∀s ∈ S (3.85)

F̂s
it′ ≥ 0, ẑs

it′ ≥ 0, x̂s
it′ ≥ 0 ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, i ∈ G(l), i ∈ P(l), s ∈ S (3.86)

rs
it′ ≥ 0 ∀t′ ∈ PP , i ∈ G(l), i ∈ P(l), s ∈ S (3.87)

δ̂t′(g)
s ≥ 0, δ̂t′(p)

s ≥ 0 ∀t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S (3.88)

Ĉt′(g)
s ≥ 0, Ĉt′(ṗ)

s ≥ 0 ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, s ∈ S (3.89)

ηt′(g)
s ∈ {0, 1}, ηt′(p)

s ∈ {0, 1} ∀t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S (3.90)

ζ̂lt′(g)
s ∈ {0, 1}, ζ̂lt′(p)

s ∈ {0, 1} ∀t′ ∈ PP , l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.91)

ys
ijt′ ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ W , j ∈ W , j < i, t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S (3.92)

ys
i0t′ ∈ {0, 1, 2}, θs

it′ ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ W , t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S (3.93)
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The objective function defines the minimization of: routing between locations, ser-

vice and penalty cost for the families of cubes, transportation to the treatment facilities,

and service and penalty cost for containers.

Constraints (3.27)–(3.31) correspond to Equations (3.4)–(3.8) for the family of cubes

for glass on day t. Notice that the estimated quantity of glass in the families of cubes

at a location on day t is not scenario-dependent. Constraints (3.34)–(3.38) have the

same function as (3.27)–(3.31) for day t′ > t and for each scenario. Constraints (3.32)

and (3.33) correspond to Equations (3.2) for the fill levels in the families of cubes for

glass on day t + 1 and day t′ > t + 1, respectively. Constraints (3.39)-(3.50) concern the

families of cubes for paper and correspond to constraints (3.27)-(3.38). The following

constraints (3.51) and (3.52) ensure that we can only plan to empty the families of cubes

for glass or paper if the associated location is visited as stated in (3.1).

Constraints (3.56)–(3.59) and (3.61)–(3.64) correspond to Equations (3.11)–(3.14) and

control the capacity available in the container for glass on day t and day t′ > t, respec-

tively. Notice that perfect information about the total quantity of collected glass on

day t − 1 together with the information regarding the capacity available in the con-

tainer for glass on day t− 1 eliminates the uncertainty about the capacity available in

the container on day t when the value of the decision variable ηt(g) is chosen. Con-

straints (3.60) and (3.65) correspond to Expressions (3.16) for the capacity constraints

related to the container for glass of the vehicle on day t and day t′ > t, respectively.

The following constraints, (3.67)-(3.78), are related to the containers for paper and they

have the same function as (3.56)-(3.65).

Constraints (3.80) and (3.81) are the degree constraints and subtour elimination con-

straints for the route, respectively. Note that constraints (3.53)–(3.55), (3.66), (3.79), and

(3.82) are included to ensure that decisions for day t are not tailored to each scenario.

Finally, constraints (3.83)–(3.93) enforce the integrality and/or non-negativity condi-

tions on the variables.
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3.3.5 Scenario tree generation

We outline the generation of scenarios for the materials deposited at the locations, and

these amounts are our stochastic parameters. Scenario generation refers to the process

by which a discrete distribution is obtained to approximate the stochastic parameters

of a problem (Kaut and Wallace, 2007). This process generates a so-called scenario tree,

containing a subset of possible value outcomes for each stochastic parameter, by sam-

pling the actual probability distributions that are assumed known for the stochastic

parameters (Kaut and Wallace, 2007).

We describe the process of generating the values that represent the amount of mate-

rial accumulated at the locations, that is ∑i∈G(l) F̂it and ∑i∈P(l) F̂it for day t for all l ∈ L

together with ∑i∈G(l) F̂s
it′ and ∑i∈P(l) F̂s

it′ for day t′ ∈ PP , t′ > t, for all l ∈ L and s ∈ S .

We illustrate the process for the material type glass, which is the same for paper. The

values for the stochastic amount of glass contained at location l on day t′ ∈ PP , t′ > t

are computed as

∑
i∈G(l)

F̂s
it′ = ∑

i∈G(l)
F̂it +

(t′−1)

∑
h=t

∑
i∈G(l)

rs
ih, ∀s ∈ S . (3.94)

We first create the scenario tree with the values of ∑i∈G(l) rs
it′ for all l ∈ L, s ∈ S and

t′ ∈ PP . See Figure 3.3.1 for an illustration of the scenario values for a family of

cubes for glass at a location. Afterwards, we combine these values with the updated

forecast ∑i∈G(l) F̂it on day t for the family of cubes to get the material contained at

location l on day t′ ∈ PP . See Figure 3.3.2 for an illustration of the accumulated

materials at a location in the planning period.

The values ∑i∈G(l) rs
it′ in the scenario tree are created by the moment-matching

method and code developed by Michael Kaut, see Høyland et al. (2003) for theoretical

properties of the moment-matching method. A certain level of knowledge is assumed

known regarding how the daily accretion rates vary for all locations. We define µl(g)

as the mean and σl(g) as the standard deviation for the family of cubes for glass at lo-
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cation l. It is further assumed that the accretion rates follow normal distributions and

there is independence between the stochastic parameters. We use the mean µl(g) and

standard deviation σl(g) from the distributions as the moments in the procedure. In

case a negative value of ∑i∈G(l) rs
it′ is generated by the moment-matching procedure,

we replace it by zero, since no negative amount of material can be deposited in the

cubes. The forecast values ∑i∈G(l) F̂it are computed as in Chapter 2 and repeated here:

∑
i∈G(l)

F̂it = µl(g)(t− t̃l) + zα

√
σl(g)

2(t− t̃l), ∀l ∈ L, (3.95)

where t̃l ∈ T represents the day of the latest visit to location l, and zα corresponds

to the 95 %–quantile of the accretion rate distribution. Note that, if sensors and infor-

mation systems were present, exact information about the fill levels would be used

instead of the forecasts in (3.95).

It is important to notice that this scenario generation procedure is random, i.e.,

it does not produce the same scenario tree each time it is run with exactly the same

input data. In other words, if we run the scenario generation procedure ten times

with the same input, we will most likely get ten different scenario trees. Notice that

when we refer to a scenario tree T, we refer to a tree containing the values of the daily

filling for all families of cubes, i.e., ∑i∈G(l) rs
it′ and ∑i∈P(l) rs

it′ for all l ∈ L, s ∈ S and

t′ ∈ PP . A choice was made to only investigate trees where each scenario s has the

same probability. Each execution of Algorithm 3.1 in Section 3.4.4 utilizes a scenario

tree.

3.4 Solution method

In this section, we outline our solution method for solving the collection problem. First,

we give an overview of the overall idea and steps of the solution method. A layout of

the solution method is shown in Figure 3.4.1, and elements of this method are referred
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Figure 3.3.1: Values in the scenario tree illustrated for one family of cubes. The daily
filling of glass for location l in the k-period in 20 scenarios (similar for paper).
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Figure 3.3.2: An illustration of the quantity of glass accumulated at one location (fore-
cast combined with scenarios values).
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to by []. The elements are addressed in the following sections and Algorithm 3.1 in

Section 3.4.4 contains a detailed overview of the procedure repeated each day (which

corresponds to the green background in Figure 3.4.1).

We solve the problem in a rolling horizon framework, as in Chapters 1 and 2. Every

day we re-optimize the collection plan for the forthcoming k-period and execute the

plan for day t, i.e., the first day of the period. On the following day t + 1, now referred

to as day t, we again optimize the collection plan for the next k days and execute the

plan for day t. This is repeated for each collection day in the planning horizon (green

background in Figure 3.4.1). An initialization is performed at the beginning of the time

horizon (Figure 3.4.1 [A], Section 3.4.1).

When we start the scheduling on day t (Figure 3.4.1[B]), we have a preliminary

solution made during the initialization (and modified at the end of each day, Fig-

ure 3.4.1[H]). We update our forecasts for the fill levels in the families of cubes and

combine them with the scenario tree for the forthcoming k-period (as described in Sec-

tion 3.3.5). We utilize scenario decomposition to ease the solution of the collection

problem. We start by optimizing the start solution for the next k-period individually

for each scenario in the scenario tree, and we do so without requiring that the solutions

for day t should be identical for all scenario subproblems. In the optimization of the

collection plan for the k-period for scenario s ∈ S we use a slightly modified version of

the VNS algorithm from the previous chapters (Figure 3.4.1 [C], Section 3.4.2). In this

deterministic algorithm, the point estimates for the fill levels in the families of cubes

at the locations are replaced with estimates that incorporate the actual values of the

scenario. Once the algorithm has been executed, for all s ∈ S , we have obtained a fea-

sible and initial collection plan for the k-period for each scenario s, however, we may

have |S| different solutions. We therefore apply the PHA to achieve consensus about

the decisions of day t, such that it is possible to implement the plan on the current day

(Figure 3.4.1 [D], Section 3.4.3). In brief, the algorithm gradually guides the solutions
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[A]Initialization, t = 1

[B] Let PP = {t, t + 1, ..., (k− 1)},
update forecasts and combine them with a scenario tree

[C] Use VNS algorithm to improve plan in k-period
with fill-information from scenario s, ∀s ∈ S

[D] Obtain consensus for day t ∀s ∈ S with PHA

Need
empty

containers?

[F] Implement route

[G] Update capacities

[H] Insert visited locations

[I] t = t + 1

[J] t > H?

[E] Report cost
Check for overfilled cubes

[E] Visit facilities,
swap containersyes

no

yes

no

Figure 3.4.1: Illustration of solution method in a flowchart
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of the scenario subproblems to agree on an implementable plan for day t by resolving

the scenario subproblems with adjusted costs until consensus is obtained. We discuss

how to obtain consensus in Section 3.4.3.1 and how to adjust costs in Section 3.4.3.2.

Once consensus about the route for the current day has been obtained, we swap con-

tainers or visit treatment facilities if the execution of the selected route requires empty

containers (Figure 3.4.1 [E], Section 3.4.4). Hereafter, the route on day t is executed

(Figure 3.4.1 [F]). Afterwards, we can compute the operations cost for the day and pre-

pare the planning for the following day, e.g., by updating information about available

capacities (Figure 3.4.1 [G], Section 3.4.4). Finally, each visited location is inserted in

a route on day t′ ∈ T , t′ > t in the future plan (Figure 3.4.1 [H], Section 3.4.4). The

following day is considered (Figure 3.4.1 [I]) and the procedure for day t is repeated

unless the end of the time horizon is reached (Figure 3.4.1 [J]). A final inspection for

overfilled cubes is made at the very end of the time horizon and the overall cost for the

entire period can be calculated (Figure 3.4.1 [K]).

3.4.1 Initialization

In this section we describe the initialization. During the initialization, the families of

cubes are divided into sets, and all locations are inserted into the collection plan of

the time horizon T . The classification of the families of cubes (i.e., the division of

the families into 27 subsets based on geography, filling, and capacity) is adopted from

Chapter 2. The insertion of the locations into the routes in the collection plan of the time

horizon T , also known as the start solution, is done in the same way as in the previous

chapter. The length of the planning period, i.e., the value of k < H, needs to be selected

in the initialization. We use the same value as in the previous chapter. The value of

the parameter vmax, which represents the maximum number of iterations in the PHA

(details in Section 3.4.3), also needs to be selected. The scenario trees for all t ∈ T are

generated as described in Section 3.3.5, but forecasts are, however, updated on a daily
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basis. Finally, day t is set as the first day in the time horizon, i.e., t = 1. Furthermore,

the fill levels for the families of cubes are assumed known at the very beginning of the

collection process, i.e., ∑i∈G(l) F̂i1 = ∑i∈G(l) Fi1 and ∑i∈P(l) F̂i1 = ∑i∈P(l) Fi1 for all l ∈ L.

3.4.2 Procedure for improving the solution of the scenario

subproblem

This section gives an overview of the procedure for improving the solution in the sce-

nario subproblem (Figure 3.4.1[C]). We solve each scenario subproblem deterministi-

cally by means of the VNS algorithm used in the previous chapters. In this algorithm

several estimations are used, we only illustrate the computations of these for the ma-

terial type glass, but it is the same for paper. The decomposition of the problem by

scenarios means that each decision variable only depends on a single scenario. In this

way, the requirements that the decision variables for day t must be the same for all

scenarios are simply removed. In Model Decompose from Section 3.3.4, it corresponds

to solving it for s ∈ S , where S = {s} and |S| = 1. Consequently, the constraints

(3.53)-(3.55), (3.66), (3.79), and (3.82) in the model simply become irrelevant as they

were inserted to prevent scenario tailored solutions.

The improvement is done for the collection plan in the k-period by the use of the

multi-period policy without sensor information, introduced in Chapter 2. Thus, the

improvement segment of the solution approach consists of a VNS algorithm, which

solves the scenario subproblem for the planning period, where PP = {t, t + 1, t + 2,

. . . , t + (k − 2), t + (k − 1)}. We adopt certain findings from Chapters 1 and 2. We

always empty all cubes when a location is visited, i.e., β = 0. This simple policy gives

us a fixed service cost for each location. We also use the modified objective function

(including future costs) to evaluate the operations plan in the VNS algorithm at the

planning stage. Furthermore, the estimation of the total quantity of glass to be collected
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from the locations on routeRt on day t is computed as in Chapter 2,

∑
i∈G

x̂it = ∑
l∈Rt

(
µl(g) (t− t̃l)

)
+ zα

√
∑

l∈Rt

(
σl(g)

2 (t− t̃l)
)

. (3.96)

Contrary to Chapter 2, the estimation of the daily filling in the families of cubes at

location l on day t′ ∈ PP is given by the values in the scenario tree from Section 3.3.5.

Furthermore, the scenario-dependent estimations of the total quantity of glass to be

collected from the locations on routeRt′ on day t′, ∀t′ > t, are computed as

∑
i∈G

x̂s
it′ = ∑

i∈G
x̂it + ∑

l∈Rt′

(
(t′−1)

∑
h=t

∑
i∈G(l)

rs
ih), (3.97)

which include values from the scenario tree.

The objective function including the future cost is used for evaluating the improve-

ments of the collection plan in the planning period like in Chapter 2. For the sake of

completeness, we replicate it here, that is, the objective function of the scenario sub-

problem is given as

min ∑
i∈W

∑
j∈W ,j<i

∑
t′∈PP

cijys
ijt′ + ∑

l∈L
∑

t′∈PP
wl(g)ζ̂lt′(g)

s + ∑
l∈L

∑
t′∈PP

wl(p)ζ̂lt′(p)
s

+ ∑
l∈L

ρl(g)
(

∑
i∈G(l)

ẑit
)
+ ∑

l∈L
∑

t′∈PP\{t}
ρl(g)

(
∑

i∈G(l)
ẑs

it′
)

+ ∑
l∈L

ρl(p)
(

∑
i∈P(l)

ẑit
)
+ ∑

l∈L
∑

t′∈PP\{t}
ρl(p)

(
∑

i∈P(l)
ẑs

it′
)

+ ∑
t′∈PP

∑
l∈Rt′

Qs
lt′ (3.98)

+ 1
2(k(g) + w(g)) ∑

t′∈PP
ηt′(g)

s + ρ(g) ∑
t′∈PP

δ̂t′(g)
s

+ (k(p) + w(p)) ∑
t′∈PP

ηt′(p)
s + ρ(p) ∑

t′∈PP
δ̂t′(p)

s

+ Q(g)s + Q(p)s (3.99)
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This objective function is identical to the one in Section 3.3.3 with a single scenario,

except for lines (3.98) and (3.99), which represent the future costs for locations and

treatment facilities, respectively.

Since the future costs will play an essential role in the PHA (details in Section 3.4.3.2),

we outline the idea behind it in the following. The collection operation is an ongoing

process in the time horizon, but when we only plan for the immediate future, i.e., the

next k days, long term cost effects are not always captured by the objective function

formulated as in Model Decompose. For instance, if a location only requires a visit ev-

ery three weeks, on average, and our planning period is one week, the cost of visiting

the location and emptying the cubes could be the same for a visit on Monday and Fri-

day in the week (assume for simplicity that routing and penalty costs are the same for

any day). However, with an ongoing operation it will most likely be more beneficial to

delay the visit to the latest (still cost-effective) day, since visiting a location earlier than

necessary can create the need for an additional visit to this location later in the time

horizon. To capture this long term effect on the overall cost in the planning process,

we modify the objective function by which improvements in the collection plan in the

k-period are evaluated. The modified objective function above consists of two terms:

The direct cost and a future cost. The direct cost consists of routing costs, service costs

and penalty costs for the locations and treatment facilities as well as the transportation

cost to the treatment facilities in the k-period as in Model Decompose. The future cost

consists of an estimated cost Qs
lt′ of visiting location l ∈ L on a given day t′ ∈ PP

and an estimated cost Q(g)s and Q(p)s of visiting the treatment facilities for glass and

paper as planned. The day t†
l is defined as the last possible day t†

l ∈ T for emptying

the cubes at location l ∈ L to avoid overfilling with a probability of 95 %. Similar to

the computation in Chapters 1 and 2, we compute the scenario-dependent future cost
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for location l ∈ L on day t′ ∈ PP , t′ ≤ t†
l as

Qs
lt′ =

t†
l − t′

t†
l − t̃l

(
γl +

(
wl(g) + wl(p)

))
, (3.100)

where γl is an estimate of the routing cost, calculated as twice the mean distance from

location l to its ten nearest neighbors, which is added to the service cost for emptying

all the cubes at location l. Intuitively, the first term in (3.100) is the fraction of extra vis-

its needed to location l, and the second term is an estimate of the cost of an additional

visit.

In order to complete the outline of the future cost we also present the future cost

for the treatment facilities. The scenario-dependent future cost for the treatment facility

for glass is computed as follows.

Q(g)s =
ψ(g)s

C

(
k(g) w(g)

)
2

, (3.101)

where ψ(g)s is the estimated quantity of the glass to be collected in the k-period follow-

ing the latest planned visit to the treatment facility. Intuitively, ψ(g)s is the amount of

material to be transported to the treatment facility at a later point in the time horizon.

Intuitively, the first term in (3.101) is the fraction of extra visits needed to the treatment

facility, and the second term is an estimate of the cost of such an additional visit.

3.4.3 The progressive hedging algorithm

In this section we present the PHA which is applied on a daily basis (Figure 3.4.1[D],

Algorithm 3.1). It is is inspired the PHA by Rockafellar and Wets (1991), and like

Hvattum et al. (2006) our aim is to repeatedly solve each of the scenario subproblems

as a static IRP and then use common features from the solutions to build a good global

plan. The objective of the PHA is to gradually guide and encourage the solutions in the

scenario subproblems to agree on an executable collection plan for day t and aim for
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Algorithm 3.1: Procedure on day t
Data: x, vmax

First Phase;
AGREE = FALSE, v = 1;
Set PP = {t, t + 1, ..., (k− 1)};
Update forecasts;
while AGREE = FALSE and v ≤ vmax do

forall s ∈ S do
if v=1 then

xsv = x;
else

xsv = xsv−1;
end
Improve xsv with VNS, where filling from scenario s are used;
Report assignment of locations to day t in xsv, i.e., θsv

lt , ∀l in the k-period;
end
Make reference points θ̄v

lt =
1
|S| ∑s∈S θsv

lt , ∀l in the k-period;
if Solutions agree then

AGREE = TRUE;
else

Launch Algorithm 3.2: Unlock solution xsv, ∀s ∈ S ;
v = v + 1;
Adjust costs using Equation (3.103) or (3.106);

end
end
Second Phase;
if AGREE = FALSE then

v = v− 1;
Launch Algorithm 3.3: Fix θ̄v

lt for locations where consensus is not obtained;
end
Assign the locations to day t in x based on θ̄v

lt, ∀l in the k-period;
Solve TSP on day t in x;
Transport materials to the treatment facilities, if necessary;
Execute the route on day t;
Update information about capacities;
Insert each visited location in a route on day t′ > t, t′ ∈ T ;
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an overall good solution. Once consensus has been obtained and all constraints have

been satisfied, the collection plan for day t is ready for implementation.

The PHA is launched once all scenario subproblems have been individually op-

timized from the start solution using the VNS algorithm. At that point, we have a

feasible collection plan for the k-period for each scenario s. However, finding good

decisions for each scenario separately is not likely to yield an implementable collection

plan and at worst it results in a different solution for each scenario. We therefore apply

the PHA to gradually guide the solution of the scenario subproblems to agree to an

implementable plan for day t.

In the following section, we discuss our procedure for obtaining an implementable

collection plan for day t. We specifically describe the decision variables for which we

use an iteration process with adjusted costs to resolve the subproblems and obtain

consensus, and the decision variables for which consensus is reached by means of a

policy.

3.4.3.1 Creating an global implementable collection plan

We start by briefly discussing the properties that make a collection plan implementable

and then we discuss the number of decision variables in the scenario subproblems that

need to reach consensus.

On the current day, we only need an implementable collection plan for day t, since

this is the only one we will execute on this day, because the planning process is em-

bedded into a rolling horizon framework. Hence, an executable collection plan for the

whole k-period is not needed yet, however, future actions and costs information can

be useful for the planning process.

An implementable collection plan for day t consists of a route visiting a subset of the

locations and it includes possible container swaps and transportation to the treatment

facilities. So this is the plan needed at the beginning of day t. This implies that if the
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routing variables ys
ijt and swap/transportation variables ηt(g)s/ηt(p)s are identical for

all scenarios, we have one unique plan for day t, because once the values of the routing

variables ys
ijt have been selected, the value of the assignment variables θs

lt follows as a

consequence of this decision. This decision will also affect the value of the emptying

variables ζ̂lt′(g) and ζ̂lt′(p), since β is a known parameter. Given that the overall es-

timation of the total quantity of materials to collect on day t is not scenario related,

we choose to use a simple policy to obtain consensus about the swap/transportation

variables ηt(g)s/ηt(p)s. The policy is as follows: we swap containers or visit treatment

facilities if the total estimated quantity of materials for collection exceeds the available

capacity (further details in Section 3.4.4). In the following, we therefore focus on the

route of day t.

If we aim for consensus about the routing variables ys
ijt on day t in our algorithm, it

means that in case we have a route: (location 1, location 2, location 3) and a route: (loca-

tion 2, location 1, location 3) on day t, they will not be considered as identical solutions.

However, the routes visit the same locations and empty the same cubes. But if we aim

for consensus about the locations to visit on day t, i.e., the assignment variables θs
lt for

all locations, then consensus has been obtained in this case, even though some scenario

solutions show the former route (location 1, location 2, location 3) whereas other sce-

nario solutions show the latter route (location 2, location 1, location 3). The question is

therefore to which degree we insist on obtaining consensus for the scenario solutions.

A choice was made to only require consensus about the assignment variables θs
lt in the

PHA, since the routes can later be made identical by solving the Traveling Salesman

Problem (TSP) for day t (further details in Section 3.4.4). This choice also implies that

the number of decision variables that needs to be identical in the scenario solutions is

decreased. The objective is therefore to guide the scenario solutions to agree on the

assignment of locations to day t.
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In the following, we describe how we gradually guide the scenario solutions to

agree on the assignments to create an overall collection plan for day t. Each time the

scenario subproblems are solved with the VNS algorithm, we observe the solution

found for each scenario subproblem. We specifically observe the locations that are

assigned to day t. However, finding the best decisions for each scenario subproblem

separately is not likely to yield an implementable collection plan. Yet, at the end of

the planning process for day t, we need to make sure that assignment decisions are

not tailored to each particular scenario, that is, we aim to yield a single implementable

plan, also known as a global executable plan for day t. That is why we need to have

unique assignment variables θs
lt for day t for all locations and scenarios in the end.

For each location, we define a so-called reference point which is expressed by an

aggregation operator of the assignments of the location to day t in the scenario solu-

tions. Let v define the iteration index of the PHA. The reference points for iteration

index v are defined as

θ̄v
lt =

1
|S| ∑

s∈S
θsv

lt ∀l ∈ L. (3.102)

Since all the assignment variables θsv
lt are either equal to one or zero (because loca-

tion l is either assigned to day t or not in iteration v), the reference point θ̄v
lt can take

a value between (and including) zero and one. When all scenario solutions agree on

the assignment status for location l ∈ L, it gives that θ̄v
lt ∈ {0, 1}. We have thereby

achieved consensus when we observe θ̄v
lt ∈ {0, 1} for all locations. Once consensus has

been obtained, the PHA stops. However, often consensus is not obtained immediately,

and we therefore observe 0 < θ̄v
lt < 1 for a number of locations, which is infeasible

given the integrality requirements of the visiting of locations. Therefore, the reference

points θ̄v
lt, for all ∀l ∈ L, in (3.102) do not necessarily represent an overall feasible

solution. If θ̄v
lt /∈ {0, 1} for location l, it indicates that in some scenario solutions lo-

cation l is assigned to day t and included in the route where it will be visited and the

cubes emptied, while in other scenario solutions it is not. Although the reference point
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θ̄v
lt /∈ {0, 1} does not yield an overall feasible assignment for location l, it may still be

used to identify trends among scenario solutions and guide the process of creating a

global collection plan. Hence, if the value of θ̄v
lt is close to one, this indicates a trend

toward including location l in the route on day t. Symmetrically, if the value is close to

zero, this indicates a trend toward not including the location in the route on day t, i.e.,

the location is assigned to another day in the k-period. The reference points in (3.102)

are therefore used within the search phase of the PHA with the objective of identifying

a subset of locations which should be in the route on day t.

3.4.3.2 Adjusting the cost

We now present different strategies for dynamic adjustment of the costs in the scenario

subproblems in order to obtain consensus on the assignments of locations to day t.

That is, the aim is to have that θ̄v
lt ∈ {0, 1} for all locations. Inspired by Crainic et al.

(2011), two adjustments are proposed, one at the level of the reference points and the

other at the level of each scenario. The former is referred to as global adjustment and

the latter is referred to as local adjustment. The global adjustment attempts to favor

what appears as the current trend among the assignments of the scenario solutions. A

low value of the reference point θ̄v
lt indicates that location l is visited on day t only in a

small number of the scenario solutions, whereas a high value indicates that location l is

visit on day t in the majority of the scenario solutions. The local adjustment regulates

the costs in a scenario solution for each location with an assignment that is different

from what the majority of the other scenario solutions agree upon at the current itera-

tion. An example of the implication of the adjustments is provided.

The cost component selected for adjustment is the future cost for the locations (de-

scribed in Equation (3.100)). In the planning process, the future cost is computed each

time we consider a reassignment of a location in the collection plan, i.e., it is day-

dependent, whereas the routing costs between each location and the service cost (when
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β = 0) are not day-dependent parameters and the penalty cost is only efficient when

the cubes at a location are estimated to be overfilled. The future cost related to day t

is therefore the cost that is adjusted in each iteration. In the following, we present two

methods to adjust the future cost. The results of computational experiments with the

methods are analyzed and compared in Section 3.6.

In the first method, we modify (3.100) for day t′ ∈ PP to a scenario and iteration

dependent future cost. Recall that the parameter v is the current iteration number, and

the parameter vmax represents the maximum number of iterations in the algorithm.

The scenario and iteration dependent future cost is computed as

Qsv
lt′ =

( t†
l − t′

t†
l − t̃l

(
γl + wl(g) + wl(p)

))
qsv

l , (3.103)

where qsv
l = 1 if t′ > t. For t, the global adjustment is defined as

qv
l =


1 +

v
vmax if θ̄v−1

lt < clow,

1
1 + v

vmax
if θ̄v−1

lt > chigh,

1 otherwise,

(3.104)

with 0 < clow < 0.5 and 0.5 < chigh < 1. Hence, qv
l represents the modification to the

future cost for location l in all scenario subproblems. When θ̄v−1
lt is less than a given

threshold clow, increasing the costs may drive the scenario solutions to avoid visiting

location l on day t. On the other hand, when θ̄v−1
lt is higher than a given threshold chigh,

decreasing the costs should attract the scenario solutions to make a visit to location l on
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day t. Furthermore, the scenario-dependent qsv
l for the local adjustment is defined as

qsv
l =



(1 +
v

vmax )q
v
l if |θsv−1

lt − θ̄v−1
lt | ≥ c f ar and θsv−1

lt = 1,

(
1

1 + v
vmax

)qv
l if |θsv−1

lt − θ̄v−1
lt | ≥ c f ar and θsv−1

lt = 0,

(1 +
v

vmax )q
v
l if |θsv−1

lt − θ̄v−1
lt | ≤ cnear and θsv−1

lt = 0,

(
1

1 + v
vmax

)qv
l if |θsv−1

lt − θ̄v−1
lt | ≤ cnear and θsv−1

lt = 1,

qv
l otherwise,

(3.105)

with 0 < cnear < 0.5 and 0.5 < c f ar < 1. These parameters define when a local adjust-

ment is applied. Hence, qsv
l represents the modification to the future cost for location l

in scenario s at iteration v. The local adjustment is performed for each scenario s for lo-

cations that have an assignment that is “very different” or “very similar” to the overall

trend. This means that the value of the local assignment θsv−1
lt and the current refer-

ence point θv−1
lt are compared. The local adjustment is performed if the assignment

of locations in the scenario solutions is far away from (the difference is larger) or near

(the difference is small) the current trend.

We demonstrate the implication of the cost adjustments with a small example. Let

the maximum iteration number be 50 and let the parameters be set as in Crainic et al.

(2011): clow = 0.2, chigh = 0.8, c f ar = 0.7, cnear = 0.2. Assume that the current iteration

number is 3, i.e., we are at the beginning of the iteration process, and the reference

point for location l is θ̄2
lt = 0.2 and the assignment for location l on day t in the solution

of scenario s is θs2
lt = 1. We turn to line one in Expression (3.105) since we have that

|1− 0.2| = 0.8 ≥ 0.7, which gives that qs3
l = (1 + 3

50)q
3
l = 1.06q3

l = 1.06. This means

that an assignment of location l to day t in this iteration will result in a slightly higher

cost. The overall tendency for the assignment of location l, represented by θ̄2
lt = 0.2,

thus shows that the location should probably not be visited on day t. If the current

iteration number is 20, location l will have a higher cost of being assigned to day t
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in the solution of scenario s, since we are further in the process. We still have that

|1− 0.2| = 0.8 ≥ 0.7 which now gives that qs20
l = (1 + 20

50)q
20
l = 1.4q20

l = 1.4. On the

other hand, assume that the current iteration number is 48, i.e., we are at the end of

the process, and the reference point for location l in solution of scenario s is θ̄47
lt = 0.94

and the assignment for location l is θs47
lt = 0. We turn to line two in Expression (3.105),

since we have that |0− 0.94| = 0.94 ≥ 0.7 which gives that qs48
l = 1

1+(48/50) = 0.51q48
l .

Furthermore, from line two in Expression (3.104), we get that q48
l = 1

1+(48/50) = 0.51, so

qs48
l = 0.51q48

l = 0.26. Location l will thereby have a low cost of being assigned to day t

in the solution of scenario s, since the overall tendency for the location, represented by

θ̄47
lt = 0.94, clearly shows that the location should be visited on day t.

In the following, we outline the second method for adjusting the future cost. Here,

the future cost is adjusted similarly to what is done in Crainic et al. (2011). The general

idea is the same as above, but the local and global adjustments are defined differently.

For all days t′ > t, the future cost is computed as in (3.103). Likewise, for day t and the

first iteration, the future cost is computed as in (3.103) with qs1
l = 1 for all s ∈ S and

l ∈ L, that is

Qs1
lt =

t†
l − t

t†
l − t̃l

(
γl + wl(g) + wl(p)

)
.

For day t and iterations v > 1, the scenario and iteration dependent future cost is

computed as follows

Qsv
lt = qsv

l , (3.106)

where qv
l for the global adjustment is defined as

qv
l =


τQs(v−1)

lt if θ̄v−1
lt < clow,

1
τ

Qs(v−1)
lt if θ̄v−1

lt > chigh,

Qs(v−1)
lt otherwise,
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and the scenario-dependent qsv
l for the local adjustment is defined as

qsv
l =



τqv
l if |θsv−1

lt − θ̄v−1
lt | ≥ c f ar and θsv−1

lt = 1,

1
τ

qv
l if |θsv−1

lt − θ̄v−1
lt | ≥ c f ar and θsv−1

lt = 0,

τqv
l if |θsv−1

lt − θ̄v−1
lt | ≤ cnear and θsv−1

lt = 0,

1
τ

qv
l if |θsv−1

lt − θ̄v−1
lt | ≤ cnear and θsv−1

lt = 1,

qv
l otherwise,

with parameters 0 < clow < 0.5, 0.5 < chigh < 1, 0 < cnear < 0.5, 0.5 < c f ar < 1,

and τ > 1. The parameter τ adjusts the current future cost on the basis of the future

cost in the previous iteration. In other words, in this method the current future cost

is increased or decreased with a certain ratio compared to the previous future cost. In

case no cost adjustments for location l are performed in iteration v, the current future

cost Qsv
lt is simply equal to the previous future cost Qs(v−1)

lt .

3.4.4 Procedure on day t

Algorithm 3.1 sums up the entire procedure for day t, including the PHA. It corre-

sponds to the green background in Figure 3.4.1. Algorithm 3.1 makes use of two sup-

port algorithms, Algorithm 3.2 and Algorithm 3.3, which will be described in detail in

Section 3.4.4.1.

Algorithm 3.1 consists of two phases. In the first phase of the algorithm, the con-

sensus about the locations to visit is obtained with PHA. In the second phase of the

algorithm, the consensus about the routing variables, emptying variables, swap and

transportation variables is obtained with heuristic/policies. We define x as the current

solution for the k-period, also known as the start solution. In case there are no loca-

tions in solution x, Algorithm 3.1 is not executed on day t. The start solution x and the

maximum number of iterations vmax are input in Algorithm 3.1.
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In the first phase of the algorithm, we initialize by setting the binary variable AGREE

to FALSE and the iteration number v to one. Furthermore, we let PP = {t, t + 1, . . . ,

(k − 1)} and update the forecasts. In the loop, we start by updating the scenario-

dependent solution xsv. If it is the first iteration, i.e., v = 1, then the solution xsv is set

equal to the start solution x. Otherwise, the solution xsv is set equal to the scenario-

dependent solution from the previous iteration, which means that each solution xsv is

improved starting from the solution of the previous iteration. Then, the solution xsv is

improved by applying the VNS algorithm. The fill level of materials for each family

of cubes at the locations for each day in the k-period is given by the associated values

in scenario s in the scenario tree. After the improvement, the current assignments θsv
lt

of the locations to day t are reported for all locations. Once this has been done for all

scenarios, the reference points θ̄v
lt for iteration number v are calculated as the average

of the sum of all assignments as in (3.102), i.e., 1
|S| ∑s∈S θsv

lt for all locations.

If the scenario solutions agree, i.e all θ̄v
lt take the value zero or one, then the binary

variable AGREE is set to TRUE to indicate that we have achieved the wanted output:

consensus about the locations to visit on day t. This corresponds to satisfaction of

constraints (3.55) in Model Decompose, which prevent assignment/visiting decisions

for day t to be tailored to each scenario. In this case, the algorithm goes on to the

second phase. If the scenario solutions do not agree yet, i.e., some θ̄v
lt take non-integer

values, then Algorithm 3.2 is launched. This algorithm modifies the assignment of

locations in the scenario solutions under certain criteria. A detailed explanation is

given in Section 3.4.4.1. Afterwards, the iteration number v is updated and costs are

adjusted using Equation (3.103) or Equation (3.106) according to the chosen method

for adjusting the cost.

The algorithm proceeds to the second phase if the scenario solutions agree or if the

maximum number of iterations vmax is reached. First, we consider the former case.

When there is consensus concerning the visits on day t, we modify the start solution x
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according to the consensus obtained in the first phase. We assign the selected locations

to day t, which are the locations where the associated reference point θ̄v
lt is equal to one,

by inserting the locations in the route on day t in solution x (if they are not already in

the route), where minimum insertion costs are added. We relocate the locations in the

route on day t in solution x to day t + 1 in solution x if the associated reference point

θ̄v
lt is equal to zero (indicating that these locations should not be visited on day t). Af-

terwards, the TSP is solved for day t in solution x with a 2-opt edge exchange heuristic

as in the previous chapters. This corresponds to satisfaction of constraints (3.82) in

Model Decompose, which prevent the routing decisions for day t to be tailored to each

scenario. Thus, we have one unique and executable route on day t. Recall that when

the visits to locations are selected, we know which families of cubes at the visited loca-

tions we expect to empty on day t, since we use the same estimate for the fill levels on

day t and β is a known parameter. This corresponds to satisfaction of constraints (3.53)

and (3.54)in Model Decompose, which prevent the emptying decisions for day t to be

tailored to each scenario. We use a simple policy adopted from Chapter 2 to decide if

a swap of containers or visits to treatment facilities are necessary, i.e., we need empty

containers to perform the route on day t. The policy is as follows: we swap containers

or visit the treatment facilities if the estimation of the total quantity of materials for

collection (computed as in (3.96)) is above the available capacity, i.e., ∑i∈G x̂it > Ct(g)

for glass and ∑i∈P x̂it > Ct(p) for paper. In this way, the swaps of containers and

transportation to treatment facilities on day t are determined. This corresponds to sat-

isfaction of constraints (3.66) and (3.79) in Model Decompose, which prevent the swap

and transportation decisions for day t to be tailored to each scenario.

The operations plan for day t is ready for implementation, since we now have one

unique (i.e., not scenario-dependent) executable plan. Selected swaps and visits to

treatment facilities are performed and then the route on day t is executed. At each

visited location on the route we empty all cubes, due to our previously mentioned pol-
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icy. After the execution of the route, paper from the container of the vehicle will be

partly or fully offloaded to the extra container at the depot, if it is not full. Afterwards,

we update information about available capacities in containers and newly visited lo-

cations. Also, observed overfilled cubes and containers on day t are reported. Finally,

we use the same procedure as in Chapter 2 to estimate the need for the next emptying

of the cubes placed on the locations visited and insert the locations on a new route in

the future on day t′ ∈ T , t′ > t. If the resulting day t′ is outside the time horizon, the

insertion is not performed and therefore a final inspection for overfilled cubes is made

at the very end of the time horizon.

There are no theoretical criteria for the convergence of the PHA in the integer case

(Rockafellar and Wets, 1991). To ensure that we obtain one unique global plan for day t

that is implementable, we launch Algorithm 3.3 at the beginning of the second phase,

if no consensus about the assignments of the locations after the maximum number of

iteration has been reached in the first phase. Algorithm 3.3 is described in details in

section 3.4.4.1.

3.4.4.1 Modification of assignments

In this section we outline the two support algorithms that modify the assignments of

locations to days in the scenario solutions. We first describe Algorithm 3.2 and then

Algorithm 3.3.

Algorithm 3.2 is executed within the main loop, and modifies the assignment of

locations in the scenario solutions under certain criteria. If a scenario solution seems

“locked” in a certain way, we can try to “unlock” it without fixing any assignments

for the locations. With the term “a locked solution” we mean a scenario solution that

has not changed for a certain number of iterations even though the costs have been

adjusted and the reference points clearly show an opposite tendency than the current

assignment of the locations in the solution. We “unlock” the solution by changing
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the assignment of some locations, i.e., in the next iteration the assignment can change

again. See Algorithm 3.2 for an overview of the procedure. If the value of the reference

point θ̄v
lt is less than 0.1 and location l is assigned to day t in the given scenario solution,

i.e., θsv
lt is equal to one, then we move the location away from day t in the given scenario

solution before the next iteration. If the value of the reference point is larger than 0.9

and location l is not in the route on day t in the given scenario solution, i.e., θsv
lt is equal

to zero, then we move the location to day t in the given scenario solution before the

next iteration. In the former case, the location is removed from the route on day t and

inserted in the route on day t + 1 using minimum cost insertion and θsv
lt is changed to

zero. In the latter case, the location is removed from its current route and inserted in the

route on day t using minimum cost insertion and θsv
lt is changed to one. This unlock-

move is performed only if the reference point has not changed for three iterations and

more than half of the iterations have been performed. Notice that the locations can be

moved back to their previous positions in the next iteration without difficulty if this

yields a better solution for the given scenario subproblem.

Algorithm 3.2: Unlock solution xsv

Data: xsv, θsv
lt , θ̄v

lt, θ̄v−1
lt , θ̄v−2

lt , vmax

For all locations in xsv;
if v > ( vmax

2 ) and θ̄v
lt = θ̄v−1

lt = θ̄v−2
lt then

if θ̄v
lt < 0.1 and θsv

lt = 1 then
θsv

lt = 0;
Location l is moved from day t to day t + 1 in xsv;

end
if θ̄v

lt > 0.9 and θsv
lt = 0 then

θsv
lt = 1;

Location l is moved to day t in xsv;
end

end

Algorithm 3.3 is launched if consensus has still not been obtained when the second

phase is reached. In this algorithm, we fix the reference points for the locations with
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non-integer values of their reference point using a simple rounding strategy. Recall

that, we can always fix and assign locations to a given day in the planning period and

thereby obtain a feasible and implementable solution. However, this can result in in-

creased penalty costs. The penalty cost for cubes is most likely higher if locations are

repositioned to a day later than day t, whereas the penalty cost for containers may be

higher if more locations are repositioned and fixed to day t. In Algorithm 3.3, the sim-

ple strategy of fixing the reference points is given as follows: the non-integer reference

points for locations with value less than 0.5 are modified to zero, i.e., the locations will

not be visited on day t, and the non-integer reference points for the remaining loca-

tions are set to one, i.e., the locations will be included in the route on day t. A pseudo

for Algorithm 3.3 is outlined in Appendix 3.D.

3.5 In-sample and out-of-sample stability

Kaut and Wallace (2007) stress that before we start working with a new optimiza-

tion model and scenario generation method, we should always run the stability tests

to evaluate the quality or suitability of the scenario generation method for a given

stochastic programming model. This section therefore focuses on in-sample and out-

of-sample stability testing of the scenarios created from the scenario generation proce-

dure in Section 3.3.5 in our model. First, we concentrate on in-sample stability testing

and then we turn to out-of-sample stability testing.

3.5.1 In-sample stability

An in-sample stability test is a test of the model itself, which means that it is a kind of

robustness test for the model. The usual procedure for in-sample stability testing is as

follows: Let the solution be given as xi. Let the scenario tree be given as Ti. Let f (xi, Ti)

represents the objective function value for the solution xi obtained with scenario tree Ti
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as input in the model. By King and Wallace (2012), we have in-sample stability if

f (xi, Ti) ≈ f (xj, Tj), ∀i, j i 6= j. (3.107)

In other words; if we generate several trees (using the same input) and solve the op-

timization problem with these trees, we should get (approximately) the same optimal

objective function value (Kaut and Wallace, 2007). Thus, if we have in-sample stabil-

ity in our model, the objective function value will be (approximately) the same when

we run our model using an arbitrary scenario tree from the scenario generation proce-

dure we have chosen. In-sample stability therefore implies a kind of consistency in the

model. To clarify, the solutions xi and xj are solutions obtained by solving the problem

using the scenario trees Ti and Tj, respectively.

Scenarios are often used in single-period models where exact solution methods are

used to obtain the optimal objective function value. However, there are examples in

the literature where the in-sample (and out-of-sample) stability tests are performed in

a special way for multi-period models, e.g., Kaut and Wallace (2007). To the best of

our knowledge, there is no literature on stability testing of multi-period models us-

ing purely heuristic solution methods. Hence, there are no clear guidelines on how to

do this. Based on the existing tools, we discuss different possible ways of performing

stability tests when a heuristic solution method is used. We thereby gain sufficient

insights and confidence to select a proper testing approach. The fact that we use a

heuristic solution method is not the main challenge related to assessing stability. We

simply need to make sure that the heuristic does not produce drastically different re-

sults on multiple runs using the same scenario tree.

We have made a small example of a collection plan for a short planning period in

Figure 3.5.1 to support the following discussion. There are 6 days in the planning pe-

riod and it includes 10 locations, here referred to by their ID numbers. Each collection

plan is made with a scenario tree Ti which contains 20 scenarios. We recall that the

collection plans only need to obtain consensus about day t to solve the daily problem.
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As we see in this example, this could mean that 14 out of the 20 scenarios end up with

the collection plan for the planning period as (a) and the rest of the scenarios end up

with the collection plan as (b) in Figure 3.5.1. In fact, there could actually be 20 differ-

ent plans. However, all the scenario-solutions obtained from scenario tree Ti agree on

the decision for day t, which is to visit and collect materials from location 2, location 5,

and location 7. A similar example for another scenario tree Tj is shown in Figure 3.5.2.

First, we discuss how xi and f (xi, Ti) should actually be defined in our case, since

the answer is not that obvious. A scenario tree Ti is created as described in Section 3.3.5.

We will refer to the solution of day t as the root solution, since this is the only one which

gets implemented on the current day (the optimization procedure is repeated the fol-

lowing day). The root solution contains: the route, service, swap, and transportation

to treatment facilities on day t. We let x0 represent the root solution for solution x. In

the following, we discuss four possible representations of solution xi.

Possibility (1): solution xi is defined as the solution for day t, i.e., xi = x0
i . We

let xi be purely the solution on day t (i.e., the route, service, swap, and transporta-

tion to treatment facilities on day t) obtained from our solution method with Ti. In

this case, the solution and related cost for xi obtained from Ti, see Figure 3.5.1, could

be very different from the solution and related cost for xj obtained from Tj, see Fig-

ure 3.5.2. However, this is without the two collection plans for the whole planning

period being very different in costs (and solutions). In this test, we therefore end up

with f (xi, Ti) 6= f (xj, Tj) if the routes on day t are not equal, as we only evaluate the

cost for day t. Generally, we do not aim for identical solutions obtained when different

scenario trees are used, since it is a harder form of stability than we find necessary to

ensure. In the tests, stability is therefore related to the costs of the solutions rather than

to the characteristics of the solutions. Although our primary interest is the root solu-

tion established in Algorithm 3.1, this does not seem to be a good representation of xi,

since the overall aim is to optimize the collection plan over a longer time horizon.
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Days in the planning period
t t + 1 t + 2 t + 3 t + 4 t + 5

R
ou

te 2 8 6 3
5 9 1
7 10 4

(a) 14 out of 20 scenarios end up with this col-
lection plan

Days in the planning period
t t + 1 t + 2 t + 3 t + 4 t + 5

R
ou

te 2 6 8 4 3
5 9 1
7 10

(b) 6 out of 20 scenarios end up with this collec-
tion plan

Figure 3.5.1: Collection plans obtained from scenario tree Ti. The algorithm is run with
a scenario tree Ti containing 20 scenarios. In (a) and (b) there is consensus about the
route for day t, which is: location 2, location 5, location 7.

Days in the planning period
t t + 1 t + 2 t + 3 t + 4 t + 5

R
ou

te

2 6 3
5 1
7 4
8
9
10

(a) 8 out of 20 scenarios end up with this collec-
tion plan

Days in the planning period
t t + 1 t + 2 t + 3 t + 4 t + 5

R
ou

te
2 6 3
5 1
7 4
8
9
10

(b) 12 out of 20 scenarios end up with this col-
lection plan

Figure 3.5.2: Collection plans obtained from scenario tree Tj. The algorithm is run
with a scenario tree Tj containing 20 scenarios. In (a) and (b) there is consensus about
the route for day t, which is: location 2, location 5, location 7, location 8, location 9,
location 10.

Possibility (2): solution xi is defined as the solution for the whole planning period.

We let xi be the solution for the planning period obtained from Ti. In other words, the

collection plan including all routes, services, swaps, and transportations for the days

in the planning period. Notice that we do not have a unique and global solution for the

whole planning period, since the scenario-solutions only agree on the first day, day t,

in the planning period. This means that we have accurate routing, service (if β = 0),

swap, and transportation costs for day t, but only forecasts for the costs in the rest of

the planning period. We therefore calculate the cost for the planning period using the
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objective function in Model Decompose from Section 3.3.4, and as we use equiprobable

scenarios, we can rewrite the objective function as

f (xi, Ti) =
1
|S| ∑

s∈S

(
∑

i∈W
∑

j∈W ,j<i
∑

t′∈PP
cijys

ijt′

+ ∑
l∈L

∑
t′∈PP

wl(g)ζ̂lt′(g)
s + ∑

l∈L
∑

t′∈PP
wl(p)ζ̂lt′(p)

s

+ ∑
l∈L

ρl(g)
(

∑
i∈G(l)

ẑit
)
+ ∑

l∈L
∑

t′∈PP\{t}
ρl(g)

(
∑

i∈G(l)
ẑs

it′
)

+ ∑
l∈L

ρl(p)
(

∑
i∈P(l)

ẑit
)
+ ∑

l∈L
∑

t′∈PP\{t}
ρl(p)

(
∑

i∈P(l)
ẑs

it′
)

+ 1
2(k(g) + w(g)) ∑

t′∈PP
ηt′(g)

s + ρ(g) ∑
t′∈PP

δ̂t′(g)
s

+ (k(p) + w(p)) ∑
t′∈PP

ηt′(p)
s + ρ(p) ∑

t′∈PP
δ̂t′(p)

s
)

(3.108)

If we now focus on Figures 3.5.1 and 3.5.2, we observe that the number of locations

in xi in Figure 3.5.1 and xj in Figure 3.5.2 is the same; the locations are in fact the

same and therefore we should get a fairer comparison than in Possibility (1). In this

test, we feel confident that we can end up with f (xi, Ti) ≈ f (xj, Tj). Despite xi in

Figure 3.5.1 and xj in Figure 3.5.2 being different solutions, the values of the objective

function can be approximately the same. Most stochastic programs do in fact tend to

have flat objective functions, where very different solutions can be more or less equal

in terms of cost (King and Wallace, 2012). In Figures 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 we observe that

the main difference in routing cost stems from the distance between location no. 7 and

location no. 8, and their distances to the depot (assume for simplicity in this example,

that service, swap, and transportation costs are the same for all plans). If the difference

is small, we will be equally satisfied with the solutions, since the objective function

values will be about the same.
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Possibility (3): solution xi is defined as the global solution for the planning pe-

riod. If we would like a unique and global solution for the whole planning period for

cost evaluation purposes, we could “roll” until day t + (k − 1). We use Figures 3.5.3

and 3.5.4 to illustrate this possibility and in this example k = 5. However, this proce-

dure raises some issues: there is not necessarily the same number of locations in xi in

Figure 3.5.3 and xj in Figure 3.5.4 and the locations may even differ, since locations can

move in and out of the planning period when we roll and optimize. Hence, the costs

would most likely not be equal for xi in Figure 3.5.3 and xj in Figure 3.5.4. Furthermore,

we now test the model on a set of Ti instead of Ti itself. Another issue is that we do not

have the exact input information about days t + 1, t + 2, . . . , e.g., the capacities avail-

able. Also recall that it is only the root solution on day t that gets implemented; after

that we update information at time t + 1 and resolve the problem, and then the (new)

root solution is implemented. If we turn to Figures 3.5.3 and 3.5.4 and assume that

location numbers 18 and 19 are located far away from the depot and location numbers

13, 14, and 15 are located near location no. 12, then f (xi, Ti) > f (xj, Tj). But this may

not mean a great difference in the costs for the period days t to t + 10, as we visit all 20

locations during this period. In this test, we probably end up with f (xi, Ti) 6= f (xj, Tj),

as the solutions for the planning period xi in Figure 3.5.3 and xj in Figure 3.5.4 can

contain different locations.

Possibility (4): solution xi is defined as the global solution for the whole time hori-

zon. If we prefer to evaluate costs on the whole collection plan for the time horizon

T = {1, 2, . . . , H}, we could “roll” from day 1 until day H and thereby get a unique

and global solution for the time horizon. We would then have the same locations and

thereby also the same number of locations in the solutions xi and xj. This solves one

of the issues from Possibility (3), but again, we would perform the test on a set of Ti

instead of purely Ti and inaccurate input information is used after day 1. In this case,

it is fairly easy to compare costs (and solutions), however, it would not be representa-
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Days in the planning period
t t + 1 t + 2 t + 3 t + 4 t + 5 t + 6 t + 7 t + 8 t + 9 t + 10
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te

2 8 6 3 18 13 16 17
5 9 1 19 14 11
7 10 4 12 15 20

xi consensus for all scenarios about day t to t + 5︸ ︷︷ ︸
global plan for the planning period

(a) 4 out of 20 scenarios end up with this collection plan

Days in the planning period
t t + 1 t + 2 t + 3 t + 4 t + 5 t + 6 t + 7 t + 8 t + 9 t + 10

R
ou

te

2 8 6 3 18 20 16 17
5 9 1 19 13 11
7 10 4 12 14

15

xi consensus for all scenarios about day t to t + 5︸ ︷︷ ︸
global plan for the planning period

(b) 16 out of 20 scenarios end up with this collection plan

Figure 3.5.3: Collection plans obtained from scenario tree Ti. The algorithm is run with
a scenario tree Ti containing 20 scenarios. The 20 locations in the period are referred
to by their ID numbers. In (a) and (b) there is a global collection plan for the planning
period.

tive for what we would do in reality, since we re-optimize every day (as mentioned in

Possibility (3)). In this case, we may end up with f (xi, Ti) ≈ f (xj, Tj) by testing on a

set of scenario trees, but this result relies on inaccurate input information after day 1.

After this discussion of the four possibilities, we conclude that letting solution xi

be represented by the collection plan for the planning period (unique for day t and

scenario-dependent for the remaining days) and the objective function f (xi, Ti) be cal-

culated as in Equation (3.108), i.e., Possibility (2), would be a good and realistic repre-

sentation.
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Days in the planning period
t t + 1 t + 2 t + 3 t + 4 t + 5 t + 6 t + 7 t + 8 t + 9 t + 10
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5 1 13 19 17
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10

xj consensus for all scenarios about day t to t + 5︸ ︷︷ ︸
global plan for the planning period

(a) 11 out of 20 scenarios end up with this collection plan

Days in the planning period
t t + 1 t + 2 t + 3 t + 4 t + 5 t + 6 t + 7 t + 8 t + 9 t + 10

R
ou

te

2 6 3 12 18 16 11
5 1 13 19 17
7 4 14 20
8 15
9

10

xj consensus for all scenarios about day t to t + 5︸ ︷︷ ︸
global plan for the planning period

(b) 9 out of 20 scenarios end up with this collection plan

Figure 3.5.4: Collection plans obtained from scenario tree Tj. The algorithm is run with
a scenario tree Tj containing 20 scenarios. The 20 locations in the period are referred
to by their ID numbers. In (a) and (b) there is a global collection plan for the planning
period.
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3.5.1.1 Testing in-sample stability

When we test for in-sample stability, we first run the scenario generation procedure

and then we run our heuristic, and afterwards we report the objective function value.

We outline this procedure in more detail in the following.

When we run the scenario generation procedure, we always do so using the same

input data, i.e., the information from the distributions for the daily accretion rates for

the families of cubes, and as output we obtain a scenario tree Ti (see Section 3.3.5 for

details). We run Algorithm 3.1 for the planning period, where the set S contains the

scenarios from tree Ti. As output from the first phase, we receive a solution xi for

the planning period, where the collection plan for the first day in the planning pe-

riod is unique and the collection plan for the rest of the planning period is scenario-

dependent. We report the objective function value for the planning period f (xi, Ti)

which is calculated as in Equation (3.108).

We repeat the above procedure several times to check for stability as outlined in

Equation (3.107). Notice that the solutions are evaluated on the tree they came from.

An example of the results of the in-sample test is displayed in Table 3.5.1. The test is

done with 10 scenario trees on one instance. The families of cubes within the instance

have relatively high mean and standard deviation of daily accretion rates for both ma-

terials. The test is performed with the containers being one third, half, and two thirds

full at the beginning of day t, respectively, since we rarely start out with empty con-

tainers on hand. The average and standard deviation of the objective function values

from the trees are shown in the last columns in Table 3.5.1. Given the acceptably small

standard deviations we can conclude that the objective function values resulting from

the solutions with the generated scenario trees are approximately the same. In other

words, the model is in-sample stable.
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Table 3.5.1: An example of results of the in-sample test

The objective function values f (xi, Ti) from the scenario trees:
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9 T10 Average Std. dev.

Container 1
3 full 585.70 585.50 585.50 585.50 585.80 585.55 585.80 585.55 585.50 585.50 585.5900 0.1200

Container 1
2 full 615.10 614.50 615.20 615.05 614.85 614.50 615.30 614.75 615.05 615.00 614.9300 0.2610

Container 2
3 full 646.10 644.55 645.05 646.25 644.65 643.05 640.75 643.80 642.80 647.00 644.4000 1.7789

3.5.2 Out-of-sample stability

In this section, we concentrate on the out-of-sample stability testing. We provide an

example of the test at the end of the section to illustrate our chosen procedure. We

start with a brief outline of the theory of out-of-sample stability.

Out-of-sample stability is found if the calculated true objective function values cor-

responding to the solutions coming from different scenario trees are approximately the

same (King and Wallace, 2012). This means that out-of-sample stability is found if

f (xi, ξ) ≈ f (xj, ξ), ∀i, j i 6= j, (3.109)

where ξ is a vector of the true random variables, and xi stands for a solution of the

scenario-based problem. Hence, the out-of-sample test is performed to check that the

chosen scenario generation procedure has not generated a stability that is not really

there, for example by consistently avoiding a difficult tail of the distribution (King and

Wallace, 2012). Which means that the in-sample stable model can in fact be arbitrarily

bad. In such a case, the evaluation of the true value will reveal that the model is, in

fact, out-of-sample unstable.

If the distribution of the random vector ξ is continuous or discrete but large, which

is often the case when dealing with real world or realistically sized problems, we may

be unable to calculate and evaluate the true objective function value. An obvious

method to deal with this problem is to sample from the distribution(s) in order to

approximate the true value (King and Wallace, 2012). The first problem we face when

making our out-of-sample stability test is that we cannot calculate the true objective
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function value. As a solution to this, we make a large benchmark/reference scenario

tree T�, with the same structure as Ti, by sampling from the daily accretion rates of

material distributions. The benchmark tree T� contains 1000 scenarios to aim for a

fair approximation. The benchmark tree is created by simple sampling rather than the

moment-matching method, since a benchmark tree cannot be made using the method

we want to test (Kaut and Wallace, 2007). Hence, we cannot create the benchmark sce-

nario tree with the scenario generation procedure from Section 3.3.5. Notice that in the

evaluation of the objective function value, the forecasts of the quantities of material

accumulated at the beginning of day t, e.g., ∑i∈G(l) Fit for glass, are also obtained by

sampling.

The in-sample tests evaluate (different) solutions on different trees, whereas the out-

of-sample tests evaluate all the solutions on one common benchmark tree, i.e., we take

a solution xi obtained from the in-sample test and observe the cost consequences for

it when the values from the benchmark tree are applied, that is f (xi, T�). Yet, here we

face the second problem which is that we do not have one unique and global solution

for the whole planning period on which to observe T�. However, recall that we have

a unique and global solution for day t in the planning period. A possible solution for

this problem could therefore be to fix the plan on day t and then solve the optimization

problem for the remaining days of the period for each scenario in T�. In other words,

solve the optimization problem on the tree T�with a fixed root solution by applying the

first phase in Algorithm 3.1. Notice that we only need one iteration in the algorithm

since the scenario solutions already agree on day t, and consequently the run time

for the out-of-sample testing is reasonable even with a larger benchmark tree. This

approach means that we will have out-of-sample stability if

f (x� | x0 = x0
i , T�) ≈ f (x� | x0 = x0

j , T�), ∀i, j i 6= j. (3.110)

We let the objective function value be represented by f (x� | x0 = x0
i , T�), which in-

dicates that we optimize the start solution x given that the root solution x0 is fixed to
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the solution for day t from the scenario-solution xi, i.e., the root solution x0 is fixed to

the root solution x0
i . To further reduce the run time for the test, we do not re-optimize

the solution on tree T� if x0
i = x0

j , i 6= j. We calculate the objective function value

as in Equation (3.108) with the scenario-dependent values taken from our benchmark

tree. After the out-of-sample test has been performed on a solution, we (still) have one

unique and global solution for the first day in the planning period, however, the solu-

tions for the rest of the planning period do not necessarily coincide. But this is not a

major problem since only the root solution of day t gets implemented, and the solution

for the rest of the planning period will be re-optimized on the following day t + 1.

Before we turn to the results of the out-of-sample tests, we illustrate the procedure

with an example from the tests in Figure 3.5.5. There are 12 days in the planning pe-

riod, and the collection plan contains a subset of 20 locations out of the 50 locations of

the instance, here referred to by their ID numbers. The start solution x (before Algo-

rithm 3.1 is run) is depicted in (a) in Figure 3.5.5. This solution has 8 routes and swaps

the container for glass twice and transports paper to the facility one time during the

planning period. The cost for the planning period is estimated to 1286. In (b) in Fig-

ure 3.5.5, the start solution x from (a) is modified so that the root solution is equal to the

root solution from xi. The solution is modified by repositioning the locations which are

in the root solution from xi (and not already assigned to day t in the start solution (a) in

Figure 3.5.5) to day t in the solution in (b) in Figure 3.5.5. If there are any locations as-

signed to day t in the start solution, which are not included in the desired root solution,

they are repositioned to day t + 1 in the solution in (b) in Figure 3.5.5 before the op-

timization is performed. In (c) in Figure 3.5.5, the optimized solution (with fixed root

solution) is shown. This solution has 3 routes and the container for glass is swapped

one time during the planning period. The cost of day t is 217, and the cost of the solu-

tion for the planning period is 659.5. Notice that the solution for day t + 1 to t + 11 is

scenario-dependent, which means that the number of routes, swaps, and transporta-
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Days in the planning period
t t + 1 t + 2 t + 3 t + 4 t + 5 t + 6 t + 7 t + 8 t + 9 t + 10 t + 11
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7 8 26 44 28 13 46 18 9 19
38 35 27 4 2 48 21
40 34

24
Swap of containers for glass on day t + 5 and t + 10
Transportation to the facility for paper on day t + 10

(a) Collection plan in the start solution x

Days in the planning period
t t + 1 t + 2 t + 3 t + 4 t + 5 t + 6 t + 7 t + 8 t + 9 t + 10 t + 11
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ou

te

8 44 28 13 4 18 9 19
7 35 27 2 34 21

46 24
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40
26

(b) Collection plan x | x0 = x0
i

Days in the planning period
t t + 1 t + 2 t + 3 t + 4 t + 5 t + 6 t + 7 t + 8 t + 9 t + 10 t + 11

R
ou

te

8 4 18
7 2 19

46 44 21
48 35 9
38 34 13
40 24 28
26 27

Swap of container for glass on day t + 6

Scenario-dependent solutions for day t + 1 to t + 11 (consensus about day t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
here an example for one of the 1000 scenarios

(c) Collection plan x� | x0 = x0
i

Figure 3.5.5: Example of out-of-sample test.
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tions and the related costs can be unique for each scenario. So to get the objective

function value f (x� | x0 = x0
i , T�) we optimize the solution from (b) in Figure 3.5.5 for

each scenario in T� to obtain a solution like (c) in Figure 3.5.5 for each scenario and

calculate the average (as in Equation (3.108)). This is also done for each solution xi

obtained from the in-sample test to facilitate comparison in Equation (3.110).

3.5.2.1 Testing out-of-sample stability

A test confirms that the model can be declared out-of-sample stable, since the objec-

tive function values from the out-of-sample stability test with the benchmark tree are

identical for the ten solutions obtained from the in-sample tests. The objective function

values for the instance with the containers being one third, half, and two thirds full at

the beginning of day t are 585.7, 614.9, and 642.1, respectively. We refer the reader to

Appendix 3.C for the numeric results of the out-of-sample test outlined in a table. The

explanation for the identical objective function values is that x0
i = x0

j for i 6= j in the

three tests, respectively. Recall that the optimized solutions (like the one in (c) in Fig-

ure 3.5.5) are evaluated on a common benchmark tree. Also recall that due to run time

limitations, we do not re-optimize if the root solutions are equal, which means that if

we have the same solution as the one in (b) in Figure 3.5.5, we do not optimize this

solution once more, instead we replicate the solution in (c) in Figure 3.5.5, although

our heuristic solution method could end up with a slightly different solution.

3.5.3 Comments on the tests

If we look at the values obtained from the in-sample and out-of-sample tests, we see

that the objective function values coming from the in-sample and out-of-sample stable

solutions are about the same, which is a desired result in stability testing (King and

Wallace, 2012). Notice that some of the differences in the values can also be explained

by the fact that we use a heuristic to solve the problem. However, the only difference
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in costs for day t is found in the penalty costs. In both the in-sample and out-of-sample

stable solutions, penalty costs for overfilled cubes are added to some of the solutions.

However, the model tends to underestimate the penalty costs for cubes on day t in the

in-sample tests (i.e., it overestimates the quality of its own solution). This is not an

uncommon trend when dealing with stochastic problems, see e.g., Kaut and Wallace

(2007). We have also performed the in-sample and out-of-sample tests on the same

instance again, but with a different start solution than the one displayed in (a) in Fig-

ure 3.5.5, and here the output values are the same as in Sections 3.5.1.1 and 3.5.2.1.

Moreover, we have performed the in-sample and out-of-sample tests on four addi-

tional instances with different characteristics, such as: the number of locations, filling

types, and fill levels in the cubes and containers of the vehicle at the beginning of

day t. The results show the same trends as in the other tests, see Tables 3.5.2. In some

tests, however, the standard deviations of the objective function values in the out-of-

sample tests are larger than zero. The reason for this is that we have x0
i 6= x0

j for some

i 6= j. The standard deviations of the objective function values in the in-sample tests

are larger than the standard deviations shown in Table 3.5.1, but we conclude that they

are still acceptably small to declare the model stable.

Table 3.5.2: Results of additional stability tests

Filling Container glass Container paper In-sample Out-of-sample

type |L| full(%) day t full(%) day t Average Std. dev. Average Std. dev.

I 16 97.4 51.7 485.7700 2.9420 482.9110 0.0000
II 28 34.6 8.8 605.3800 1.3556 605.0180 0.0000
III 93 0.0 0.0 1927.7760 15.3208 1871.7640 0.9180
IV 20 46.7 46.7 616.2400 2.0790 581.5988 0.3021

We complete this section with some final remarks. Since we have a complex multi-

period problem and we use a heuristic to solve it, there is no guarantee that this out-

of-sample testing method is the best method for our model (or the like stochastic prob-
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lems). It is a weaker form of out-of-sample stability than we would obtain if we were

able to evaluate the true objective function value. However, it is worth noticing that

this is still a type of out-of-sample test, since we test the solutions on a different tree

than we used to find them. We have nevertheless shown that the moment-matching

scenario generation procedure, with the given input data, produces scenario trees that

pass our stability tests for the given optimization problem. Our conclusion regard-

ing the tests is therefore that the tested scenario generation method is suitable for our

model: it is stable.

3.6 Computational experiments

In this section, we present our computational experiments. We begin with a presen-

tation of the implementation and tuning details in Section 3.6.1. This is followed by

a presentation of the computational results from the experiments in Section 3.6.2 and

Section 3.6.3. They are divided in two main experiments, where the first experiment

focuses on the comparison of the two methods for adjusting the cost in the solution

method presented in Section 3.4.3.2, whereas the second experiment focuses on the

comparison between the solution method of this chapter and the solution method pre-

sented in Chapter 2.

3.6.1 Implementation and tuning details

The proposed heuristic was coded in C++ in Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 and run on

three parallel CPUs on a VMware virtual machine with the following specs: Intel®

Xeon® CPU E5-2680 at 2.70 GHz with 64 GB of vRAM.

In the computational experiments, we use a number of the test instances introduced

in Chapter 2. All test instances have the following criteria: the time horizon length H

is 30 days, the number of locations |L| is 50, and the capacities of an empty container C
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and cube Ui are equal to 15 m3 and 1.65 m3, respectively. In addition, the cost pa-

rameters, service levels, and classification of the families of cubes are adopted from

Chapter 2. The values of the parameters in the cost adjusting methods are adopted

from Crainic et al. (2011), that is clow = 0.2, chigh = 0.8, c f ar = 0.7, cnear = 0.2, and

τ = 1.1.

Considering the accretion rate distributions for the families of cubes for glass (g)

and paper (p), which are assumed to follow a normal distribution, the mean µ and

standard deviation σ are set to either normal (as in the base case from Chapter 1) or

high (i.e., higher than the base case defined in Chapter 2). Like we did in Chapter 2,

we use six filling settings for the accretion rate distributions (i.e., Filling I–VI). For con-

venience, the table from Chapter 2 showing these settings is replicated in Table 3.6.1.

Due to time limitations, we have only used one instance of each filling setting for the

first experiment and five instances of each filling setting for the second experiment.

Table 3.6.1: Settings for the accretion rate distributions

σ
normal(g) normal(g) high(g) high(g)
normal(p) high(p) normal(p) high(p)

µ

normal(g) Filling I Filling IInormal(p)

normal(g) Filling Vhigh(p)

high(g) Filling VInormal(p)

high(g) Filling III Filling IVhigh(p)

In practice, producing a solution to the collection problem is done on a daily basis,

and one could therefore spend several hours on this task. Simulations over a longer

time horizon are required to make a realistic evaluation of the solution method. We
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would also like to let the algorithm spend several hours on solving each daily col-

lection problem in the experiments, but this is too demanding from a computational

perspective considering the number of test instances and the length of the time hori-

zon. Hence, much less time is allotted to solving the daily problem. This has the

following consequences. As in the previous chapters, the VNS algorithm applied for

each scenario in every iteration has a stopping criterion of either reaching a time limit

of 10 seconds or 1000 iterations without any improvements. However, the maximum

number of iterations vmax, in which the VNS algorithm is applied, is now limited to 25.

We tuned vmax on three instances with Filling I, Filling II, and Filling IV, respectively.

Experiments with vmax set to 25, 50, 75, and 100 have been examined. The algorithm

performed equally well with the maximum number of iterations selected to 25 or 100

and better than with the maximum number of iterations selected to 50 or 75. We have

therefore used vmax = 25 due to limited time for experiments. In addition, due to

otherwise excessive running times for the experiments, we restrict the size of the sce-

nario trees to 20 scenarios. Using these settings it can take up to 2500 minutes, i.e.,

approximately 42 hours, to run the algorithm on one instance.

Given the randomness involved in the algorithm, we would prefer to make several

repetitions for each instance, however, due to limited time for experiments, we restrict

the number of simulations to one. Notice that we do not use common random numbers

when simulating the different solution methods on the same instance.

3.6.2 Comparison of the methods for adjusting cost

The computational results for the first experiments are presented in this section. The

structure of the section is as follows. In Section 3.6.2, we compare the two methods for

adjusting the future cost as outlined in Section 3.4.3.2. First, we compare the two meth-

ods in Section 3.6.2.1, where both the global and local adjustments are applied. This is

followed by a comparison of the two methods in Section 3.6.2.2, where only the global
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adjustment is applied. Afterward, we compare the two methods in Section 3.6.2.3,

where only the local adjustment is applied. Section 3.6.2.4 describes the analyses con-

ducted to find the most promising method. The experiments are conducted on one

instance with each filling setting, i.e., 6 instances in total.

The results are summed up in Tables 3.6.2–3.6.7. The key performance measures

used in the analysis, Cost, Cube, and Container, group the results for glass and paper.

The Cost measures include the total operational costs (column Operation), consisting of

the routing costs, the service costs for cubes and the transportation and service costs

for the treatment facilities, detailed in columns Routing, Service, and Facility, respec-

tively. The Cube and Container measures report the number of emptied units (column

No. emptied), their associated average fill levels in percentage of total capacity (column

Full(%)), the number of units that overflowed (column No. overfilled), and the average

amount of overflowed materials in percentage of total capacity (column Overflow(%)).

The last line of each table reports the average values of the different measures over all

instances.

3.6.2.1 Utilization of both global and local adjustments

In this section, we numerically compare the two methods for adjusting the cost out-

lined in Section 3.4.3.2. We apply the global as well as the local adjustments to both

methods. The results of the experiments where costs are adjusted using Equation (3.103)

for method 1 and Equation (3.106) for method 2 in Algorithm 3.1 are reported in Ta-

bles 3.6.2 and 3.6.3, respectively.

When we examine the results in the tables, we observe that they are generally quite

similar for the two methods. However, method 1 performs the best on the cost parame-

ters, whereas method 2 is best at avoiding overfilled cubes and containers. On average,

the number of overfilled cubes and containers is lower using method 2 compared to
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method 1. The amount of overflowed materials in cubes is lower using method 2,

whereas the amount of overflowed materials in containers is lower using method 1.

On average, the number of iterations needed in the six instances to obtain consen-

sus on the scenario subproblems is 7.6, 7.8, 17.8, 22.6, 21.0, 21.2 and 5.2, 6.6, 20.7, 21.8,

20.9, 21.8 for method 1 and method 2, respectively. This gives an average of 16.30 and

16.08 over the instances for method 1 and method 2, respectively, which is almost the

same. Algorithm 3.2 is launched 6, 5, 20, 27, 25, 25 and 4, 5, 24, 25, 23, 26 times for the

six instances for method 1 and method 2, respectively. This gives an average of 18.00

and 17.83 over the instances for method 1 and method 2, respectively, which indicates

that the methods are equally good at obtaining consensus. Notice that for instances

with the filling settings of I and II, consensus is often obtained within the first phase of

Algorithm 3.1. As regards the other instances, the number of times that locations were

fixed in the second phase of Algorithm 3.1 (i.e., Algorithm 3.3 has been launched) is

close to the total number of times Algorithm 3.1 is performed. The primary indication

of this is that for instances where the means in the accretion rate distributions for the

families of cubes are higher than the base case, consensus on the scenario subproblems

is harder to obtain. However, this is not surprising, since there is a greater variety of

the values in the scenarios, when the mean (and the standard deviation) is set higher

than the base case. For these instances, it may be beneficial to increase the maximum

number of iterations in the first phase of Algorithm 3.1.

As one could expect, we generally find the highest cost and the largest difference

in the results of the instances with the filling settings III, IV, and VI. These instances

either have a high mean (Filling III) or high standard deviation (Filling VI) or both

(Filling IV).
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Table 3.6.2: Results of method 1 with global and local adjustments

No. Filling Cost Cube Container

instance type Operation Routing Service Facility No. emptied Full(%) No. overfilled Overflow(%) No. emptied Full(%) No. overfilled Overflow(%)

1 I 2098 1226 498 374 226 60.21 0 0.00 4 88.31 0 0.00
6 II 1951 1094 483 374 221 62.80 1 0.15 4 95.70 0 0.02
11 III 9176 4461 2323 2392 1035 54.73 3 0.91 24 95.88 4 5.03
16 IV 9949 4691 2492 2766 1103 54.51 2 9.13 28 85.09 0 1.00
21 V 5904 3058 1646 1200 750 48.75 1 1.31 16 91.49 0 0.14
26 VI 8900 4501 2085 2314 932 44.49 0 0.00 20 97.14 2 24.73

Avg. 6330 3172 1588 1570 711.17 54.25 1.17 1.92 16.00 92.27 1.00 4.96

Table 3.6.3: Results of method 2 with global and local adjustments

No. Filling Cost Cube Container

instance type Operation Routing Service Facility No. emptied Full(%) No. overfilled Overflow(%) No. emptied Full(%) No. overfilled Overflow(%)

1 I 1916 1071 471 374 213 62.72 0 0.00 4 97.98 0 0.00
6 II 1950 1070 506 374 232 59.16 0 0.00 4 94.47 0 0.00
11 III 9480 4481 2346 2653 1041 55.56 2 1.14 26 91.00 1 5.85
16 IV 10089 4617 2593 2879 1157 52.24 3 1.91 30 91.15 3 11.16
21 V 5856 3064 1592 1200 722 50.89 0 0.00 16 93.99 0 0.00
26 VI 8969 4583 2072 2314 927 44.49 1 0.27 20 92.10 1 22.42

Avg. 6377 3148 1597 1632 715.33 54.18 1.00 0.55 16.67 93.45 0.83 6.57

3.6.2.2 Utilization of global adjustment only

In this section, we numerically compare the two methods for adjusting the cost out-

lined in Section 3.4.3.2, when only the global adjustment is applied. The costs are still

adjusted using Equation (3.103) for method 1 and Equation (3.106) for method 2 in Al-

gorithm 3.1, but the scenario-dependent qsv
l for the local adjustment is always set equal

to qv
l . Hence, only the global adjustment affects the cost. The results are reported in

Tables 3.6.4 and 3.6.5 for method 1 and method 2, respectively.

When examining the results in the tables, we again observe that they are generally

quite similar for the two methods. Especially, the numbers of emptied cubes and con-

tainers together with their associated average fill levels in percentage of total capacity

are almost identical. The only key performance measure exhibiting a mayor difference

is the amount of overflowed materials in the cubes, which is significantly higher using

method 1 compared to method 2. In general, method 1 gives the lowest operation cost,

whereas method 2 is best at avoiding overfilled cubes and minimizing the amount of

overflowed materials in both cubes and containers.
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Table 3.6.4: Results of method 1 with global adjustment only

No. Filling Cost Cube Container

instance type Operation Routing Service Facility No. emptied Full(%) No. overfilled Overflow(%) No. emptied Full(%) No. overfilled Overflow(%)

1 I 1916 1071 471 374 213 62.72 0 0.00 4 97.98 0 0.00
6 II 1950 1070 506 374 232 59.16 0 0.00 4 94.47 0 0.00
11 III 9249 4429 2315 2505 1019 56.92 2 1.08 26 92.88 1 19.84
16 IV 9986 4698 2522 2766 1116 54.33 3 6.25 28 90.21 1 0.20
21 V 5925 3206 1632 1087 742 48.47 1 20.41 14 90.79 0 0.00
26 VI 9091 4556 2221 2314 998 40.48 0 0.00 20 87.48 2 5.94

Avg. 6353 3172 1611 1570 720.00 53.68 1.00 4.62 16.00 92.30 0.67 4.33

Table 3.6.5: Results of method 2 with global adjustment only

No. Filling Cost Cube Container

instance type Operation Routing Service Facility No. emptied Full(%) No. overfilled Overflow(%) No. emptied Full(%) No. overfilled Overflow(%)

1 I 1916 1071 471 374 213 62.72 0 0.00 4 97.98 0 0.00
6 II 1950 1070 506 374 232 59.16 0 0.00 4 94.47 0 0.00
11 III 9380 4481 2246 2653 997 57.96 0 0.00 26 91.92 0 0.00
16 IV 9898 4575 2557 2766 1129 53.29 2 1.28 28 93.62 3 11.31
21 V 6054 3204 1650 1200 748 48.28 0 0.00 16 84.75 1 6.76
26 VI 8990 4548 2128 2314 964 42.58 0 0.00 20 84.71 1 6.04

Avg. 6365 3158 1593 1614 713.83 54.00 0.33 0.21 16.00 91.24 0.83 4.02

3.6.2.3 Utilization of local adjustment only

In this section, we numerically compare the two methods for adjusting the cost out-

lined in Section 3.4.3.2, where only the local adjustment is applied. For method 1, the

costs are adjusted using Equation (3.103), when qv
l is set equal to one. For method 2,

the costs are adjusted using Equation (3.106), where qv
l is always set equal to Qs(v−1)

lt

from the previous iteration. In this way, only the local adjustment affects the cost. The

results are reported in Tables 3.6.6 and 3.6.7 for method 1 and method 2, respectively.

When examining the results in the tables, we again observe that the results of the

two methods are fairly similar. However, the numbers of overfilled containers and

especially the associated amount of overflowed materials are significantly lower for

method 2 compared to method 1. Again, method 1 generally shows the lowest cost.

Table 3.6.6: Results of method 1 with local adjustment only

No. Filling Cost Cube Container

instance type Operation Routing Service Facility No. emptied Full(%) No. overfilled Overflow(%) No. emptied Full(%) No. overfilled Overflow(%)

1 I 1853 1009 470 374 216 62.57 0 0.00 4 88.55 0 0.00
6 II 1959 1102 483 374 221 62.82 1 0.15 4 98.18 0 0.00
11 III 9416 4494 2156 2766 960 60.24 1 1.71 28 89.01 2 14.07
16 IV 10302 5032 2391 2879 1061 58.61 3 4.40 30 88.06 0 0.00
21 V 5855 3251 1517 1087 682 53.57 1 3.75 14 92.86 1 6.77
26 VI 8775 4526 1935 2314 860 48.26 1 1.27 20 89.55 1 7.08

Avg. 6360 3236 1492 1632 666.67 57.68 1.17 1.88 16.67 91.03 0.67 4.65
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Table 3.6.7: Results of method 2 with local adjustment only

No. Filling Cost Cube Container

instance type Operation Routing Service Facility No. emptied Full(%) No. overfilled Overflow(%) No. emptied Full(%) No. overfilled Overflow(%)

1 I 1883 1043 466 374 210 63.10 0 0.00 4 90.26 0 0.00
6 II 2189 1066 488 635 222 64.38 0 0.00 6 79.07 0 0.00
11 III 9396 4506 2237 2653 995 57.52 3 0.91 26 89.45 0 0.00
16 IV 10466 4885 2441 3140 1081 56.29 2 2.49 32 80.67 0 0.00
21 V 6003 3220 1583 1200 716 52.00 2 10.61 16 96.41 1 1.38
26 VI 9013 4633 2066 2314 928 44.40 0 0.00 20 87.47 0 0.00

Avg. 6492 3226 1547 1719 692.00 56.28 1.17 2.33 17.33 87.22 0.17 0.23

3.6.2.4 Comments on the first experiments

This section is devoted to analyzing the results in order to find the most promising

strategy. The six strategies are defined as: method 1 with both adjustments, method 1

with global adjustment only, method 1 with local adjustment only, method 2 with both

adjustments, method 2 with global adjustment only, and method 2 with local adjust-

ment only.

When analyzing the results from the three previous subsections, we can not con-

clude that one strategy, i.e., a method with both or only one kind of adjustment, is

superior to the others on all keys performance measures. Furthermore, none of the six

strategies works equally well for all test instances. In general, method 1 shows lower

cost compared to method 2. On average, method 1 with both adjustments shows the

lowest cost. However, method 1 has the largest number of overfilled cubes, and in

two out of three comparisons also the highest amount of overflowed material in the

cubes. In addition, method 1 shows the highest average number of overfilled contain-

ers and associated amount of overflowed material in two out of three comparisons.

Both methods show lower cost when only the global adjustment is applied compared

to when only local adjustment is applied. For method 1, the best performance on the

container measures and the lowest number of overfilled cubes are observed when only

global adjustment is applied, whereas the lowest average amount of overflowed ma-

terial in cubes is observed when only local adjustment is applied. For method 2, the

best performance on the container measures are observed when only local adjustment
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is applied, whereas the best performance on the cube measures is observed when only

global adjustment is applied.

When we weigh the two parameters, cost and overfilled units, we select method 2

with only global adjustment to be the overall most promising strategy. As a conse-

quence, we performed the second computational experiments with method 2 with only

global adjustment applied in Algorithm 3.1. As an alternative strategy, method 2 with

only local adjustment may be a good choice, since the results in Table 3.6.7 show the

lowest number of overfilled containers.

3.6.3 Comparison of results from Chapters 2 and 3

The results of the second experiment are presented in this section. Here, we investi-

gate whether the heuristic presented leads to better solutions for the collection prob-

lem than the ones achieved in Chapter 2. This is done by comparing the results of

several instances with the ones from Chapter 2. This is an interesting comparison, and

as Powell states: “A stochastic look-ahead model should always be compared to the

performance of a deterministic look-ahead model. Just because the underlying prob-

lem is stochastic does not mean that a deterministic look-ahead model will not work”

(Powell, 2014).

With the purpose of comparing the solution method of this chapter to the solu-

tion method of Chapter 2, computational experiments are conducted on 30 instances.

Notice, that the two programs containing the solution methods have been run on the

same computer and the results are therefore fully comparable. To specify, the solution

method of this chapter is method 2 with only global adjustment applied, and the so-

lution method of Chapter 2 is the Multi-period policy without sensor and information

systems available (MN).

The results are summarized in Table 3.6.8. The key performance measures used

in the analysis, Cost, Cube, and Container, group the results for glass and paper. The
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columns Cost Operation contain the total operations costs. The columns Cube and Con-

tainer report the number of units that are overfilled (column No. overfilled) and the av-

erage amount of overflowed materials in percentage of total capacity (column Over-

flow(%)). The columns Run Time contain the run time of the algorithms in minutes.

The last column Cost Diff contains the difference between the operations cost of the

two solution methods, i.e., the values of the third column minus the values of the

eighth column. Note that positive values indicate that the algorithm of Chapter 3 per-

forms better on the cost measure than the one in Chapter 2. For each filling settings

the last row reports the average values of the different measures over the instances.

Notice, that blank areas in the table correspond to zero.

In Table 3.6.8, we observe that the highest costs and number of overfilled units are

observed for instances with Filling III-VI regardless of the solution method applied.

Furthermore, the longest run times are also observed for these instances. Considering

the operations cost, the solution method of Chapter 3 generally gives the lowest costs.

However, at the same time the solution method of Chapter 3 tends to give the highest

average number of overfilled units. Furthermore, the amount of overflowed material

in the containers is unacceptably high for the solution method of Chapter 3. The solu-

tion method of Chapter 2 is superior in terms of run time for all instances. However,

this is not surprising since the VNS algorithm used for improvement of the collection

plan is applied each day in the solution method of Chapters 2 and 3, but in the solu-

tion method of Chapter 3, it is also applied for each scenario in an iteration process.

For these instances, we can therefore conclude that the statement of Powell (2014) is

correct: the deterministic solution method of Chapter 2 works even though the under-

lying problem is stochastic and shows better performance compared to the current so-

lution method of Chapter 3. It is, however, worth noticing that for some instances both

solution methods show no overfilled cubes and containers, but the solution method
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of Chapter 3 gives the lowest average cost. This implies that the solution method of

Chapter 3 still has a potential for successfully solving the collection problem.

Table 3.6.8: Results of the solution methods of Chapters 2 and 3

Chapter 2 Chapter 3

No. Filling Cost Cube Container Run Cost Cube Container Run Cost

instance type Operation No. overfilled Overflow(%) No. overfilled Overflow(%) Time Operation No. overfilled Overflow(%) No. overfilled Overflow(%) Time Diff

1 I 1904 128 1916 447 -12
2 I 1789 1 2.70 74 1744 217 45
3 I 1907 57 1725 389 182
4 I 1718 81 1710 335 8
5 I 1964 97 1761 1 5.72 249 203

Avg. 1856.4 0.2 0.54 87.4 1771.2 0.2 1.14 327.4 85.2

6 II 2039 108 1950 590 89
7 II 2012 1 1.36 125 1999 735 13
8 II 2035 118 1997 767 38
9 II 2024 85 1940 1 2.05 717 84

10 II 2075 86 2075 1 0.59 632 0

Avg. 2037.0 0.2 0.27 104.4 1992.2 0.4 0.53 688.0 44.8

11 III 9797 238 9380 1893 417
12 III 8572 263 8754 2 0.25 1930 -182
13 III 9829 2 2.95 255 9724 2 4.78 1969 105
14 III 10277 254 9504 2 4.39 2025 773
15 III 10189 1 0.21 248 9542 2 0.71 3 2.73 1848 647

Avg. 9732.8 0.6 0.63 251.6 9380.8 0.4 0.14 1.8 2.43 1933.2 352.0

16 IV 10378 266 9898 2 1.28 3 4.71 2225 480
17 IV 10237 1 1.88 273 9811 2 2.47 2211 426
18 IV 10230 263 10532 3 3.13 2284 -302
19 IV 9711 260 9574 1 0.68 3 4.16 2113 137
20 IV 9906 3 1.54 1 0.46 258 9877 1 1.65 1 5.58 2080 29

Avg. 10092.4 0.8 0.68 0.2 0.09 264.0 9938.4 1.4 1.35 1.8 3.38 2182.6 154.0

21 V 5985 245 6054 1 2.82 1873 -69
22 V 6582 1 1.49 252 6572 3 5.05 1937 10
23 V 5802 1 2.67 239 5790 1 2.42 1749 12
24 V 5926 1 1.47 249 5904 2 1.62 2 5.13 1930 22
25 V 5928 1 0.96 250 5705 2 3.17 1933 223

Avg. 6044.6 0.8 1.32 247.0 6005.0 1.0 1.44 1.2 2.60 1884.2 39.6

26 VI 10141 235 8990 1 2.52 1984 1151
27 VI 8619 253 8010 1 0.44 1922 609
28 VI 9822 250 8772 1 0.59 1 5.27 2135 1050
29 VI 10065 2 4.17 252 8517 2 11.97 3 6.11 2099 1548
30 VI 10120 2 1.98 254 8562 2 7.01 3 7.61 1956 1558

Avg. 9753.4 0.8 1.23 248.8 8570.2 1.2 4.00 1.6 4.30 2019.3 1183.2

We conjecture that the rounding policy in Algorithm 3.3, which is launched if con-

sensus is not obtained in the first phase of Algorithm 3.1, could cause the high num-

ber of overfillings, since the policy does not consider the current fill level in cubes or

containers when modifying the reference points. As an attempt to prevent overfilled

cubes, we have tested an alternative round-up policy in Algorithm 3.3. The round-up

policy works as follows: for all locations, with reference points larger than zero, we

modify their reference points to one, i.e., these locations now have θ̄lt = 1 and will

therefore be included in the route at day t. This could prevent penalty costs for cubes

since there is no earlier day for emptying them. However, the number of overfilled
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containers and the related amount of overflowed material increase. The conclusion is

therefore that this is a poor policy compared to the current policy, since it also increases

costs. On this note, a higher value of vmax, i.e., the maximum number of iterations in

the first phase of Algorithm 3.1, may decrease the number of times Algorithm 3.3 is

launched and thereby also decrease the number of overfillings.

3.7 Direction for future experiments and research

Beside the experiments performed and analyzed in Section 3.6, there are several ad-

ditional matters that would be interesting to investigate. Due to time limitations, this

has not been possible. Instead, we discuss some ideas in this section. The first direc-

tion for future experiments is to identify a more advantageous policy to be applied in

Algorithm 3.3 in an attempt to decrease the number of overfilled cubes and containers.

We outline some of the alternative policies that could replace the current one in Algo-

rithm 3.3. We start by presenting policies that consider the current fill level in cubes or

containers when modifying the reference points.

A policy for the locations where consensus has not yet been obtained could be de-

fined as follows. The locations with the expected highest fill level in the cubes are

assigned to day t as long as the available capacities in the containers allow it. For the

remaining locations, if any, we set θ̄lt = 0. The locations could also be prioritized ac-

cording to the largest uncertainty, i.e., highest standard deviation or according to the

highest value of the reference point. In the same way, we could add an extra require-

ment to the rounding policy, which states that locations with θ̄lt ≥ 0.5 are only assigned

to day t if we expect that the containers will not be overfilled. In the rounding policy,

the threshold that determines when the reference point of a location is modified, which

currently is set to 0.5, could also be further tuned. Notice that checking for overfilled

containers is not part of the current policy, but we could make more use of the fact that
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we have full knowledge about the current fill level in the containers at the beginning

of day t and also have the possibility to get empty containers before the route of day t

is executed.

Another possible policy could be a low cost policy, where we consider the expected

cost of assigning a location to day t and compare it to the expected cost of assigning the

location to another day in the planning period. If there is no (or only an insignificant)

difference in costs for assigning the location to another day than day t, we set θ̄lt = 0.

Currently, only the locations where consensus has not yet been obtained are considered

in Algorithm 3.3. In case only some of these locations can be assigned to day t without

penalty cost for containers being added, we could apply a policy that may allow the

locations already assigned to day t to change assignment status as well, e.g., according

to cost, fill level or a combination of the two.

In further experiments, there is a multitude of parameters that could be tuned, such

as the values of parameters in the cost adjusting methods: clow, chigh, c f ar, cnear, and τ.

Currently, the values are adopted from previous research. Further tuning of the value

of vmax could also be relevant.

The computational experiments are conducted on instances with 50 locations and

a time horizon of 30 days. However, further experiments could be done on a larger

number of instances. From Chapter 1 we have an instance based on a real application

with 211 locations and a time horizon of 365 days, and from Chapter 2 we have 480

instances with 50–211 locations and a time horizon of 30–365 days with different filling

settings (we used 30 out of the 480 in this chapter).

Furthermore, it could be interesting to investigate the impact of different values

of the threshold β on the solutions for instances with Filling II–VI. Even though the

conclusion of Chapter 1 gives that β = 0 is a good choice, it could be interesting to

investigate if that is also the case when we have other filling settings, e.g., Filling VI

where the mean and standard deviation in the accretion rate distributions for glass are
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high whereas they are normal for paper. One could expect that the larger the difference

between the filling settings of the different material types at a location, the more bene-

ficial it could be to have a non-zero threshold β. One example could be if the cubes for

paper only need emptying every second time that the cubes for glass are emptied.

Another direction for future research is to investigate variations of the progressive

hedging-based heuristic. One variation could be to make the start solution for the

forthcoming planning period scenario-dependent or simply include all locations in the

forthcoming planning period.

In the current setup, we assume no correlation between families of cubes at a loca-

tion and between locations in general. Applications where the locations and/or fami-

lies of cubes are dependent in a certain way could be investigated, since in real world

applications families/locations are probably not totally independent, e.g., a geographic

dependency could be realistic. The non-trivial correlation matrix will then be included

in the generation of the scenario trees and thereby impact the generated values in the

trees. While on the subject of the generation of scenario trees, we are currently us-

ing the Moment Matching method by Michal Kaut to generate the scenario trees, but

alternative methods exist, e.g., the Copula-based method for generating scenarios for

two-stage stochastic programs (Kaut, 2014). For now, the scenarios only represent the

stochastic quantities of material deposited on days t′ ≥ t, i.e., ∑i∈G(l) rs
it′ and ∑i∈P(l) rs

it′

for all l ∈ L and t′ ∈ PP . However, since we also have imperfect information about

the quantities of material deposited in the families of the cubes previously (in the ab-

sence of sensor and information systems), it may be beneficial to expand the scenario

tree, such that it represents the past as well. This could be done by also generating

scenario values from the day of the latest visit to a given location and until day t and

then combine it with our current scenario tree. Then it could be investigated if this

expanded scenario tree models the problem in a better way.
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3.8 Conclusion

We addressed the same collection problem as in Chapters 1 and 2, where a multi-

compartment vehicle is used for the daily collection of several types of recyclable ma-

terials. The focus of this chapter was on the stochastic element of the collection prob-

lem. As in Chapter 2, we proposed a two-stage stochastic programming formulation

for the daily planning problem, where the objective is to obtain a collection plan that

minimizes the sum of the total collection cost and the total expected penalty cost. The

stochastic elements in the formulation are represented by scenarios, which we generate

by the Moment Matching method introduced by Kaut and Wallace (2007). Based on

the existing tools for the in-sample and out-of-sample stability tests of the scenarios,

we discussed and introduced a testing approach, which to the best of our knowledge

has not been presented in prior literature.

We proposed a heuristic framework inspired by the PHA by Rockafellar and Wets

(1991) to solve the problem. In the heuristic, we decompose the problem by sce-

narios and solve each scenario-dependent subproblem with the VNS algorithm in-

troduced in the previous chapters. Once this algorithm has been executed for each

scenario-dependent subproblem, we have obtained a collection plan for each subprob-

lem. However, we may have a different solution for each of the subproblems. We

therefore apply the PHA to achieve one unique collection plan, such that it is possible

to implement the plan on the current day. The PHA gradually guides the solutions of

the scenario-dependent subproblems to agree on an implementable plan for the cur-

rent day by resolving the subproblems with adjusted costs until consensus is obtained.

We compared different strategies to gradually adjust the costs to obtain consensus. We

found that a method where the current cost for a location is adjusted, i.e., increased or

decreased, with a certain ratio compared to the previous cost showed to be the most

promising. The cost adjustment was done globally, which means that the modifica-

tion to the cost for a certain location is done for all scenario-dependent subproblems in
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the attempt to favor what appears as the current trend among the scenario-dependent

solutions.

We have investigated the performance of the solution method of this chapter and

compared it to the one from Chapter 2. The investigation showed that the determinis-

tic solution method of Chapter 2 works well for the stochastic problem. In particular,

the solution method of Chapter 2 showed superiority in terms of number of overfilled

containers and the quantities of the related overflowed material. However, the investi-

gation also showed a potential for the solution method of Chapter 3, since it produced

the lowest operations cost on instances where both solution methods had avoided

overfilled cubes and containers. Further experiments with more advanced policies

for obtaining consensus after the iteration process of the PHA in the algorithm, can

show if it is possible to decrease the number of overfilled units in the solution method

of Chapter 3, and thereby make it competitive when compared to the solution method

of Chapter 2.
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Appendix

3.A Model Complete

In the following, we present a model which we name Model Complete. The objective

function as well as the constraints are split into the activities related to day t and the

activities planned for the other days in the planning period. The model may look like

an unreasonably larger model; however, it clearly shows which variables/parameters

are known, estimated, or dependent on scenarios. The Model Complete is formulated

as follows:

min ∑
i∈W

∑
j∈W ,j<i

cijyijt + ∑
s∈S

∑
i∈W

∑
j∈W ,j<i

∑
t′∈PP\{t}

pscijys
ijt′

+ ∑
l∈L

wl(g)ζ̂lt(g) + ∑
s∈S

∑
l∈L

∑
t′∈PP\{t}

pswl(g)ζ̂lt′(g)
s

+ ∑
l∈L

wl(p)ζ̂lt(p) + ∑
s∈S

∑
l∈L

∑
t′∈PP\{t}

pswl(p)ζ̂lt′(p)
s

+ ∑
l∈L

ρl(g)
(

∑
i∈G(l)

ẑit
)
+ ∑

s∈S
∑
l∈L

∑
t′∈PP\{t}

psρl(g)
(

∑
i∈G(l)

ẑs
it′
)

+ ∑
l∈L

ρl(p)
(

∑
i∈P(l)

ẑit
)
+ ∑

s∈S
∑
l∈L

∑
t′∈PP\{t}

psρl(p)
(

∑
i∈P(l)

ẑs
it′
)
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+ 1
2(k(g) + w(g))ηt(g) + 1

2(k(g) + w(g)) ∑
s∈S

∑
t′∈PP\{t}

psηt′(g)
s

+ (k(p) + w(p))ηt(p) + (k(p) + w(p)) ∑
s∈S

∑
t′∈PP\{t}

psηt′(p)
s

+ ρ(g)δ̂t(g) + ρ(g) ∑
s∈S

∑
t′∈PP\{t}

psδ̂t′(g)
s

+ ρ(p)δ̂t(p) + ρ(p) ∑
s∈S

∑
t′∈PP\{t}

psδ̂t′(p)
s

s.t.: ∑
i∈G(l)

F̂it − ∑
i∈G(l)

ẑit ≤ ∑
i∈G(l)

Ui ∀l ∈ L (3.111)

∑
i∈G(l)

x̂it ≤ ∑
i∈G(l)

F̂it ∀l ∈ L (3.112)

∑
i∈G(l)

x̂it ≥ (1− ζ̂lt(g))(− ∑
i∈G(l)

Ui − ∑
i∈G(l)

ẑit) + ∑
i∈G(l)

F̂it ∀l ∈ L (3.113)

∑
i∈G(l)

x̂it ≤ ( ∑
i∈G(l)

Ui + ∑
i∈G(l)

ẑit)ζ̂lt(g) ∀l ∈ L (3.114)

∑
i∈G(l)

x̂it ≥ ( β
100 ∑

i∈G(l)
Ui)ζ̂lt(g) ∀l ∈ L (3.115)

∑
i∈G(l)

F̂s
it′ = ∑

i∈G(l)
F̂i(t′−1) −∑

i∈G(l)
x̂i(t′−1) + ∑

i∈G(l)
rs

i(t′−1) t′ = t + 1, ∀l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.116)

∑
i∈G(l)

F̂s
it′ = ∑

i∈G(l)
F̂s

i(t′−1) −∑
i∈G(l)

x̂s
i(t′−1) + ∑

i∈G(l)
rs

i(t′−1) ∀t′ ∈ PP , t′ > t + 1, l ∈ L, s ∈ S

(3.117)

∑
i∈G(l)

F̂s
it′ − ∑

i∈G(l)
ẑs

it′ ≤ ∑
i∈G(l)

Ui ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.118)

∑
i∈G(l)

x̂s
it′ ≤ ∑

i∈G(l)
F̂s

it′ ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.119)

∑
i∈G(l)

x̂s
it′ ≥ (1− ζ̂lt′(g)

s)(−∑
i∈G(l)

Ui −∑
i∈G(l)

ẑs
it′) + ∑

i∈G(l)
F̂s

it′ ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, l ∈ L, s ∈ S

(3.120)

∑
i∈G(l)

x̂s
it′ ≤ ( ∑

i∈G(l)
Ui + ∑

i∈G(l)
ẑs

it′)ζ̂lt′(g)
s ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.121)
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∑
i∈G(l)

x̂s
it′ ≥ ( β

100 ∑
i∈G(l)

Ui)ζ̂lt′(g)
s ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.122)

∑
i∈P(l)

F̂it − ∑
i∈P(l)

ẑit ≤ ∑
i∈P(l)

Ui ∀l ∈ L (3.123)

∑
i∈P(l)

x̂it ≤ ∑
i∈P(l)

F̂it ∀l ∈ L (3.124)

∑
i∈P(l)

x̂it ≥ (1− ζ̂lt(p))(− ∑
i∈P(l)

Ui − ∑
i∈P(l)

ẑit) + ∑
i∈P(l)

F̂it ∀l ∈ L (3.125)

∑
i∈P(l)

x̂it ≤ ( ∑
i∈P(l)

Ui + ∑
i∈P(l)

ẑit)ζ̂lt(p) ∀l ∈ L (3.126)

∑
i∈P(l)

x̂it ≥ ( β
100 ∑

i∈P(l)
Ui)ζ̂lt(p) ∀l ∈ L (3.127)

∑
i∈P(l)

F̂s
it′ = ∑

i∈P(l)
F̂i(t′−1) −∑

i∈P(l)
x̂i(t′−1) + ∑

i∈P(l)
rs

i(t′−1) t′ = t + 1, ∀l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.128)

∑
i∈P(l)

F̂s
it′ = ∑

i∈P(l)
F̂s

i(t′−1) −∑
i∈P(l)

x̂s
i(t′−1) + ∑

i∈P(l)
rs

i(t′−1) ∀t′ ∈ PP , t′ > t + 1, l ∈ L, s ∈ S

(3.129)

∑
i∈P(l)

F̂s
it′ − ∑

i∈P(l)
ẑs

it′ ≤ ∑
i∈P(l)

Ui ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.130)

∑
i∈P(l)

x̂s
it′ ≤ ∑

i∈P(l)
F̂s

it′ ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.131)

∑
i∈P(l)

x̂s
it′ ≥ (1− ζ̂lt′(p)

s)(−∑
i∈P(l)

Ui −∑
i∈P(l)

ẑs
it′) + ∑

i∈P(l)
F̂s

it′ ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, l ∈ L, s ∈ S

(3.132)

∑
i∈P(l)

x̂s
it′ ≤ ( ∑

i∈P(l)
Ui + ∑

i∈P(l)
ẑs

it′)ζ̂lt′(p)
s ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.133)

∑
i∈P(l)

x̂s
it′ ≥ ( β

100 ∑
i∈P(l)

Ui)ζ̂lt′(p)
s ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.134)

θlt ≥ ζ̂lt(g) ∀l ∈ L (3.135)

θs
lt′ ≥ ζ̂lt′(g)

s ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.136)

θlt ≥ ζ̂lt(p) ∀l ∈ L (3.137)
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θs
lt′ ≥ ζ̂lt′(p)

s ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.138)

Ct(g) ≥ Cηt(g) (3.139)

Ct(g) ≤ C (3.140)

Ct(g) ≥
(

C(t−1)(g)−∑
i∈G

xi(t−1)

)
(1− ηt(g)) (3.141)

Ct(g) ≤ (Cηt(g)) +
(

C(t−1)(g)−∑
i∈G

xi(t−1)

)
(3.142)

∑
i∈G

x̂it − δ̂t(g) ≤ Ct(g)θ0t (3.143)

Ĉt′(g)
s ≥ Cηt′(g)

s ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, s ∈ S (3.144)

Ĉt′(g)
s ≤ C ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, s ∈ S (3.145)

Ĉt′(g)
s ≥

(
C(t′−1)(g)−∑

i∈G
x̂i(t′−1)

)
(1− ηt′(g)

s) t′ = t + 1, ∀s ∈ S (3.146)

Ĉt′(g)
s ≤ (Cηt′(g)

s) +
(

C(t′−1)(g)−∑
i∈G

x̂i(t′−1)

)
t′ = t + 1, ∀s ∈ S (3.147)

Ĉt′(g)
s ≥

(
C(t′−1)(g)

s −∑
i∈G

x̂s
i(t′−1)

)
(1− ηt′(g)

s) ∀t′ ∈ PP , t′ > t + 1, s ∈ S

(3.148)

Ĉt′(g)
s ≤ (Cηt′(g)

s) +
(

C(t′−1)(g)
s −∑

i∈G
x̂s

i(t′−1)

)
∀t′ ∈ PP , t′ > t + 1, s ∈ S

(3.149)

∑
i∈G

x̂s
it′ − δ̂t′(g)

s ≤ Ĉt′(g)
sθs

0t′ ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, s ∈ S (3.150)

Ct(ṗ) ≥ 2Cηt(p) (3.151)

Ct(ṗ) ≤ 2C (3.152)

Ct(ṗ) ≥
(

C(t−1)(ṗ)− ∑
i∈P

xi(t−1)

)
(1− ηt(p)) (3.153)

Ct(ṗ) ≤ (2Cηt(p)) +
(

C(t−1)(ṗ)− ∑
i∈P

xi(t−1)

)
(3.154)

∑
i∈P

x̂it − δ̂t(p) ≤ Cθ0t (3.155)
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∑
i∈P

x̂it − δ̂t(p) ≤ Ct(ṗ)θ0t (3.156)

Ĉt′(ṗ)
s ≥

(
C(t−1)(ṗ)− ∑

i∈P
x̂i(t′−1)

)
(1− ηt′(p)

s) t′ = t + 1∀s ∈ S (3.157)

Ĉt′(ṗ)
s ≤ 2Cηt(p)s +

(
C(t′−1)(ṗ)− ∑

i∈P
x̂i(t′−1)

)
t′ = t + 1∀s ∈ S (3.158)

Ĉt′(ṗ)
s ≥

(
C(t−1)(ṗ)−∑

i∈P
x̂s

i(t′−1)

)
(1− ηt′(p)

s) ∀t′ ∈ PP , t′ > t + 1, s ∈ S

(3.159)

Ĉt′(ṗ)
s ≤ 2Cηt(p)s +

(
C(t′−1)(ṗ)−∑

i∈P
x̂s

i(t′−1)

)
∀t′ ∈ PP , t′ > t + 1, s ∈ S

(3.160)

Ĉt′(ṗ)
s ≥ 2Cηt′(p)

s ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, s ∈ S (3.161)

Ĉt′(ṗ)
s ≤ 2C ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, s ∈ S (3.162)

∑
i∈P

x̂s
it′ − δ̂t′(p)

s ≤ Cθs
0t′ ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, s ∈ S (3.163)

∑
i∈P

x̂s
it′ − δ̂t′(p)

s ≤ Ĉt′(ṗ)
sθs

0t′ ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, s ∈ S (3.164)

∑
j∈W ,j<i

yijt + ∑
j∈W ,j>i

yjit = 2θit ∀i ∈ W (3.165)

∑
i∈B

∑
j∈B,j<i

yijt ≤ ∑
i∈B

θit − θbt ∀B ⊆ W , b ∈ B (3.166)

∑
j∈W ,j<i

ys
ijt′ + ∑

j∈W ,j>i
ys

jit′ = 2θs
it′ ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, i ∈ W , s ∈ S (3.167)

∑
i∈B

∑
j∈B,j<i

ys
ijt′ ≤ ∑

i∈B
θs

it′ − θs
bt′ ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t},B ⊆ W , b ∈ B, s ∈ S (3.168)

F̂it ≥ 0, ẑit ≥ 0, x̂it ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ G(l), i ∈ P(l) (3.169)

F̂s
it′ ≥ 0, ẑs

it′ ≥ 0, x̂s
it′ ≥ 0 ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, i ∈ G(l), i ∈ P(l), s ∈ S (3.170)

rs
it′ ≥ 0 ∀t′ ∈ PP , i ∈ G(l), i ∈ P(l), s ∈ S (3.171)

δ̂t(g) ≥ 0, δ̂t(p) ≥ 0 (3.172)

δ̂t′(g)
s ≥ 0, δ̂t′(p)

s ≥ 0 ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, s ∈ S (3.173)
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Ct(g) ≥ 0, Ct(ṗ) ≥ 0 (3.174)

Ĉt′(g)
s ≥ 0, Ĉt′(ṗ)

s ≥ 0 ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, s ∈ S (3.175)

ηt(g) ∈ {0, 1}, ηt(p) ∈ {0, 1} (3.176)

ηt′(g)
s ∈ {0, 1}, ηt′(p)

s ∈ {0, 1} ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, s ∈ S (3.177)

θit ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ W (3.178)

θs
it′ ∈ {0, 1} ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, i ∈ W , s ∈ S (3.179)

ζ̂lt(g) ∈ {0, 1} ∀l ∈ L (3.180)

ζ̂lt′(g)
s ∈ {0, 1} ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.181)

ζ̂lt(p) ∈ {0, 1} ∀l ∈ L (3.182)

ζ̂lt′(p)
s ∈ {0, 1} ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.183)

yijt ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ W , j ∈ W , j < i (3.184)

yi0t ∈ {0, 1, 2} ∀i ∈ W , j ∈ W , j < i (3.185)

ys
ijt′ ∈ {0, 1} ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, i ∈ W , j ∈ W , j < i, s ∈ S (3.186)

ys
i0t′ ∈ {0, 1, 2} ∀t′ ∈ PP\{t}, i ∈ W , s ∈ S (3.187)

The objective function defines the minimization of: routing between locations, ser-

vice and penalty cost for the families of cubes, transportation to the treatment facilities,

and service and penalty cost for containers. It is split into the activities related to day t

and the activities planned for the other days in the planning period like the objective

function from Section 3.3.3.

Constraints (3.111)–(3.115) correspond to Equations (3.4)–(3.8) for the family of cubes

for glass on day t. Notice that the estimated quantity of glass in the families of cubes

at a location on day t is not scenario-dependent. Constraints (3.118)–(3.122) have the

same function as (3.111)–(3.115) for day t′ > t and for each scenario. Constraints (3.116)

and (3.117) correspond to Equations (3.2) for the fill levels in the families of cubes for

glass on day t + 1 and day t′ > t + 1, respectively. Constraints (3.123)-(3.134) concern
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the families of cubes for paper and correspond to constraints (3.111)-(3.122). The fol-

lowing constraints (3.135)-(3.136) and (3.137)-(3.138) ensure that we can only plan to

empty the families of cubes for glass or paper if the associated location is visited as

stated in (3.1).

Constraints (3.139)–(3.142), (3.144)–(3.147), and (3.144)–(3.145) together with (3.148)–

(3.149) correspond to Equations (3.11)–(3.14) and control the capacity available in the

container for glass on day t, day t + 1, and day t′ > t + 1, respectively. Notice that per-

fect information about the total quantity of collected glass on day t− 1 together with

the information regarding the capacity available in the container for glass on day t− 1

eliminates the uncertainty about the capacity available in the container on day t when

the value of the decision variable ηt(g) is chosen. Constraints (3.143) and (3.150) cor-

respond to Expressions (3.16) for the capacity constraints related to the container for

glass of the vehicle on day t and day t′ > t, respectively. The following constraints,

(3.151)-(3.164), are related to the containers for paper and they have the same function

as (3.139)-(3.150).

Constraints (3.165)-(3.166) and (3.167)-(3.168) are the degree constraints and sub-

tour elimination constraints for the route on day t and day t′ > t, respectively. Con-

straints (3.169)–(3.187) enforce the integrality and/or non-negativity conditions on the

variables.

3.B Model Compact

In the following, we present a model which we name Model Compact. This model has

more constraints and variables than Model Complete from Appendix 3.A, but solves

the same daily problem. In this model, no distinction is made between the activities

for the days in the planning period. However, the model includes constraints that

ensure that decisions for day t are not tailored to each scenario. Compared to Model
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Complete, it is less clear which variables and parameters that are known, estimated, or

dependent of scenarios, since each variable is denoted with a superscript s and some

parameters are denoted with a “hat”, even though the value of it is known at the time

of planning, e.g., ∑i∈G(l) x̂s
i(t−1). Moreover, the constraints are compressed and not

linearized in this model. However, Model Compact gives a general and brief overview

of the collection problem. The Model Compact is formulated as follows:

min ∑
s∈S

∑
i∈W

∑
j∈W ,j<i

∑
t′∈PP

pscijys
ijt′

+ ∑
s∈S

∑
l∈L

∑
t′∈PP

pswl(g)ζ̂lt′(g)
s + ∑

s∈S
∑
l∈L

∑
t′∈PP

pswl(p)ζ̂lt′(p)
s

+ ∑
s∈S

∑
l∈L

∑
t′∈PP

psρl(g)
(

∑
i∈G(l)

ẑs
it′
)
+ ∑

s∈S
∑
l∈L

∑
t′∈PP

psρl(p)
(

∑
i∈P(l)

ẑs
it′
)

+ 1
2(k(g) + w(g)) ∑

s∈S
∑

t′∈PP
psηt′(g)

s + ρ(g) ∑
s∈S

∑
t′∈PP

psδ̂t′(g)
s

+ (k(p) + w(p)) ∑
s∈S

∑
t′∈PP

psηt′(p)
s + ρ(p) ∑

s∈S
∑

t′∈PP
psδ̂t′(p)

s

s.t.: ∑
i∈G(l)

F̂s
it′ = ∑

i∈G(l)
F̂s

i(t′−1) −∑
i∈G(l)

x̂s
i(t′−1) + ∑

i∈G(l)
rs

i(t′−1) ∀l ∈ L, t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S (3.188)

∑
i∈G(l)

F̂s
it′ − ∑

i∈G(l)
ẑs

it′ ≤ ∑
i∈G(l)

Ui ∀l ∈ L, t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S (3.189)

∑
i∈G(l)

x̂s
it′ = ∑

i∈G(l)
F̂s

it′ ζ̂lt′(g)
s ∀l ∈ L, t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S (3.190)

∑
i∈G(l)

x̂s
it′ ≥ ( β

100 ∑
i∈G(l)

Ui)ζ̂lt′(g)
s ∀l ∈ L, t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S (3.191)

∑
i∈P(l)

F̂s
it′ = ∑

i∈P(l)
F̂s

i(t′−1) −∑
i∈P(l)

x̂s
i(t′−1) + ∑

i∈P(l)
rs

i(t′−1) ∀l ∈ L, t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S (3.192)

∑
i∈P(l)

F̂s
it′ − ∑

i∈P(l)
ẑs

it′ ≤ ∑
i∈P(l)

Ui ∀l ∈ L, t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S (3.193)

∑
i∈P(l)

x̂s
it′ = ∑

i∈P(l)
F̂s

it′ ζ̂lt′(p)
s ∀l ∈ L, t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S (3.194)

∑
i∈P(l)

x̂s
it′ ≥ ( β

100 ∑
i∈P(l)

Ui)ζ̂lt′(p)
s ∀l ∈ L, t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S (3.195)
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θs
lt′ ≥ ζ̂lt′(g)

s ∀l ∈ L, t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S (3.196)

θs
lt′ ≥ ζ̂lt′(p)

s ∀l ∈ L, t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S (3.197)

ζ̂lt(g)
s = ζ̂lt(g)

q ∀s, q ∈ S , l ∈ L (3.198)

ζ̂lt(p)
s = ζ̂lt(p)

q ∀s, q ∈ S , l ∈ L (3.199)

θs
lt = θ

q
lt ∀s, q ∈ S , l ∈ L (3.200)

Ĉt′(g)
s =

(
Ĉ(t′−1)(g)

s −∑
i∈G

x̂s
i(t′−1)

)
(1− ηt′(g)

s) + Cηt′(g)
s ∀t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S

(3.201)

∑
i∈G

x̂s
it′ − δ̂t′(g)

s ≤ Ĉt′(g)
sθs

0t′ ∀t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S (3.202)

ηt(g)s = ηt(g)q t ∈ PP , ∀s, q ∈ S (3.203)

Ĉt′(ṗ)
s =

(
Ĉ(t′−1)(ṗ)

s −∑
i∈P

x̂s
i(t′−1)

)
(1− ηt′(p)

s) + 2Cηt′(p)
s ∀t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S

(3.204)

∑
i∈P

x̂s
it′ − δ̂t′(p)

s ≤ min{C, Ĉt′(ṗ)
s}θs

0t′ ∀t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S (3.205)

ηt(p)s = ηt(p)q ∀s ∈ S (3.206)

∑
j∈W ,j<i

ys
ijt′ + ∑

j∈W ,j>i
ys

jit′ = 2θs
it′ ∀i ∈ W , t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S (3.207)

∑
i∈B

∑
j∈B,j<i

ys
ijt′ ≤ ∑

i∈B
θs

it′ − θs
bt′ ∀B ⊆ W , b ∈ B, t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S (3.208)

ys
ijt = yq

ijt ∀s, q ∈ S , i ∈ W , j ∈ W , j < i (3.209)

F̂s
it′ ≥ 0, ẑs

it′ ≥ 0, x̂s
it′ ≥ 0, rs

it′ ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ G(l), i ∈ P(l), t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S (3.210)

δ̂t′(g)
s ≥ 0, δ̂t′(p)

s ≥ 0 ∀t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S (3.211)

Ĉt′(g)
s ≥ 0, Ĉt′(ṗ)

s ≥ 0 ∀t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S (3.212)

ηt′(g)
s ∈ {0, 1}, ηt′(p)

s ∈ {0, 1} ∀t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S (3.213)

ζ̂lt′(g)
s ∈ {0, 1}, ζ̂lt′(p)

s ∈ {0, 1} ∀t′ ∈ PP , l ∈ L, s ∈ S (3.214)
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ys
ijt′ ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ W , j ∈ W , j < i, t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S (3.215)

ys
i0t′ ∈ {0, 1, 2}, θs

it′ ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ W , t′ ∈ PP , s ∈ S (3.216)

The objective function defines the minimization of routing, service, transporta-

tion, and penalty cost. Constraints (3.188)–(3.191) concern the family of cubes for

glass and correspond to constraints (3.111)–(3.122) of Model Complete. The follow-

ing constraints (3.192)–(3.195) concern the family of cubes for paper and correspond

to constraints (3.123)–(3.134) of Model Complete. Constraints (3.196)–(3.197) ensure

that cubes can only be emptied if the location in question is visited and correspond

to constraints (3.135)–(3.138) of Model Complete. Constraints (3.201)–(3.202) concern

the containers for glass and correspond to constraints (3.139)–(3.150) of Model Com-

plete. Constraints (3.204)–(3.205) concern the containers for paper and correspond

to constraints (3.151)–(3.164) of Model Complete. Constraints (3.207)-(3.208) concern

the routing and correspond to constraints (3.165)–(3.168) of Model Complete. Con-

straints (3.198)–(3.199), (3.200), (3.203) plus (3.206), and (3.209) ensure that emptying,

visiting, transportation, and routing decisions, respectively, for day t are not tailored

to each scenario. Finally, constraints (3.210)–(3.216) enforce the integrality and/or

non-negativity conditions on the variables.

3.C Results of the out-of-sample test

The results of the out-of-sample test is displayed in Table 3.C.1. The objective function

values from the out-of-sample stability test with the benchmark tree are shown in the

first ten columns. The average and standard deviation of the objective function values

are shown in the last two columns. We observe that the objective function values are

the same in each row for the ten tests in Table 3.C.1. In other words, the model is

declared out-of-sample stable.
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Table 3.C.1: Results of the out-of-sample test

The objective function values f (x� | x0 = x0
i , T�) with the root solutions:

x0
1 x0

2 x0
3 x0

4 x0
5 x0

6 x0
7 x0

8 x0
9 x0

10 Average Std. dev.

Container 1
3 full 585.699 585.699 585.699 585.699 585.699 585.699 585.699 585.699 585.699 585.699 585.699 0

Container 1
2 full 614.879 614.879 614.879 614.879 614.879 614.879 614.879 614.879 614.879 614.879 614.879 0

Container 2
3 full 642.086 642.086 642.086 642.086 642.086 642.086 642.086 642.086 642.086 642.086 642.086 0

3.D A pseudo for Algorithm 3.3

For clarity, a pseudo for Algorithm 3.3 is outlined in the following.

Algorithm 3.3: Fix reference points θ̄v
lt

Data: θ̄v
lt

For all locations in the k-period;
if θ̄v

lt 6= 0 and θ̄v
lt 6= 1 then

if θ̄v
lt < 0.5 then
θ̄v

lt = 0;
else

θ̄v
lt = 1;

end
end
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Chapter 4

Collection of Recyclable Materials

History: This chapter has been published in ORbit 28, page 8–13, 2017. The original layout
of the article is maintained in this chapter.
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Department of Economics and Business Economics,

Aarhus University, Denmark

Abstract

We convey the key points from the first and second chapter in a plain language

and with graphic illustrations. The focus is on the idea behind the solution meth-

ods and the main conclusions rather than on heavy mathematics.

Keywords: Waste management; inventory routing problem; multi-period routing;

multi-compartment vehicle; sensor and information systems;
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On a nice autumn day, we see Lukas act 
like the good citizen he is, recycling wine 
bottles from the party he held the day 
before. He brings the bottles to a loca-
tion where a so-called cube has been 
put at the citizens’ disposal. The cube 
has been designed for all kinds of recy-
clable glass. The question is how the 
local authority can make an operations 
plan for the collection of the recyclable 
materials from this and other locations 
such that unwanted overflowing of mate-
rials is avoided and costs are minimized. 
We have examined this in two projects: 
[1] by Maria Elbek and Sanne Wøhlk 

ned for that purpose. At the treatment 
facilities some materials may be reused 
after cleaning while others may be 
melted into new commodities of many 
different kinds. The first group must the-
refore be handled with extra care in the 
collection procedure to avoid extensive 
shattering, which would have a negative 
impact on the recycling process.    

Collection of the recyclable materials 
(usually glass and paper) is normally 
performed within a predetermined ope-
rational area. The cubes, which are 
approximately 1.6 m3, are situated at 
so-called locations. The majority of the 
locations have one cube for each type of 
material, but they may also have several 
cubes for a particularly popular material.

The different types of materials are col-
lected from the cubes simultaneously on 
the same route. Since mixing of materi-
als is not permitted, the collection is per-
formed with a truck that is equipped with 
a crane and two containers. The crane 
makes it possible to lift up the cube and 
remove the bottom of the cube so that 
the contained material can be emptied 
into the correct container before the 
cube is restored to its place. A cube is 
therefore always emptied completely. 
The time spent on a visited location 
depends on the number of cubes and 
number of different types of material. 
A collection route visits a subset of the 
locations and starts and ends at a depot. 
An illustration of the setup is provided in 
Figure 2.

Collection of recyclable materials

By Maria Elbek

Picture: Lukas Bach deposits wine bottles in a cube for glass.

from Aarhus University, and [2] by Maria 
Elbek in collaboration with Water Rei 
and Teodor Gabriel Crainic from CIR-
RELT in Canada. Our waste manage-
ment partner Reno Djurs has provided 
us with data and know-how of collection 
systems.  

Some parts of waste are particularly sui-
table for recycling, for instance glass, 
wine bottles, lemonade bottles, paper, 
newspapers, school notes, soft drink 
cans, plastic bottles, etc. In Denmark 
citizens are encouraged to reduce their 
waste as much as possible and they can 
deposit the parts of waste that can be 
recycled at locations in the neighbor-
hood. For the time being the citizens do 
this voluntarily and there is not (yet) any 
cash benefit for the citizens who recycle 
the materials. However, they can go to 
bed with a clean conscience concerning 
the environment. 

Roughly speaking, the collection pro-
blem consists of two major decisions: 
Deciding which locations to visit each 
day, and deciding on the route of the col-
lection vehicle each day. 

Problem description

Some recyclable materials are fragile 
and breakable such as, e.g., glass, wine 
bottles, and jam jars, while others are 
non-breakable, e.g., paper, cardboard, 
and tinned food cans. Both groups of 
materials can be transformed into valua-
ble products at treatment facilities desig-
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At the depot, they have an extra contai-
ner for each type of material. When the 
truck returns to the depot after a route 
has been completed, the crane unloads 
the paper from the container of the truck 
to the extra container designed for paper, 
but due to shattering, this is not possible 
for glass. Instead, when the container for 
glass on the truck is sufficiently full, it is 
swapped with the associated extra one 
at the depot. Once two containers of the 
same type are full, they are transported 
to the relevant treatment facility, where 
the materials will be processed for recy-
cling. A visit to a treatment facility starts 
and ends at the depot. The containers 
brought to the treatment facility are emp-
tied and then made available for collec-
tion again. This can be done every day; 
however, trips to the treatment facilities 
are rarely needed on a daily basis due 
to the limited amount of collected mate-
rial. Thus the actual available capacity 
depends on the work that was carried 
out during the previous days.

objective is to minimize the total cost 
(given in time), which is composed of 
the cost of driving on the routes and to 
the treatment facilities together with cost 
of emptying the cubes at the locations 
and emptying the containers at the treat-
ment facilities, while avoiding violations 
of capacity constraints for cubes and 
containers.

Solution approach 

In the paper by Elbek and Wøhlk we 
investigate how to make an operations 
plan for this collection problem. The 
core of the solution approach consists of 
a Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) 
algorithm, which is used to solve the pro-
blem in a planning period of a few days 
of the time horizon. Feasible moves in 
the VNS algorithm consist of moving 
locations between days in the planning 
period, where it is estimated that the 
cubes at the locations and the contai-
ners of the truck will not be overfilled. 

Figure 2: The setup of the collection problem - illustration of principle with only five locations containing two cubes: one for glass and one for 
paper.

Generally, the quantity of material depo-
sited by the citizens in the cubes on a 
given day is unknown. The actual fill level 
of a cube is thereby not known until the 
location is visited. The need to empty the 
cubes at a location can vary from weekly 
to every second month depending on 
the location. The truck is not required 
to empty all cubes at a visited location. 
Therefore, the selection of locations to 
visit and the selection of cubes to empty 
at these locations together with the route 
that services these locations make up 
the daily operations plan. The natural 
choice is to model the daily collection 
problem as a node routing problem, but 
the operations over the full time horizon 
resemble an inventory routing problem. 
In our case study, only a single vehicle 
is used. It is inspired by a real-life case 
in the Djursland area in Denmark, where 
211 locations are available, holding 
a total of 240 cubes for glass and 198 
cubes for paper. A map of the area with 
the locations is provided in Figure 3. The 
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The algorithm is embedded into a rolling 
horizon framework, where the operati-
ons plan for “today” is executed and an 
estimation of its consequences for the 
following “days” is made, but updated 
in the next iteration. An artificial future 
cost function that estimates long term 
effects of short term decisions is there-
fore included in the algorithm. Computa-
tions show that the use of this modified 
objective function (including the effect of 
future cost) to evaluate improvements of 
the collection plan in the VNS is bene-
ficial.

Analysis

In the current setup the planning is 
performed manually with no algorith-
mic support. We are interested in eva-

cost is successfully utilized without cau-
sing a significant increase in the number 
and quantities of overfilling since the 
average number of overfilled cubes per 
year is one and the average quantity of 
overfilled material is 0.0045 m3, which 
corresponds to less than 0.3 percent of 
the capacity of a cube. The treatment 
facilities for glass and paper are visited 
about 35 and 29 times per year, respec-
tively. On average, the containers are 93 
percent full when emptied at the treat-
ment facilities. The number of overfilled 
containers range from 0 to 5 with an ave-
rage of 1.9 and the associated quantity 
of overfilled material is 0.2264m3 on 
average, which corresponds to less than 
0.7 percent of the capacity of a contai-
ner. These findings demonstrate that the 
algorithm leads to more efficient use of 
capacities compared to the current set-
ting.

Emptying of all cubes

Since there is no obligation to empty 
all cubes at a location during a visit, we 
include a numerical threshold in the solu-
tion method to indicate if a cube should 
be emptied when the location is visited 
and the actual fill level is realized. The 
numerical threshold is given as a certain 
percentage of the capacity of the cube. 
At a location visit, if the actual fill level 
in any cube is larger than this threshold, 
the cube is emptied. The computational 
experiments show no significant diffe-
rence in performance between emptying 
all cubes (also non-full cubes) and only 
emptying cubes which are at least 30 
percent full. 

Offloading glass

Today, the risk of shattering prevents 
glass from being offloaded with the 
crane to the extra container at the depot. 
However, an alternative recycling pro-
cedure at the treatment facility for glass 
could remove this non-breaking restric-

Figure 3: A map of the Djursland area in Denmark with 211 locations. The depot is located in 
the centre whereas the treatment facilities are located outside the area.    

luating the benefits of using an algorithm 
in the planning process. The solution 
approach has been evaluated by means 
of a simulation study and shows pro-
mising and robust performance. In the 
simulation of a collection plan for a year, 
about 2,052 cubes for glass and 1,764 
cubes for paper are emptied on ave-
rage. When the cubes are emptied, the 
fill levels of materials contained in the 
cubes are about 70 percent for glass 
and 68 percent for paper, which is signi-
ficantly more than the fill levels of 55 per-
cent for glass and 40 percent for paper 
known from historical data in the real-life 
case. We conclude that this is partly due 
to the inclusion of a future cost in the 
algorithm since it gives an incentive to 
delay the emptying of the cubes for as 
long as possible. Furthermore, the future 
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tion for glass. In that case, glass and 
paper could be handled in the same 
way (but still separately) in the collection 
process. When examining the conse-
quences of this change, we found that 
the possibility of offloading glass would 
reduce the total cost as we expected. 
However, the gain is surprisingly small 
and no significant difference can be seen 
in the performances parameters for the 
containers, which can be explained by 
the fact that the container capacities are 
already utilized well. 

Increasing uncertainty

In the final computational experiment 
we stress-test the solution method 
by increasing the uncertainty of the 
daily accretion rates of materials. As 
expected, increased uncertainty leads 
to higher total cost and more overfilled 
cubes. In addition, the utilized capacity 
in the containers is lower because a 
larger safety capacity is needed in the 
containers when uncertainty increases. 
However, the algorithm still provides 
acceptable results even when uncer-
tainty is increased.  

flow, but a penalty cost should then be 
paid. This is common practice in inven-
tory models. The intuition of the penalty 
cost for having an overfilled cube is that 
we need to estimate the cost of a solo 
visit to the location to empty the cube, 
something that should have been done 
earlier. The value of the penalty cost is 
moreover location-dependent such that 
a popular location with many cubes 
being filled rapidly and located close to 
an important site in a city center gets a 
higher penalty cost than a location with 
few cubes which get filled slowly at a 
less conspicuous collection location. In 
addition, the intuition of the penalty cost 
for an overfilled container is to estimate 
the cost of an extra visit to the treatment 
facility.

We introduce a single-period and a 
multi-period policy, both of which a 
manager at a collection company may 
use to make the daily plan. The former 
only determines the collection plan for 
one period (the current day) given by the 
information available in the morning. In 
the single-period policy a subset of the 
locations are selected for visits on the 
current day and a route is made. The 
locations to visit are selected purely 
based on the fill levels in the cubes on 
the locations, where the fill level can 
be expressed by a forecast or by the 
actual value given by sensors. The route 
is established by solving the traveling 
salesman problem with a 2-opt edge 
exchange. In the single-period policy, 
the future consequences of the deci-
sions made on the current day are not 
considered. In the latter, i.e., the multi-
period policy, collection plans for seve-
ral periods (days) are established using 
the look-ahead algorithm proposed by 
Elbek and Wøhlk with some minor modi-
fications. The multi-period policy uses 
an estimation of future information (fill 

The use of sensors

When we are dealing with collection of 
recyclable material from non-staffed 
locations, one question often pops up: 
can we make a better operations plan 
if we use measuring devices to obtain 
more precise information about the 
fill levels in the cubes? In the paper of 
Elbek, Rei and Crainic, we delve into this 
question.

A cube may be equipped with a sensor 
and connected to an information system 
that can provide updated information 
about the fill level of the cube. Such 
systems can make it possible to partially 
remove the uncertainty in the problem. In 
the minimization of the total cost, several 
cost components are considered: rou-
ting and emptying costs for cubes plus 
transportation and emptying costs for 
containers, as well as penalty costs for 
overfilling cubes and containers. In the 
real world, overfilling cannot be totally 
avoided (not even if we empty all cubes 
and containers every day). We therefore 
include penalty costs in the objective 
function as a way to take this stochastic 
nature of the problem into account. So 
the cubes and containers may over-

Picture: A cube is being emptied. Source: 
Reno Djurs.
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levels in cubes and containers) with an 
approximation of future actions (visits to 
collection locations and treatment facili-
ties) to evaluate the future consequen-
ces of the operations plan for the current 
day. 

Table 1 shows the four settings we inve-
stigated: single-period policy without any 
sensors and information systems availa-
ble (SN), single-period policy with sensor 
and information systems available (SY), 
multi-period policy without sensor and 
information systems available (MN), and 
multi-period policy with sensor and infor-
mation systems available (MY).

Analysis

We evaluate the four policy settings 
on 480 generated instances based on 
our case. The instances vary with the 
number of locations: 50, 100, 150, and 
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flowed material in cubes and containers 
are approximately the same on average 
with and without information systems. 
With respect to costs, it appears pos-
sible to save up to 8% on the opera-
tion cost by using sensors compared 
to merely using forecasts. Notably, the 
largest savings are generally obtained 
when the fill rates display high standard 
deviations.

Multi-period policy: sensor vs. 
forecast

The computational experiments show 
that, when we plan ahead for several 
days, the introduction of sensor and 
information technology leads to a decre-
ase of maximum 4.7% in the operation 
cost as well as a generally lower cost 
for emptying the cubes and containers 
and lower transportation cost to the tre-
atment facilities. We again observe that 
the cost benefit is larger in situations 
with high uncertainty of the daily depo-
sit of materials. The number of overfilled 
cubes and containers and the associ-
ated amount of overflowed materials are 
significantly lower when MY is applied 
compared to MN. 

Comparison of the different 
management policies 

In this last section we compare the 
single-period policy to the multi-period 
policy with and without sensor techno-
logy. The computational experiments 
show that a saving of up to 36% can be 
obtained by applying MN or MY instead 
of SN and SY, i.e., by using multi-period 
planning. See Figure 4 for an overview 
of the operation costs. This emphasizes 
that in terms of cost, the multi-period 
policy is superior to the single-period 
policy irrespective of technology, which 
is especially expressed in the reduced 
routing cost obtained by avoiding costly 
trips to the same area in the forthcoming 
days. 

Figure 4: Overview of the operation cost for SN, SY, MN, and MY. 

211, respectively. Furthermore, the set-
tings for the means and the standard 
deviations in the accretion rate distri-
butions vary in several ways. First, we 
compare SN and SY; thereafter we 
compare MN and MY. Finally, we make 
some concluding remarks on the overall 
performance of the policies and potential 
technology system. 

Single-period policy: sensor vs. 
forecast

We make an analysis of the possible 
benefits of installing fill level information 
systems in the cubes when the single-
period policy is used for planning by 
comparing SN to SY. Computational 
experiments show that there is a decre-
ase in the number of overfilled cubes 
when information systems are present. 
But surprisingly, the number of overfil-
led containers and the quantity of over-

Are information systems available?
No Yes

Single-period policy SN SY
Multi-period policy MN MY

Table 1: Settings for the policies
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Figure 5: Number of overfilled cubes and containers for SN, SY, MN, and MY group by the 
number of locations. 

Conclusions

Through additional information it is pos-
sible to achieve a cost saving of up to 
8% for the single-period policy (SN com-
pared to SY) and a cost saving of up 
to 4.7% for the multi-period policy (MN 
compared to MY). Notice that the cost 
savings by including sensors are smal-
ler if the policy is advanced in the first 
place. The general conclusion is there-
fore that better overall performance is 
achieved when sensor and information 
systems are available regardless of the 
implemented policy. However, these 
cost savings are relatively small compa-
red to the savings of up to 36% that can 
be obtained by applying the multi-period 
policy instead of the single-period policy. 

It is therefore recommended that local 
authorities focus on the implementation 
of a more refined policy to create the 
operations plan for the collection of the 
recyclable materials before investing in a 
sensor and information system. A sensor 
and information system can, however, 
be used to achieve a further decrease in 
the unwanted overflowing of the materi-
als, see Figure 5 for an overview.  
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Table of Notation for all Chapters

Table 1: Overview of Notation

Index Sets and Indices

L The set of all locations

l A location in L

M The set of all cubes

V The set of all cubes and the depot (M∪{0})

W The set of all locations and the depot (L ∪ {0})

N The set of recycling materials

n A type of recycling material in N , which can be breakable or

non-breakable

G, P The set of cubes for glass (paper)

N (l) The family of cubes of type n ∈ N at location l ∈ L

G(l), P(l) The family of cubes for glass (paper) at location l ∈ L

T , T ′ The set of the discrete time periods excluding (including)

time zero

The table continues
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Table 1: Overview of Notation (continued)

PP The set of time periods in the short planning period, PP ⊂ T

PP∗ PP plus an additional artificial day

t In Chapters 1 and 2: any discrete time period (i.e., day) in T or

T ′, in Chapter 3: the present day in T

t′ In Chapter 3: any discrete time period (i.e., day) in T

S The set of scenarios

s A scenario in S

Rt The route at time t ∈ T

Scalars and Parameters

H The finite time horizon

C The capacity of an empty container

Ui The capacity of an empty cube i ∈ M

rit The quantity of material deposited in cube i ∈ M at time t ∈ T ′

∑i∈G(l) rs
it, ∑i∈P(l) rs

it The total quantity of material deposited in the families of cubes

for glass (paper) at location l ∈ L at time t ∈ T in scenario s ∈ S

cij In Chapters 1 and 2: the transportation cost between i ∈ V

and j ∈ V , in Chapter 3: the transportation cost between i ∈ W

and j ∈ W

k(n) The transportation cost of a round trip to the treatment facility

for material of type n ∈ N

k(g), k(p) The transportation cost of a round trip to the treatment facility

for glass (paper)

γl The average transportation cost from location l ∈ L to its ten

nearest neighbors multiplied by two

The table continues
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Table 1: Overview of Notation (continued)

wij The service cost for emptying cube i ∈ M after cube j ∈ M

w(n) The service cost at the treatment facility for material n ∈ N

w(g), w(p) The service cost at the treatment facility for glass (paper)

wl(g), wl(p) The service cost for emptying all cubes in a family of cubes for

glass (paper) at location l ∈ L

φl The service cost for location l ∈ L when all cubes are emptied

ρi The penalty cost for overfilling in cube i ∈ M

ρl(n) The penalty cost for overfilling in the family of cubes of material

of type n ∈ N at location l ∈ L

ρl(g), ρl(p) The penalty cost for overfilling in the family of cubes for glass

(paper) at location l ∈ L

ρ(n) The penalty cost for overfilling in the container for material of

type n ∈ N

ρ(g), ρ(p) The penalty cost for overfilling in the container for glass (paper)

αj A thresholds for including a family of cubes in the planning,

where j represents the classification of the family of cubes

β A threshold determining which cubes to empty at a visit to a

location

λ A threshold indicating the minimum fill level required for a

family of cubes before considering it for emptying in the

planning process

sN (l) A threshold determining when a family of cubes of type n ∈ N

at location l ∈ L is emptied

The table continues
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Table 1: Overview of Notation (continued)

µl(n) The mean of the daily accretion rate for the family of cubes of

type n ∈ N at location l ∈ L

µl(g), µl(p) The mean of the daily accretion rate for the family of cubes for

glass (paper) at location l ∈ L

σl(n) The standard deviation of the daily accretion rate for the family

of cubes of type n ∈ N at location l ∈ L

σl(g), σl(p) The standard deviation of the daily accretion rate for the family

of cubes for glass (paper) at location l ∈ L

k The number of days in the planning period

ps The probability of scenario s ∈ S

kmax, hmax The number of neighborhoods in the VNS part (VND part) of

the VNS algorithm

tmax, bmax The time limit and stop criterion of the VNS algorithm

vmax The maximum number of iterations in the PHA

Variables

θit Binary. Visit to node i ∈ V at time t ∈ T

θlt Binary. Assignment of location l ∈ L to time t ∈ T

ηt(g) Binary. Swap of the containers for glass at time t ∈ T

ηt(p) Binary. Visit to the treatment facility for paper at time t ∈ T

ζ̂lt(g), ζ̂lt(p) Binary. Plan to empty the family of cubes for glass (paper) at a

visited location l ∈ L at time t ∈ T

ζit Binary. Emptying cube i ∈ M at time t ∈ T

yt
ij Route traversal ∀i, j ∈ V , j < i, t ∈ T

yijt Route traversal ∀i, j ∈ W , j < i, t ∈ T

The table continues
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Table 1: Overview of Notation (continued)

xit The quantity of material collected from cube i ∈ M at

time t ∈ T ′

∑i∈G x̂s
it, ∑i∈P x̂s

it The estimated total quantity of glass (paper) to be collected from

the locations on routeRt at time t ∈ T in scenario s ∈ S

Fit The quantity of material in cube i ∈ M at the beginning of

time t ∈ T ′

∑i∈G(l) F̂s
it, ∑i∈P(l) F̂s

it The estimated quantity of glass (paper) accumulated at the

location l ∈ L at time t ∈ T in scenario s ∈ S

zit The quantity of excess material in cube i ∈ M at time t ∈ T

∑i∈G(l) ẑs
it, ∑i∈P(l) ẑs

it The estimated quantity of glass (paper) overflowed at location l

at time t ∈ T in scenario s ∈ S

Ct(n) The capacity available in the container for material of

type n ∈ N at time t ∈ T ′

Ct(g), Ct(p) The capacity available in the container for glass (paper) at

time t ∈ T ′

Ct(ṗ) The total available capacity in the containers for paper at

time t ∈ T ′

δt(g), δt(p) The quantity of excess glass (paper) in the container at

time t ∈ T

Z(g), Z(p) The quantity of glass (paper) left over at location l ∈ L at the

last visit

Zi(g), Zi(p) The quantity of glass (paper) left over in cube i ∈ M at the last

visit

The table continues
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Table 1: Overview of Notation (continued)

ζ(n) The estimated quantity of material of type n ∈ N that has to be

collected in the planning period after the latest planned visit to

the treatment facility

ζ(g), ζ(p) The estimated quantity of glass (paper) that has to be collected

in the planning period after the latest planned visit to the

treatment facility

ψ(g)s, ψ(p)s The estimated quantity of glass (paper) that has to be collected

in the planning period after the latest planned visit to the

treatment facility in scenario s ∈ S

Q(n) Future cost of visiting the treatment facility for material of

type n ∈ N as planned in the planning period

Q(g), Q(p) Future cost of visiting the treatment facility for glass (paper) as

planned in the planning period

Qlt Future cost of visiting location l ∈ L at time t ∈ T

t̃, t̃l The day of the latest visit to location l ∈ L, t ∈ T ′

t†, t†
l The last possible day for emptying the cubes at location l ∈ L to

avoid overfilling with a probability of 95 %, t ∈ T
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Dansk Resumé

Denne afhandling består af fire kapitler, der hver især omhandler modellering af opti-

meringsproblemer, der findes inden for indsamling af genanvendelige materialer. Pro-

blemerne er inspirerede af en konkret problemstilling hos det danske affaldsselskab

Reno Djurs. Borgerne kan deponere glas- og papiraffald i store beholdere, kaldet ku-

ber, som er placeret på flere indsamlingssteder, kaldet lokationer. En lastbil, der er

forsynet med containere, har til opgave at indsamle disse materialer over en tidsho-

risont bestående af et sæt diskrete perioder og transportere dem til deres respektive

behandlingsanlæg. Målet er at minimere omkostningerne og samtidig undgå at over-

skride kapacitetsbegrænsningerne. Vi adresserer problemerne med at planlægge ture-

ne til lokationerne samt til behandlingsanlæggene. Da kuberne på lokationerne såvel

som containerne på lastbilen har begrænset kapacitet, skal planlægningen af besøg til

lokationer og behandlingsanlæg foretages således, at overfyldning undgås. Det fak-

tum, at der er usikkerhed omkring de præcise mængder af materialer, som borgerne

deponerer dagligt på lokationerne, komplicerer planlægningsprocessen yderligere.

I det første kapitel præsenterer vi en matematisk model for indsamlingsproblemet,

hvori vi modellerer udsvingene i den daglige, disponible kapacitet i containerne. Vi

udvikler en heuristisk løsningsmetode til at håndtere det daglige planlægningspro-
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blem og implementerer den i en rullende tidshorisont bestående af nogle få dage. Vi

anvender en konstruktionsheuristik i den første periode og genoptimerer derefter løs-

ningen i hver efterfølgende periode med en variable neighborhood search algoritme.

Deterministiske estimater erstatter de stokastiske mængder af akkumulerede materi-

aler på lokationerne. Løsningsmetoden er evalueret via et simuleringsstudie udført

på data fra Reno Djurs. I det nuværende setup hos Reno Djurs laves planen manu-

elt uden algoritmisk support. Fokus i dette kapitel er derfor at evaluere fordelene ved

at bruge en algoritme til planlægning. Vores beregningseksperimenter viser lovende

og robust performance, og i forhold til det nuværende setup giver algoritmen en me-

re effektiv kapacitetsudnyttelse. Endvidere undersøger vi, om vi ved at inkludere en

omkostningsfunktion, der estimerer de langsigtede virkninger af kortfristede beslut-

ninger, kan nedsætte de omkostninger, der er forbundet med indsamlingen. Vi kon-

kluderer, at løsningsmetoden har gavn af denne inklusion, og at den medvirker til, at

omkostningerne faktisk falder.

I det andet kapitel præsenterer vi en to-trins stokastisk model, hvor indsamlingsbe-

slutningerne udgør første trin, og strafomkostningerne for overfyldning tilføjes i andet

trin. Vi foreslår single- og multi-periode management strategier til at løse det dagli-

ge planlægningsproblem og integrerer disse i en rullende tidshorisont. Single-periode

politikken fastlægger kun indsamlingsplanen for en enkelt periode, mens der i multi-

periode politikken etableres indsamlingsplaner for flere perioder. Multi-periode poli-

tikken anvender algoritmen fra kapitel 1. Fokus for begge management strategier er

på at undersøge virkningen og værdien af at have sensor- og informationssystemer,

der kan levere information om materialeniveauerne i kuberne på lokationerne. Bereg-

ningseksperimenter viser effektiviteten af de foreslåede strategier til løsningen af for-

skellige problemstillinger med realistiske dimensioner. De viser også, at multi-periode

strategien generelt er bedre end single-periode strategien, og at begge strategier har

gavn af at have sensor- og informationssystemer til rådighed.
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I det tredje kapitel præsenterer vi flere generelle modeller af to-trins modellen fra

det foregående kapitel. Vi inkluderer et sæt scenarier i modellerne for at approksime-

re den usikre fremtid. Hvert scenarie indeholder en delmængde af mulige udfald for

hver stokastisk parameter, dvs. den daglige mængde af deponerede materialer på lo-

kaliteterne. Vi udvikler en heuristisk løsningsmetode til at håndtere problemet, som

er inspireret af en progressiv hedging strategi. I heuristikken dekomponerer vi proble-

met via scenarierne og løser hvert scenarieafhængigt subproblem med algoritmen fra

det foregående kapitel. Vi sammenligner de forskellige løsninger for at finde ligheder

og tendenser, som vi kan bruge til at lede den overordnede søgning mod en effektiv

og implementerbar indsamlingsplan, som kan forventes at fungere godt for alle sce-

narier og derved være en god løsning til det underliggende stokastiske problem. Vi

skitserer og sammenligner forskellige strategier for gradvis at styre de scenarieafhæn-

gige subproblemer til at opnå konsensus omkring indsamlingsplanen. Fokus i dette

kapitel er diskussionen omkring generering af scenarierne og de efterfølgende stabili-

tetstests. Desuden sammenligner vi den foreslåede heuristik med løsningsmetoden fra

det foregående kapitel. Vores beregningseksperimenter viser, at den deterministiske

løsningsmetode fra det foregående kapitel løser det stokastiske problem med stor suc-

ces og undgår overfyldte containere. Men den løsningsmetode, vi præsenterer i dette

kapitel, rummer stadigt et stort potentiale, eftersom den resulterer i lavere omkostnin-

ger for tilfælde, hvor begge løsningsmetoder er i stand til at undgå overfyldte kuber

og containere.

Det sidste kapitel består af en artikel, som er offentliggjort i medlemsbladet for

Dansk Selskab for Operationsanalyse. Artiklen formidler hovedpunkterne fra det før-

ste og andet kapitel på et hverdagssprog og med grafiske illustrationer. Det oprindelige

layout af artiklen bibeholdes i dette kapitel.
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